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STELLINGEN 
behorende bij het proefschrift 

J- -invariance and its application to the quantum Hall effect 

1. Een belangrijk voorbeeld van jF-algebra is het feit dat de singlet-interactieterm in 
de Finkelstein-theorie [1] op de volgende twee manieren geschreven kan worden 

- ] T ' t r K . Q][F„, Q] = £ tr ÇQ tr P „ Q + 4tr ,,Q - 6tr ,,A, 

waarbij het accentje een begrenzing van het sommatie-interval aangeeft. 

Hoofdstuk 2 van dit proefschrift. 
[1] A.M. Finkelstein. JETP Lett. 37 (1983) 517: Soviet Phys. JE TP 59 
(19S4) 212. 

2. Onder een ijktransformatie van het electromagnetisch veld (Alt -^ All + dllx) trans
formeren de grootheden tr nQ en tr 1°Q in getrunceerde frequentieruimte als volgt 

t r i t f -» t r ^ Ç e - * = t r 7 ? Q - A t r Q ^ _ ( | . ) 2 ( a b x ) t ( 9 o x ) 

t r I ° Q -+ t r I ^ e ' * Q e - * = t r I ° Q + f(ôbx)°n-

Hoofdstuk 2 van dit proefschrift. 

3. De Finkelstein-theorie in 2+2e dimensies is renormaliseerbaar op twee lus orde. De 
renormalisatiegroepfuncties ß en 7 voor de weerstand (t) respectievelijk de singlet 
interactie-amplitude (z) zijn gegeven door 

ß=-£- = 2et-2i> ; 7 = - ö = -t - f{Z + . » / 6 ) . 
dln/ i dln^i ' 

Hoofdstuk S van dit proefschrift. 

4. In termen van het matrixveld Q en de electromagnetische potentiaal A„ worden, in 
het geval dat men onderlinge afstoting tussen de electronen verwaarloost, de mas-
saloze randexcitaties die in het integer quantum Hall effect bij heeltallige vulfractie 
m optreden beschreven door de effectieve actie 

mStop[Q] + g ƒ d.r tr Q ( u + i _ ) - g ? ƒ d.r A J A _ + g £ ƒ A<* A <Li«, 
Q 

waar S t op staat voor de topologische term | / d 2 i tr e"QdtQd]Q. Deze actie is 
equivalent aan een beschrijving in termen van chirale bosonen, gegeven door 

S[Vi, A„] = g W A « A dA" - ^ £ / d * \(d^i - A.)\d.<pi - A_) - £ ^ , | . 

Hoofdstuk 4 van dit proefschrift. 



5. De in quantum Hall samples experimenteel waargenomen [2] relatie o = \jv tussen 
de tunnelexponent a en de vulfractie v is een direct gevolg van de Coulomb-
interacties tussen electronen op de rand en gelocaliseerde electronen in het sample. 

Hoofdstuk 4 en 5 van dit proefschrift.. 
[2] M. Grayson, D.C. Tsui, L.X. Pfeiffer. K.YV. West and A.M. Chang. 
Phys. Rev. Lett. 80 (199S) 1062 

6. Voor een welgedefinieerde Chern-Simons afbeelding van het integer quantum Hall 
effect naar het fractionele quantum Hall effect is de aanwezigheid van interacties 
met oneindige dracht noodzakelijk. 

Hoofdstuk 5 van dit proefschrift. 

7. De Chern-Simons afbeelding van de geleidingen <rxx en <xxv in het gebied van een 
quantum Hall plateau-overgang geschiedt niet volgens een ondergroep van SL(2.Z). 

Hoofdstuk 5 van dit proefschrift. 

8. De naamgeving 'haploide' en 'diploïde', die aangeeft hoeveel exemplaren van elk 
chromosoom een cel bevat, toont aan dat biologen weliswaar tot twee kunnen tellen, 
maar niet tot één. 

9. In de volgende moderne bijbelvertaling zal "Gaat heen en vermenigvuldigt u" ver
taald worden als "Fuck off !", waarmee ook meteen een verband wordt gelegd tussen 
het Tetragrammaton en andere vierletterwoorden. 

10. De zinsnede "Wij ontkennen dat ..." in uitingen van politici kan worden vervangen 
door "Wij ontkennen het feit dat ...". 

11. Er zijn zeer veel academici die irrelevante zaken afdoen als academische kwesties. 

12. Als promovendus in de theoretische fysica word je geconfronteerd met een ziek 
model. Als je dit genezen hebt mag je doctor worden. 

13. Het feit dat veel meer Chinezen Yang heten dan Yin wijst op een onevenwichtigheid 
in de Chinese samenleving. 

14. De wetenschapsfilosofische stroming genaamd sociaal constructivisme zou beter 
asociaal destructivisme kunnen heten, omdat zij op onfatsoenlijke wijze de met 
bloed, zweet en tranen verworven wetenschappelijke kennis ongeldig verklaart. 

15. Het openbreken van straten in Amsterdam vertoont enige gelijkenis met de eerste 
wereldoorlog. Het wordt gepresenteerd als een tijdelijk ongemak doch verzandt al 
snel in een langdurig loopgravengebeuren. 

Skoric, 20 mei 1999 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Subject 
The quantum Hall effect (qHe) is a remarkable phenomenon that has already led to 
the awarding of two Nobel prizes. These are well deserved: the discovery of the Hall 
conductance quantisation in a two dimensional electron gas by von Klitzing [39] in 1980 
came as a big surprise and necessitated a complete revision of the theory of electronic 
transport and Anderson localisation. Then, just when the dust had settled and everybody 
believed that two dimensional electron systems were truly understood, this illusion was 
shattered in 1982 by the discovery2 of the fractional quantum Hall effect (fqHe) by Tsui, 
Stornier and Gossard [73]. An enormous number of publications, both experimental and 
theoretical, has followed in the years since these discoveries. 

From a theoretical point of view the fqHe has proven to be quite challenging; new 
concepts have been introduced and ideas have been borrowed from high energy physics 
and even string theory. Whereas the integer effect can be understood in terms of the lo
calised vs. extended character of the single particle states of noninteracting 2D electrons, 
what is needed for the fractional effect is a full understanding of Coulomb interactions. 
A successful theory for the fqHe has to take into account all the relevant ingredients 
at the same time: disorder and interactions and an electromagnetic field, a highly non-
trivial combination. The Coulomb interactions invalidate the single-particle formalism 
which is conventionally used to study electronic disorder, while the disorder breaks the 
translational symmetry that is usually exploited in tackling the interaction problem. The 
strong magnetic field further complicates the matter. It is therefore not surprising that 
such a theory has not immediately emerged. What has emerged over the years is a col
lection of less ambitious theories and phenomenological models for the fqHe that, with 
varying success, try to tackle the problem by concentrating on a subset of the ingredi
ents. Three of the most successful and best known of these are Laughlin's wave func
tion [41], Jain's composite fermion picture [34] together with the Chern-Simons approach 
[21, 32, 38, 46, 47, 81, 85, 23, 79, 84], and effective edge theories [24, 25, 26, 8, 77]. Each 
of these approaches captures an essential part of the physics. However, they all fail or at 
least get highly ambiguous when one tries to include the missing ingredient(s). 

The holy grail of quantum Hall theory would be a unified description in which the 
three above theories are incorporated at the outset. Also, it would have to comprise the 

^ o b e l prize 1985 
21998 Nobel prize to Tsui, Stornier and Laughlin 



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

iqHe and fqHe in a single formalism; the similarity of the integral and fractional effect 
simply begs for that. How to start the search? A crucial observation is that disorder 
has always been among the missing ingredients. This is quite depressing, because we 
know that it plays a fundamental role. Even though the fqHe occurs in samples that 
are very clean, it is still the disorder that causes the plateaus in the first place. Another 
disappointing fact is that none of the phenomenological approaches has anything to say 
on the subject of plateau transitions. For instance, what are the relevant quasiparticles 
at a transition between fractional plateaus? 

The only theories that decently treat disorder, the nonlinear sigma model [74, 45, 58] 
(for free particles) and the Finkelstein theory [22] (for interacting particles), are applicable 
only to the integer effect. At least, that was the state of the art in 1995. When I started 
my PhD work, Pruisken and Baranov had just begun to unravel a hidden structure in 
Finkelstein's theory. Even though the theory does not contain the electromagnetic field, 
it turned out to have a symmetry akin to U(l) gauge invariance, namely an invariance 
under a spatially constant shift of the plasmon field. This symmetry, which was dubbed 
' /- invariance' , together with a new truncation procedure of Matsubara frequency space, 
allowed us to include U(l) gauge fields in the Finkelstein theory. This was an important 
development, because it opened up the possibility of using statistical or Chern-Simons 
gauge fields to 'map' the iqHe to the fqHe, thereby finally providing us with the long 
sought after unified description. In order to make sure that we had our hands on the right 
approach to the problem and weren't deluding ourselves with wishful thinking, we first 
had to check whether /- invariance really is a good symmetry. This was by no means self 
evident, because of the new and unusual structure of what we call the '/"-algebra' of U(l) 
transformations in truncated frequency space. The true trial by fire that we subjected 
the new symmetry to was a perturbative renormalisation group calculation to establish 
the renormalisability of the Finkelstein theory to two-loop order. As is well known in 
gauge theories, renormalisation procedures that do not respect all the symmetries in the 
problem lead to divergences. What we found was that the Finkelstein theory is indeed 
renormalisable at two loop level when the /"-algebra is used. Furthermore, the infrared 
behaviour of the theory can only be extracted from /"-invariant correlation functions. 

Having proved that /- invariance is a genuine symmetry, we were on solid footing to 
start putting our unified theory to further use. We constructed a combined action for both 
the bulk and the edge and studied the limiting cases of vanishing edge or bulk density 
of states. In this exercise the central role became apparent which the topological term 
plays, via the / -a lgebra, in the description of edge states. Another important result was 
the clarification of the effects of disorder and Coulomb interactions at the edge, especially 
in the case of counter-flowing modes. Our work on edge states and their interplay with 
bulk states also explains the results of several recent, much discussed experiments. As a 
corrolary of our approach we have found, in our bulk theory as well as at the edge, that 
the composite fermion mapping procedure is only well-defined as long as the conditions 
for /- invariance are met. 

The construction of an /"-invariant unifying action and the study of its implications 
form the subject of this thesis. In this introductory chapter I first give a short overview 
of the basics of quantum Hall experiments and then of the three phenomenological ap
proaches to the fqHe, listing their strengths and weaknesses. This is followed by a discus
sion of disorder, where I review the most important theoretical insights up to 1995. 
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Figure 1.1: Left: artist impression of a quantum Hall measurement. Right: Hall resistance 
and longitudinal resistance as a function of magnetic field. Values of v are indicated with 
arrows. Figure taken from [19]. 

1.2 Overview 

1.2.1 Quantum Hall basics 

The qHe occurs in two-dimensional electron gases at low temperatures («lOOmK) and high 
magnetic fields (of the order of 10T). Von Klitzing's original experiments used Si/Si02 

interfaces to constrain the degrees of freedom of the electrons to two dimensions. Most 
of the experiments since then have been done on GaAs/Al^Gai-^As interfaces, because 
of the high mobility in these samples. A typical quantum Hall measurement is sketched 
in Fig. 1.1. A small current is sent through the electron gas. The longitudinal voltage 
VL and the transverse or Hall voltage VH are measured. This gives the longitudinal and 
Hall resistances RL = VL/I and Rn = Vu/1. The state of a sample is characterised by its 
filling fraction v = neh/(eB), with ne the 2D electron density and B the perpendicular 
magnetic field strength. The filling fraction counts the number of filled Landau levels or, 
equivalently, the number of electrons present per magnetic flux quantum h/e. Depending 
on the sample quality, the inverse Hall resistance shows plateaus at integer and/or frac
tional multiples of e2/h. A plateau R^1 = | • ̂ - (with p an integer and q an odd integer) 
is situated around filling fraction u = p/q. While Rn is constant, the # L curve goes to 
zero. The width of the plateaus depends on the amount of disorder. Very dirty samples 
have wide plateaus and only show the iqHe. With increasing cleanness the plateaus get 
narrower and more fractions start appearing. The quantisation of Rn in the iqHe can 
be as accurate as one part in 108. This fact has been exploited to define a standard 
of resistance based on the qHe. The qHe has also been used to perform an independent 
measurement of the fine structure constant a which appears in quantum electrodynamics. 
This is possible because a is given by a—^/i0c- ^-, where the permeability of the vacuum 
Ho and the speed of light c are exact numbers. 

Apart from the transport measurements described above, many other interesting ex
periments have been done involving tunnelling, thermoelectric power, spin configurations 
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called skyrmions, double layer systems, hysteresis effects, the breakdown of the qHe as a 
function of current, temperature and disorder etc. Of these only tunnelling experiments 
will be discussed in this thesis. The electron spin will be completely neglected, since 
it will always be assumed that the magnetic field is strong enough to cause total spin 
polarisation. Also, nothing will be said about the v = b/2 state. 

A notational peculiarity has to be mentioned. Plateaus are customarily labelled with 
the value of v instead of R^ , even though v varies while ÄH stays constant. 

1.2.2 Laughlin's wave function 

In 1983, Laughlin [41] wrote down a variational wave function that represents the ground 
state of a clean system of interacting electrons at filling fractions v= l / ( 2 p + l ) , with p a 
non-negative integer. 

* ( * , . • •, zn) oc H(z, - Zj)
2»+i exp - | Y, N 2 (i-2-1) 

(The z\, • • •, zn are the coordinates of the particles in the complex plane). He arrived 
at this result solely by demanding that the wave function is built from single particle 
functions in the lowest Landau level only (i.e. that the factor in front of the exp has to be 
analytic), that it is completely antisymmetric and that it is an eigenfunction of the total 
angular momentum. Laughlin's famous wave function shows that the Coulomb interaction 
forces the electrons in fqH systems to condense into a new type of incompressible quantum 
fluid. The elementary excitations of the fluid are quasiparticles with fractional charge and 
statistics. The charge of such a particle is l / ( 2 p + l ) times the electron charge and the 
statistical angle is given by 6 = Tr/(2p+l). (The electron has 9 = ir). The excitation with 
unit charge has 9 = 2p+l. 

For his work on the fqHe, especially for the introduction of the incompressible quantum 
liquid and quasiparticles with fractional charge and statistics, Laughlin shared the 1998 
Nobel prize with two of the discoverers of the fqHe. 

1.2.3 Composite fermions 

In 1989 Jain introduced the beautifully simple picture of composite fermions [34]. In this 
picture the fqHe can be regarded as the occurrence of the iqHe in terms of composite 
particles that consist of an electron plus an even number 2p of magnetic flux quanta h/e 
attached to it. Having bound a part of the magnetic flux, the composite particles live in 
a reduced effective magnetic field Beff = B — 2pne • h/e, with ne the electron density. In 
this way a fractional v for electrons can be related to an effective integer filling fraction 
m of composites, 

i = i - 2 p ; v= T
JILrT. (1.2.2) 

m v r ' 2pm+ 1 *• ' 

The fractional fillings obtained in this way go by the name of 'the Jain hierarchy'. Almost 
all experimentally observed fractions fall in this hierarchy. In (1.2.2) the v and p are 
positive. The effective integer filling m can be negative, in which case Sefj and B point 
in opposite directions. 

Flux-charge composites in general can have any statistical angle and are therefore a 
realisation of anyons [81, 82, 44]. The name 'composite fermion' stems from the fact that 
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the combination of unit charge and an even number of flux quanta yields a statistical 
angle that is an odd multiple of 7r, resulting in a 'fermionic' phase factor of —1 under 
particle exchange. Laughlin's wave function finds a natural interpretation as the ground 
state of composite fermions that completely fill the lowest Landau level. 

Jain's proposal assumes that electron-electron repulsion is responsible for the forma
tion of the composites and that the residual Coulomb interaction between composite 
fermions is very weak, so that they can be regarded as almost free particles. However, 
this statement has never been made quantitative. Jain's picture does not predict which 
type of composite will form under what circumstances, nor does it make a statement on 
the type of interaction needed to create composite fermions in the first place. Finally, it is 
assumed that composite fermions get localised by disorder in the same way as electrons, 
but there is no hint whether and how disorder affects the nature of the composites them
selves. Even so, the composite fermion picture has proven very successful, certainly more 
so than what could be reasonably expected. For instance, large portions of conductance 
data as a function of v in the fractional regime can be mapped very well onto data from 
the integer regime (when properly rescaled). At even denominator filling fractions it really 
seems as if there are particles in a vanishing 5eff, as shown by e.g. thermoelectric power 
experiments [72] at these fractions. 

Statistical gauge fields 

There exists a very nice way of implementing the flux attachment idea in 2+1 dimensional 
field theories, called the 'Chern-Simons trick'. Chern-Simons actions were originally stud
ied in the context of massive gauge fields [16, 70]. It was found that they can also be used 
to transmute the statistics of particles. The Chern-Simons trick is based on the following 
observation [46], Suppose that we have an action S[i/>, A^\ for a fermionic or bosonic field 
•tp coupled to the electromagnetic field AM, then the statement is that no observable is 
altered if one makes the replacement 

S[é, Aß] — • 5 [ ^ , Aß + a,} + l±jd3x e«XKaßdxaK (1.2.3) 

(the last term is called Chern-Simons action) and integrates out a^. The parameter p 
has to be an integer for this statement to hold. On a mean field level, (1.2.3) attaches to 
every unit charge a number 2p of flux quanta associated with V x a. The aM is called the 
'statistical gauge field', since for arbitrary non-integer p the attachment of a^-flux changes 
the statistics of tp. The statement (1.2.3) is made useful as follows. We want to derive a 
theory S„ for a filling fraction i/ that is an element of Jain's hierarchy, but the only thing 
we have is an action 5 m for the corresponding integer filling m. Now suppose that we 
already have the sought after S„ and perform the replacement (1.2.3). Then the resulting 
mean field theory will be precisely 5 m , coupled to the fluctuations of a^ according to 
(1.2.3). By integrating out these fluctuations the S„ is reobtained. Only 're'obtained is 
not the right word in this case, since we didn't actually know S„ to begin with. 

1.2.4 Effective edge theories; chiral Luttinger liquids 

The third important development, the formulation of effective edge theories, pioneered 
by Wen's chiral boson model [77], concentrates on the edge excitations of quantum Hall 
systems. Effective edge theories take the form of a chiral Fermi liquid in the integer 
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regime or a chiral Luttinger liquid [49, 53] in the fractional regime. There are several 
ways in which it can be seen from the phenomenology of the Hall plateaus that edges play 
a prominent role when the Hall conductivity is quantised. One of these ways is the so-
called hydrodynamic approach, which observes that the only possible gapless excitations 
of a 'droplet' of incompressible quantum fluid are ripples on its edge. The magnetic field 
constrains the ripples to move in one direction only; what results is a 1+1D effective 
theory in terms of relativistic chiral edge bosons. (The adjective 'relativistic' stems from 
the linear dispersion relation). A second, very interesting way is the Chern-Simons (C-S) 
approach. Fröhlich et al. [24, 25, 26] noted that the plateau equation of motion for 
the current density, as imagined in a sample free of disorder, is precisely the saddlepoint 
equation of a Chern-Simons action. Let us for simplicity consider the plateau around a 
Laughlin fraction 1/odd. The 2+1D current density j M satisfies 

r 
-axye"XKdxAK. (1.2.4) 

where Aß is the electromagnetic potential and <rxy is the quantised Hall conductance. The 
associated C-S action is given by 

S = ± /d3.r e»x« (-^g„dxgK + 29lldxAK) , j " « e"aßdagß. (1.2.5) 

The C-S action is topological; it has zero Hamiltonian. It was first shown by Witten [83] 
that the only dynamics of a general nonabelian C-S action occurs on the boundary of the 
integration manifold and takes the form of a WZW model. It can be shown that in the 
simple abelian case given above, integration over g results in a chiral boson action of the 
same form as in the hydrodynamic picture 

471-
axy fdtdx dx<p(dt<p — vdx(fi). (1.2.6) 

(Here the A^ has been set zero). The velocity v is the speed of sound in the hydrodynamic 
approach. In the C-S approach it enters as a constant in a gauge fixing constraint that 
has to be imposed on the boundary. In both cases its value is arbitrary due to the lack 
of knowledge of the microscopic details, with the only restriction that v has to have the 
same sign as axy in order for the Hamiltonian to be bounded from below. 

Arbitrary filling fractions 

The scenario sketched above has been generalised to more complicated filling fractions. 
Several incompressible quantum fluids can be taken or, equivalently, several independently 
conserved currents j . This leads to a generalisation of (1.2.6) with a number of bosonic 
fields i(3 equal to the number of independently conserved currents. The bosons are cou
pled to one another via a coupling matrix that one generally calls K and which satisfies 
£ \ A'"1 = axy. The velocity v becomes an arbitrary velocity matrix V, with tr V > 0. 

S=± Idtdx {Kgdjpidtpj - Vijd&id&j) • (1.2.7) 

The Jain hierarchy states (1.2.2) are accommodated in this framework by putting K,j = 
2p + SijSgn(m), where K has size \m\ x |m|. The theory (1.2.7) has a rich structure 
featuring Virasoro, Kac-Moody and Wi+oo algebras. Its particle spectrum, obtained from 
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representation theory of these infinite algebras, contains the same composite fermions and 
'fractional' quasiparticles as the bulk C-S theory. This shows that the gapful excitations 
in the bulk are related in a simple way to the gapless edge excitations. There is also a 
simple relation between chiral bosons and the Laughlin wave function. The ground state 
(1.2.1) is obtained by taking the expectation value with respect to (1.2.6) of a product 
of vertex operators which represent composite fermions. The conformai invariance of 
the Luttinger liquid model has been successfully used as a computational tool in the 
calculation of experimentally accessible quantities like temperature dependent current-
voltage curves for tunnelling processes [14, 35, 78] and the shot noise signature of charge 
1/3 quasiparticles at v = 1/3 [69, 55, 20]. The Luttinger liquid also provides an interesting 
model system for exploring the thermodynamics of particles with unusual properties such 
as generalised exclusion statistics [29]. 

Problems 

In spite of their successes, the phenomenological edge theories suffer from numerous prob
lems and ambiguities. The derivation from (1.2.4) to (1.2.6) concentrates on a single phys
ical quantity, the conductivity tensor, which is constant over the whole width of a plateau. 
There is no guarantee that the conductivity is the correct quantity to look at. Quantities 
like the density of states, which are known to change as a function of filling fraction, are 
not 'visible' in this approach. As a consequence, several important questions cannot be 
addressed. What, if any, is the effect of disorder on edge states? What determines the 
parameters Vip. Do Coulomb interactions between edge states and localised bulk states 
play a role? And do interactions within the edge have any importance? 

The lack of understanding becomes painfully clear when the axy = 2/3 plateau is 
considered. In the Jain hierarchy (1.2.2) this plateau corresponds to m « — 2, p=l, i.e. 
an effective filling fraction around 2 (in a reversed magnetic field) for composite fermions 
that consist of an electron plus two flux quanta. The 2x2 A'-matrix has eigenvalues of 
opposite sign, which leads to the occurrence of counter-flowing edge modes. There has 
been a great deal of controversy over the nature of these counter-flowing modes. Problems 
were reported [36, 37, 30] concerning the dependence of the Hall conductance itself(!) and 
of the tunnelling density of states on the arbitrary parameters Vij. Scattering operators 
between modes were introduced by hand in order to solve these problems. Even worse, 
our work has shown that an aspect which was thought to be well understood, the positive 
trace of V, is in fact wrong. In the case of counter-flowing modes, the velocity matrix has 
a negative trace and it is the Coulomb interaction that stabilises the Hamiltonian. 

The most spectacular failing of the effective edge models is the incorrect prediction for 
the tunnelling exponent in experiments where electrons are tunnelled from a Fermi liquid 
into the edge of a fqHe sample [27]. The predicted curve as a function of filling fraction 
has plateaus just like the conductance, but the experiment shows a continuous curve as a 
function of v. In the qHe, theory has lagged behind the experiments for a long time. The 
fact that one of the very few theoretical results obtained in advance of the experiment has 
turned out to be so far off the mark really drives home the limits of the phenomenological 
edge model approach. Within the A'-matrix context, the obvious thing is to state that 
the neutral modes disappear. However, the formalism itself offers no justification for this 
statement, and the microscopic origins of the disappearance can only be guessed at. Our 
work shows that it is the Coulomb interaction between edge and bulk states that causes 
the continuous behaviour of the tunnelling exponent as a function of v. 
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1.2.5 Disorder 

Localisation and délocalisation 

The iqHe is now understood as a disorder effect. A theory of noninteracting electrons in 
a strong magnetic field and a random scalar potential suffices to explain most transport 
phenomena. 

In the absence of disorder, the electrons occupy Landau levels at energies En = hwc(n+ 
1/2), with u>c the cyclotron or Larmor frequency eB/me, where me is the effective mass 
of the electron. The degeneracy of a Landau level is given by the number of magnetic 
flux quanta h/e that penetrate the sample. Every state in a Landau level is 'extended' 
and contributes the same amount of conductance, resulting in a linear relation between 
the Hall conductance and the filling fraction. 

The effect of disorder is to cause localisation. The delta function peaks in the density 
of states (d.o.s.) that occur at the Landau energies En in a clean system get broadened 
into a 'Landau band' when disorder is added. The new states at E^=En are all localised. 
Localisation is a generic effect of all kinds of random potentials. According to the con
ventional wisdom before the discovery of the qHe, any amount of disorder, however small, 
localises all states in two dimensions [1]. (At least, in a renormalisation group sense, i.e. 
when very large length scales are considered). The big surprise of 1980 was that in a 
strong magnetic field extended states should exist at the center of each Landau band in 
order for the qHe to exist! The existence of these extended states leads to the following 
picture for the behaviour of atJ as a function of filling fraction. As long as the number of 
extended states below the Fermi level does not change, the Hall conductance is constant. 
This explains the Hall plateaus around integer filling. When the Fermi energy crosses a 
Landau energy, extra extended states start contributing to the conductance, resulting in 
a sharp increase of axy. The quantisation of <rxy in units of e2/h is elegantly explained by 
Laughlin's flux argument [57]. Finally, the er,« curve follows from the derivative d<rxy/diA 
The important point is that the quantity of physical interest is not the density of states, 
as is usually the case in condensed matter physics, but the nature of these states. The 
Hall quantisation is caused not by a density of states gap, but by a mobility gap, an energy 
interval containing no extended states. 

The mental picture of localised vs. extended states is so convenient that it is often 
used even for interacting electrons, where it strictly speaking does not apply. 

Most of the insight into the mobility gaps and the existence of extended states has come 
from topological quantum field theory, more precisely the idea of an instantem vacuum 
[59, 45, 58]. Topological field theory provides the right language for the renormalisation 
group description of the relevant concepts such as localisation lengths, percolation and 
mobility gaps. 

Nonlinear sigma model 

The only formalism that can combine disorder and interactions is field theory. In field 
theories the random potential is always assumed to have a Gaussian distribution, since 
this is the only distribution that can be dealt with in path integrals. However, the effective 
actions are largely determined by symmetries alone, thus ensuring that the long distance 
physics is independent of the type of disorder. 

Let us review in historical order the important developments in the application of field 
theoretical methods to the disorder problem. The first advance was Wegner's nonlinear 
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sigma model [74] for noninteracting particles in zero magnetic field. It captures and ex
tends the results of Abrahams et al. [1] and Langer and Neal [40], who used diagrammatic 
expansions for impurity scattering. 

At first glance, a field theoretical approach only seems to obscure the matter. First, 
one has to give up the idea of a wave function, and replaces it by a field ip(x). This field has 
two components, advanced and retarded, with frequencies ±r/. Then the field is replicated 
[17] so that averaging over disorder becomes possible.3 (The quantity to be averaged is 
In Z with Z the grand canonical partition sum. Writing (In Z) = limjvr-+o N~l[(ZJ?} — 1], 
it is clear that the problem can be reduced to averaging a power of Z. This is done by 
taking Nr exact copies of the system). The fact that the replica limit Nr —> 0 has to be 
taken does not exactly help our intuition. Finally, in the ensuing steps that lead to the 
sigma model, namely integration over disorder, introduction of a Hubbard-Stratonovich 
matrix field and integration over the massive modes of this new field, the original field ifi 
is mangled almost beyond recognition. What is left of it is a matrix field Q°Z, with two 
replica indices (a, ß = 1, • • •, Nr) and two frequency indices (p,p' = advanced/retarded). 
It can be loosely interpreted as an average Green's function {ip°ip ,). The nonlinear sigma 
model is a low temperature, low momentum effective theory in terms of the Q-field, 

S»u,[Q] = -go"» fd2x tr (VQ)2 + rjnp fd2x tr AQ. (1.2.8) 

Here p is the (exact) density of states at the Fermi level and Q is a hermitian matrix 
defined as 

Q = T~1AT TeU(2Nr) AaJ, = Saf)6pp, sgn(p) (1.2.9) 

Q' = Q Q2 = l t r Q = ^ Q » ; = 0, 
p,ot 

where the sign of the advanced(retarded) frequency counts as +1(—1). The (J-matrix is 
invariant under local transformations T^-UT with U G U(Nr)xU(Nr). 

The conceptual and computational difficulties of this approach are illustrated by the 
fact that Wegner did not identify the meaning of the parameter in the kinetic term ( VQ) 2 . 
It was later realised that the expansion procedure that yields (1.2.8) leads to an expression 
in terms of Green's functions that is exactly the mean field expression for the dissipative 
conductance, o£. In view of all the massaging that the theory has gone through, it is 
quite amazing that two important physical quantities, <r̂  and p, pop up as parameters. 

The formalism requires a different view of the disorder problem than the single parti
cle picture. The appropriate language is that of the renormalisation group (RG), sponta
neously broken symmetries and asymptotic freedom. 

The phenomenon of localisation at large distances arises as a restoration at large 
length scales of a continuous symmetry which is spontaneously broken at short distances, 
in analogy with the 2D Heisenberg ferromagnet. The frequency r/ is the analogue of the 
magnetic field and the expression 7rptr A(Q) corresponds to the magnetisation. As long 
as we are not considering a density of states gap, the 'magnetisation' is always nonzero, 
even for 77 —̂  0. The presence of rj forces Q in the 'direction' Q = A. The action (1.2.8) 
at 77 = 0 is invariant under global U(2Nr) transformations T —> TÎ7, U G U(2Nr), but a 
nonzero (Q) breaks the symmetry. The variable T is in fact the Goldstone mode. From 

3Supersymmetry can also be used. However, it is incompatible with interactions, so it will not be 
discussed. 
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the ^-field theory it can be seen that the insulating phase has a higher symmetry, namely 
local U(2Nr). The kinetic term breaks this symmetry. It can only be restored by o ^ i O 
under the RG. So although there are strong similarities with ferromagnets, the analogy 
is not perfect. The symmetry that gets restored is a local one, and the restoration is not 
by a vanishing tr A.(Q) but by o^ flowing to zero. 

The concept of asymptotic freedom enters as follows. The 'nonlinearity' due to Q2 = 1 
can be taken care of by parametrising Q in such a way that it contains square roots 
containing a field called, say, V. An expansion of the kinetic term in powers of V yields a 
kinetic term tr (VV t ) (VV) plus fourth order and higher order terms in V. The coupling 
constant of the fourth order self-coupling term is t oc l/cr^4 At short length scales t is 
very small. Under the RG it flows to infinity at large distances. This is similar to the 
scaling of the strong interaction in QCD. 

Renormalisation in 2 + s dimensions has shown that in two dimensions and lower o^ 
renormalises to zero, i.e. the system becomes insulating. A metal-insulator transition 
can exist only in dimensions higher than two. The conventional wisdom of Anderson 
localisation clearly does not give any indication of the existence of a quantum Hall effect. 

Topology 

The qHe requires a scaling theory for both parameters o-M and <rxy. Such a theory was 
developed by Pruisken et al. [45, 58, 61, 63]. The action (1.2.8) was extended to include 
a topological term 

5 n l . -4 Snl<r + <7°yStop (1-2.10) 

StoAQ] = I U*x tr ZijQdiQdjQ = \ ƒ d* • (ATVT-1). 
To date, the topological term has remained one of the most difficult chapters in the theory 
of Anderson localisation. It can be written as a boundary expression and it disappears 
in perturbative expansions, yet it completely changes the bulk theory. It causes a second 
order phase transition at the band centers and is responsible for the integer quantisation 
of <rxy. The way in which it manages to do this is as follows. The topological term 
can be written as 5top[<3] = 2TT« • q[Q]. The q[Q] is called the topological charge. If 
spherical boundary conditions are imposed, i.e. T£U(Nr) x U(Nr) at the edge, so that 
Q = A everywhere at the boundary, then the edge can be contracted to a point and the 
topological charge is integer quantised as a consequence of the homotopy result 

•K2 [v$0k)]=%- (1-2-11) 
A change of q[Q] can be interpreted as a change of the number of electrons in the sample. 
At weak coupling spherical boundary conditions have to be imposed because of finite 
action requirements. At strong coupling there is no such requirement and the situation 
is more subtle, involving edge currents. Nevertheless, the boundary condition Q = A was 
imposed, resulting in a separation of the (J-integration manifold into distinct topological 
sectors. The minimum energy configuration Q(x) in a certain topological sector is called 
an instanton. It was shown that instantons are responsible for the renormalisation of axy. 
By using the dilute instanton gas approximation, beta functions were obtained in the 

4Phrases like 'weak coupling' and 'strong coupling' will always refer to the parameter (. 
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a„/2 

Figure 1.2: Left: Sketch of the mean field conductances as a function of magnetic field. 
Right: The inset is the strong field limit or quantum Hall regime. The dashed curve gives 
the mean field conductance. Arrows indicate the RG flow. 

weak coupling regime. The results can be visualised in the scaling diagram shown in 
Fig. 1.2. Apart from the stable fixed points (•) at (o^ = 0, axv =integer), which give rise 
to the Hall plateaus, there are also unstable fixed points (o) at half-integer values of <rxy. 
These are of great importance, since they describe a délocalisation of the wave functions 
or a 'massless' phase at the Landau band centers. A cr°y slightly smaller than 1/2 will 
flow past the unstable fixed point at <rxy = 1/2 and eventually end up in the stable fixed 
point at <7xy = 0. A value of a°y slightly larger than 1/2 flows into crxv = 1. Since a sample 
is never truly infinite, there will be small regions around half-integer crxy whose RG flows 
keep 'hanging' in the vicinity of an unstable fixed point. This precisely corresponds to 
the transitions between Hall plateaus: <rxy is not quantised and o^ does not vanish at the 
center of a Landau band. 

The flow of the two conductances toward the stable fixed points is an extension of 
the description of localisation as a dynamic symmetry restoration. Since the topological 
charge changes by an integer under a local U(2Nr) transformation, the theory can only be 
U(2Nr) invariant if <rxy is integer quantised while at the same time oxx = 0. This is an ele
gant way of understanding both conductance quantisations in the qHe as a manifestation 
of the same symmetry principle. 

It was predicted [62] that the conductances and the localisation length f have the 
following scaling behaviour, 

a>, {L,B)=glJ([L/^) ; £ <x \B - B* (1.2.12) 

where L is the sample size, gr,j are regular functions, B* is the critical magnetic field 
and v is the critical exponent for the localisation length. The beta functions at strong 
coupling are not known, so there is no exact result for the critical exponent. The scaling 
relations (1.2.12) were confirmed by the measurements of H.P. Wei et al. [75, 76] on 
In^Gai-^As/InP heterostructures. An important thing to notice is that scaling is only 
predicted for uncorrelated disorder. If there are potential fluctuations on the scale of the 
sample size itself, the scaling regime is never reached. The dopants in In^Gax-^As/InP 
heterostructures are situated inside the 2D electron gas and give rise to short range dis
order. In the very popular GaAs/A^Ga^-jAs samples on the other hand, the aluminium 
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Figure 1.3: Blowup of the interval 0 < <rxy < \. Shown here are the flow lines relevant for 

the Jain states p = 1, m > 0. 
shades of grey. 

The domains that flow to 2 3 
5 ' 7 

are indicated in different 

atoms are situated at a distance from the interface and cause long range potential fluctua
tions. Experiments on this kind of samples [71, 4] show behaviour different from (1.2.12). 

I n t e r a c t i o n s 

The sigma model (1.2.10) does not contain Coulomb interactions. In 1983 Finkelstein 
formulated an extension of (1.2.8) that does include them [22]. One of the consequences 
of interactions is that two frequency components (advanced/retarded) no longer suffice. 
One needs the full set of (fermionic) Matsubara frequencies ^f{n + | ) , where ß is the 
inverse temperature. For fully spin polarised electrons the effective action takes the form 

«ƒ d 2 i t r (VQ)2 + 
» - / " 

£ œr<»-i---.+'i£"«s 
.ocklrnn 

(1.2.13) 

The Q field in (1.2.13) is defined in a way similar to (1.2.9) but now in full frequency 
space, i.e. T e U(Nr • Nt) where iVf stands for the (infinite) number of distinct Matsubara 
frequencies. The contribution in (1.2.13) containing the Kronecker delta is called the 
'singlet' interaction term and represents the zero momentum limit of the interactions. 
The parameter z is called the singlet interaction amplitude. It represents the specific heat 
normalised with respect to the free particle case [10, 11]. The last term is a generalisation 
of the frequency term in (1.2.8) to the full frequency space. 

With a one loop momentum shell calculation, Finkelstein showed that in the inter
acting case the conductance a^ still flows to zero. The z renormalises, but the relative 
parameter '4' between the interaction term and the frequency term does not change. This 
fact is related to the conservation of the total number of particles. 

The next step forward in the sigma model theory was the inclusion of topological 
effects in the Finkelstein theory by Pruisken and Baranov [64]. They showed that the 
topological term, when added to (1.2.13), still leads to well defined instantons and that 
the scaling diagram (Fig. 1.2) still holds in the presence of interactions. 
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to a unified description of 2D metals at B « 0 and the 

The fractional effect 

The developments listed above have led to a deeper understanding of the iqHe. However, 
they do not describe the fractional effect. In Fig. 1.2 all the RG flow lines stop at integer 
quantised <TXV. It was conjectured [42] that the fqHe can be fitted into Fig. 1.2 under 
the 'arches' (see Fig. 1.3). There would have to be stable fixed points at (aM = Q,crxy 

quantised) and unstable ones between them at aK ^ 0 with arches as in the iqHe. This 
fqHe part of the scaling diagram cannot ordinarily be reached by RG, because the starting 
point for renormalisation, <7° , always lies above the 'fractional' region. A Chern-Simons 
mapping procedure is needed in order to change the a°} into effective conductances lying 
inside the fqH arches. However, the flux mapping procedure requires the coupling of Q 
to gauge fields, which is absent in (1.2.13). 

It has been conjectured [51, 50, 38] that the C-S mapping of the conductances is a 
realisation of SL(2,Z) (or, more precisely, a subgroup of it). The statement is that the 
transformation rule for the complex conductance a := axy-\-i<T^ is an analytic continuation 
of the case with a^ = 0, 

r/(2pa + l). (1.2.14) 

1.3 Organisation of this thesis 

Fig. 1.4 shows the connections between our work and the theories presented in the previous 
sections. On the one hand we have Wegner's nonlinear a model and the Finkelstein theory, 
field theories that encompass and extend the diagrammatic techniques of [1, 40, 2]. The 
inclusion of a topological term yields a good understanding of the iqHe. On the other 
hand we have Laughlin's wave function and Jain's composite fermion idea, which in field 
theory language are described by Chern-Simons actions. Connecting the left and right 
side of the figure there is the ^"-invariance, enabling one to apply the C-S flux attachment 
to the theory of the iqHe. 

The derivation of the unified description and the results that we have obtained with it 
are presented in this thesis as follows. Every chapter consists of a slightly modified paper. 
In chapter 2 I present the derivation of the .F-invariant action and discuss the intricacies 
of the JF-algebra. The results of a simple linear response calculation are shown. 
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The subject of chapter 3 is renormalisation of the Finkelstein theory in 2 + 2c dimen
sions. The background field method is employed to obtain one-loop results. A two-loop 
calculation of the free energy is presented and scaling functions are derived. A new quan
tity, the quasiparticle density of states, is examined. 

In chapter 4 edge states are discussed in the iqHe regime. It is shown that the topolog
ical term, or more precisely the fact that there are fluctuations around quantised topologi
cal charge, gives rise to edge excitations, and that Q-field theory on the edge is equivalent 
to a theory of chiral edge bosons. The difference between short range and long range 
disorder is investigated. A description of smooth disorder in terms of spatially separated 
'edge' channels is proposed and used to explain the non-scaling of conductances and the 
\jv tunnelling exponent. 

The Chern-Simons mapping is discussed in chapter 5. The mapping is first performed 
on the bulk theory of chapter 2 and then on the edge theory of chapter 4. A classification is 
made of quasiparticles and tunnelling exponents in the fqH regime. An explicit relation is 
found between edge theories with short-ranged and long-ranged disorder. Finally, plateau 
transitions between fractional plateaus are investigated. 



Chapter Z 

JF-invariant bulk theory 

2.1 Introduct ion 

In this chapter we construct the unifying (J-field theory. We start in section 2.2 from the 
path integral description of fermions in 2+1 dimensions coupled to a gauge field A^. We 
introduce disorder averaging and replicas, and derive a gauge invariant effective action in 
terms of (J-matrices in infinite Matsubara frequency space. In section 2.2.3 we discuss 
the complicating effects of the truncation of frequency space. Due to the loss of the U(l) 
algebra it seems impossible to write down a consistent theory that contains Aß. 

We next introduce the concept of ^-invariance, which is an invariance under a spatially 
constant (7(1) transformation of the Q-field, and devise a new truncation procedure that 
conserves this invariance. Our handling of frequency space seems to be the only consistent 
way of dealing with truncated (7(1) transformations. In section 2.2.4 we list some algebraic 
relations that are a consequence of our procedure. In section 2.3 we present the ^"-invariant 
effective sigma model action in truncated frequency space, first without A^. The fact that 
^"-invariance resembles electromagnetic (7(1) gauge invariance allows us to next include 
Aß and obtain a theory that is both T- and gauge invariant. For the coupling it turns 
out to be necessary to have a detailed knowledge of edge excitations, since the topological 
term is a boundary term. We borrow a result from chapter 4 to write down the full 
coupling. 

In section 2.4 we integrate out the Q-field at tree level and obtain an effective action 
for A,,. We use it for a linear response calculation and study the transport properties of 
the system at short and long distances. 

2.2 Q-ûeld formalism; the fermionic pa th integral 

We have tried everything else. There is no other 
explanation: Gaussian integrals are wrong! 

- a Canadian theorist 

2.2.1 Preliminaries 

We are interested in the disorder average of the logarithm of the grand canonical partition 
function Z, 

Z = tieß^N'H) (2.2.1) 
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with ß the inverse thermal energy, ß = (kBT)"1, p the chemical potential, N the number of 
electrons and H the total energy of the system. We consider a system of two-dimensional 
electrons in a random potential V(x) and a static magnetic field B pointing along the 
positive z-axis. We work in units where all lengths are expressed in terms of the magnetic 
length 1= y/2h/eB and where ft = l , e = l . In these units, the electron mass m has the 
dimension of an inverse energy, while the static magnetic field and the vector potential 
are dimensionless, 

m = msi-e2/h2 ; Â=ÂSI-e£/h. (2.2.2) 

We write the vector potential as Ast + A, where the static part satisfies V x .4st = Bez 

and A represents the fluctuations. In the units chosen above, the static magnetic field is 
normalised to B = 2. The fluctuations in the scalar potential are denoted by A0- In the 
path integral formulation, the partition function for our system is written in the following 
way 

Z = fv^VA^e^'^^ (2.2.3) 

S[0,V',-4„] = far [d2xiP{x,T)[-do + iA0(x,T) + n-H(x)- V(x)]ip(x,r) 

- \ f d r fd2xd2x' 4ix,T)i>{x,T)U0{x,x')4>{x',T)iP(x\T). (2.2.4) 

Here, the ij} and t/> are Grassmann variables defined on the imaginary time interval 
T e [0,/3], with the fermionic antiperiodicity condition tp{x,ß) = —ip(x,0). The A^ are 
ordinary integration variables with the bosonic boundary condition A^x,ß) = A^x,0). 
The U0(x, x') is the Coulomb interaction and % is a differential operator acting to the left 
and to the right 

H :=&*•*, (2.2.5) 

where n is the covariant derivative, 

7? := }V - Ast - A ; n:=-\v -Âst-Â. (2.2.6) 

The Coulomb term is quartic in the fields rj}. We get rid of this quartic form by performing 
a Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation, introducing an extra path integration over a 
bosonic field X(x, r ) , the 'plasmon field', 

e x p - f / d r d 2 . x d V ^{x)U0(x,x')^{x') oc (2.2.7) 

fvX exp - \ làTà2xà2x' \{x)Uö\x,x)X{x) + i fdrd2x Xipip . 

Here UQ1 stands for the matrix inverse of U0. In order to find the disorder average \nZ 
we use the well known replica trick [58, 63]. In the path integral formalism this amounts 
to the introduction of replicated fields tpa, ipa, AQ, A° with a = 1, • • •, Nr. The quantities 
(i, p, V and A** are identical in all replicas. The replicated partition function is given by 

= [f[ VpfWDAl exp ̂ 2 J dr U2x ^ai-do + iA% +p-Ua - V]^a 

- i /d2x'dV Xa(x)Uö1(x:x')Xa(x') + i fd2x AaVQ^Q (2.2.8) 
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Figure 2.1: Left: our way of drawing matrices [•••]« m frequency space. Right: the 
structure of In ( n > 0 ). 

As a next step we perform a Fourier transform from imaginary time r to Matsubara 
frequencies. Since fermionic fields are antiperiodic on the interval [0,ß], while bosonic 
fields are periodic, the allowed frequencies for ip, $ and A0, A are, respectively 

vn = -§-n (bosonic). (2.2.9) wn = ^ ( n + | ) (fermionic) : 

with n integer. We define the Fourier transformed fields by 

CO o o 

r(r) = J2 Ce"M" r ; 4>a(r) = J2 i'>+'"nT (2.2.10) 
n= — oo n = —oo 

oo oo 

Aa(r) = J ] A«e— ; A«(r) = £ (X^e"*" 
n = —oo n = —oo 

which results in the following form of the action: 

S = ß fd2x ^(iw + iÂ0 + n + iX-H- V)1>-§ / d 2 z d V \i(x)Uôl(x,x')X(x'). (2.2.11) 

Here we have used matrix notation for combined replica and frequency indices, 

i'H- • • ) < / > : = Y , ^ ( • • • T n ^ l (2.2.12) 

ntn.aß 

The w is a unity matrix in replica space, while in Matsubara space it is a diagonal matrix 
containing the frequencies w„. We will often also use a diagonal matrix n containing the 
numbers n. 

u, = f (r, + i l ) (oOSJ» = UnS^Snm (n)fm = nSa" 

The 'hatted' quantities are defined according to 

£*££ With (ïntï •= <5Q/3^7^-/,n. 

(2.2.13) 

(2.2.14) 

The matrix 1° is the unit matrix in the a ' th replica space, while in Matsubara space it 
is zero everywhere except on the n ' th diagonal, where it is 1. The /"-matrices are very 
important, because they will turn out to be the generators of the electromagnetic (7(1) 
transformations. But before we elaborate on this, let us first take the disorder average 
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of the replicated partition sum, in analogy with what has been done in the free particle 
formalism. This is done using a Gaussian distribution for the random potential V(x), 

Z = fwP[V}Z ; P[V] « exp (-± fd2x vA . (2.2.15) 

This integration leads to a quartic term in the action of the form {i>^)2, which can be 
decoupled by means of a Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation, introducing hermitian 
matrix field variables Q"^{x). The partition function now becomes 

Z = fvï'tP VQ V\ 2M„ e
sl*-*-«-M'J (2.2.16) 

S[4>,ip,Q,\,A„] = -lgTiQ2+ß [tfxtfliu + iÂo + n-n + iX + iQty 

- f /d2xdVAt(x)A(s')i70-
1(x,x') (2.2.17) 

where the notation Tr stands for a trace over combined replica and Matsubara indices 
as well as spatial integration Jd2x . Notice that the only difference with the previously 
studied free particle case [58] is that we work with a Matsubara frequency label, rather 
than with advanced and retarded components alone. In the partition function (2.2.16), 
the integration over fermion fields can be performed, yielding an effective action for the 
variables Q, A^ and A, 

S[Q,X,Aß] = -±TIQ2 + TT \n[iLo + iÂ0 + fi-H + i\ + iQ} 

- f fd2xd2x' At(.T)A(f')t/0-1(^ - *')• (2.2.18) 

2.2.2 Gauge invariance 

A generic local U(l) gauge transformation on the fermion fields and the electromagnetic 
potentials has the form 

^a(x,T)^eix°^T^a{x,T) ; ijja(x,T)->e-xa^T'>iPa{x,T) (2.2.19) 

A2(2,T)->A2(*>r) + a„x"(*,T) 

with xa real-valued functions periodic in r . In frequency notation this gauge transforma
tion is written as a unitary matrix acting on the vector ip 

V> -> e'H ; t/>f ->• i^e-* (2.2.20) 

Âi^Âi + dd ; (A0)
a

n ^ (A0)° - ivnX
a
n- (2.2.21) 

From (2.2.20) it is clear that the /-matrices are the generators of gauge transformations. 
From their multiplication 

fajß $°ßfa (2.2.22) 

it is readily seen that they span an Abelian algebra, and that a gauge transformation 
indeed acts in every replica channel separately, as seen in (2.2.19). The Q transforms 
according to 

Q -> e**Qe-'*. (2.2.23) 
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The gauge invariance of the action (2.2.17) is easily checked: First of all, the plasmon 
field A and the combinations ip^Qip and tpyip are invariant. Secondly, the fact that the 
I commute leads to e~'*Ve'x = iVj(, from which it follows that the term ^Hip is also 
invariant. Finally, using the following commutation relation, 

[ £ , «] = - * „ £ , (2.2.24) 

in combination with the transformation rule (2.2.21) for A0, we find that the term ip*(iu+ 
iAT)ip is also invariant. The gauge invariance of (2.2.18) is evident as well. We only have to 

rewrite the gauge transformed second term Tr ln[ h te'*Qe~"'*] into Tr ln[e~**(- • -)e'* + 
iQ] and repeat the arguments given above. 

2.2.3 T-invariance; truncation of frequency space 

Ve propoze an unconventional solutsion to zis probljem. 
- an evil scientist 

Obtaining an effective theory for the low energy Q excitations is not as straightforward as 
in the free particle case. The expansion of the Tr In in (2.2.18) for low temperature and 
small momenta involves divergent frequency sums due to the presence of the /-matrices. 
In order to handle these divergencies, it is necessary to introduce a frequency cutoff. This 
cutoff serves only as a regulator and we should be able to send it to infinity at the end of 
all calculations. We choose the cutoff in such a way that all frequencies uin are restricted 
to the range 

n e { - i > C x , - . . > A ^ „ - l } . (2.2.25) 

Unfortunately, the truncation destroys the simple U(l) algebra of the /-matrices. If we 
denote the truncated matrices by 1°, we have 

( E O S ' = {î"ÏL)%9i+m ; K, tt = S"^Sk^m+n(gl+m - gl+n) (2.2.26) 

where S0*3"" means that all replica indices have to be the same, and g, is a step function 
equal to one if i £ {-JV^ a x , . . . . Ar^ax - 1 } and zero otherwise. 

The destruction of the U(l) algebra is a serious complication. Our final aim is an 
effective action Seff[T, A] in truncated frequency space that is somehow capable of produc
ing gauge invariant results. However, the lack of a simple 17(1) algebra in truncated form 
means that there is no criterion by which to check whether intermediate results are prop
erly invariant. Even worse, the obvious procedure of first finding the theory for A^ = 0 (a 
very hard task in itself) and then including A„ by some simple rule like minimal coupling 
fails. Assuming that the theory without gauge fields has been found, a transformation 
like (2.2.23) still leads to a mess that cannot be cleaned up by inserting counter terms 
involving Aß. 

A new symmetry comes to the rescue. Apart from the electromagnetic gauge invari
ance, the action (2.2.18) possesses a second U(l) invariance. In the theory without A,,, 
the action does not change under a spatially global U(l) transformation, 

Q -> e'*Qe-'* , Vx = 0. (2.2.27) 

This transformation amounts to a spatially independent shift of the plasmon field inside 
the Tr In according to 

A(.f) -)• A'(f) = A(.r) - doX- (2.2.28) 
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Figure 2.2: The form of the matrices P, T and Q in truncated frequency space. 

If we now choose A' as the integration variable instead of A, then the shift occurs in 
the last term of (2.2.18). The effect of this shift is zero provided that the interaction 
U0 is long-ranged, i.e. Uäl{q) ->0 as \q\ -> 0. In two spatial dimensions, the Coulomb 
interaction is infinitely ranged. The Fourier transform is given by 

U0(q) oc h oc |<fj~ (2.2.29) 

We have given the invariance under the transformation (2.2.27) the name of 'JF-invariance' 
(after Finkelstein). The associated Noether charge is the fermion number or total electric 
charge. 

We cannot overemphasise the importance of ^-invariance. First, it provides us with a 
very strong restriction on the possible form of the effective action in the absence of gauge 
fields, namely that it should be invariant under the truncated equivalent of (2.2.27), 

SMTW-1} = Seff[r] W = exp i £ XaJn = e* V X (2.2.30) 

(From this point on, the 'hat ' notation implies that truncated I-matrices are used). We 
denote the truncated form of a general U(i) transformation by the name of 'W-rotation'. 
In this terminology the truncated version of jF-invariance is formulated as invariance 
under spatially independent W-rotations. 

Second, after finding a way to handle the truncated form of ^-invariance, we are in 
a position to generalise to spatially dependent W'-rotations and so solve the problem of 
truncated electromagnetic gauge invariance. All of this is of course purely hypothetical if 
we do not succeed in taming the mess which VK-rotations create. We will now present a 
procedure that indeed satisfies the ^-invariance demanded in (2.2.30). It involves a com
pletely new truncation prescription in frequency space. We proceed as in the free particle 
analysis and split the Q matrix variable into 'transverse' and 'longitudinal' components, 

Q = T~lPT P = P f T e U{2N') (2.2.31) 

Here, P has only block-diagonal components in frequency space (i.e. P°£ is nonzero only 
for unwm >0) and T is a unitary rotation. 2AT' is the size of the Matsubara space times 
the number of replica channels, and represents the size of the Q-matrix. 

This change of variables (2.2.31) is motivated by the saddlepoint structure of the 
theory (2.2.18) in the absence of the fields Aß,X and at zero temperature (i.e. w„->-0). 
This saddlepoint can be written as 

Qs T - i A T A aß 
nm saßsn„ s g n ^ J (2.2.32) 
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Figure 2.3: The frequency interval n £ {—2JVmax+l, • 
are nonzero. 

, 2iVm a x-l} for which A° and tr l°Q 

indicating that the longitudinal fluctuations P are the 'massive' components of the theory 
whereas the T-matrix fields are the lowest energy excitations (Goldstone modes) in the 
problem. In analogy with the free particle case we define a matrix field Q 

Q := T - ' A T Q2 t tr Q = 0. (2.2.33) 

This is the only local variable on which the effective action Seff[T] can depend that is 
consistent with the symmetry present in the zero-temperature saddlepoint (2.2.32). 

The way in which (2.2.31) is going to be handled is illustrated in Fig. 2.2: we im
pose on the T-rotations a 'small' cutoff iVmax in Matsubara frequency space, such that 

l«A rmax<iV™ 
we can write 

The frequency indices on T range from — iVmax to N„ 

Q = A + SQ 

-1. As a result, 

(2.2.34) 

where 6Q only contains small frequencies. At the same time we restrict the frequencies 
for which An ^ 0 to the interval {—2Amax + 1 , . . . , 2iVmax — 1}, so that the matrix A is 
nonzero only in a band that touches the 'small' 6Q. In Fig. 2.3 this band is shown. (In 
the presence of gauge fields, .4^ is restricted to the same band). 

It is important to keep in mind that working with a finite iVmax is just a calculational 
device which will enable us to derive an effective action for the lowest energy excitations T 
by formally integrating out the massive components P. (The latter can be done explicitly 
by employing saddlepoint methods). Once an effective action for the T-fields has been 
obtained, we have to find some procedure by which the cutoff iVmax can be sent to infinity. 

A formal justification of the 'smallness' of the T-rotation is postponed until after 
section 2.3.3 where we introduce vector and scalar potentials in the effective action. It 
will turn out that a 'large' T-rotation can always be written as a product of a 'large' 
block diagonal matrix times a 'small' rotation; the block diagonal part can be absorbed 
into P. A certain intuition for the truncation can be gained by noting, as Finkelstein did, 
that the frequency matrix r\ plays the role of the 'magnetic field' if the analogy with the 
Heisenberg ferromagnet is used. At large frequencies Q is forced to 'line itself up ' and go 
to A. 

2.2.4 ^-algebra 

We use the word 'jF-algebra' as a collective name for all the complicated W-rotations, 
commutation relations etc. in truncated frequency space that come in the place of the 
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Figure 2.4: (a) Nonzero regions of [xi,x2] with Xi and x2 arbitrary functions, (b) The 
matrix în forn>0. (c) The matrix [Im,î„] /or positive m and n. The size of the nonzero 
segments is min{n,m}. 

simple U(l) results which one has in infinite frequency space. Here we give a list of the 
most important ingredients, which will be needed later on in order to determine whether 
certain quantities are ^"-invariant or not. Commutation of I-matrices among themselves 
gives 

fr i" mllcl 
P" 

5aß,iV5k^m+n{gi+m-gl+n) 

S"^1l"'Sk-l,Tn+n+p [gi+m+n{gi+m 9l+n) 

(2.2.35) 

gi+p{gi+p+m — gi+p+n)} 

An interesting thing to note is that [I",l£] is nonzero only in small triangular regions in 
the upper left and lower right corner (see Fig. 2.4a). The reason is the following. The 
outcome of [In, Im] is only nonzero if n and m have opposite signs. The result lies on 
the n + m' th diagonal, with n + m € {-2iVmax + 2 , . . . , 2 iV m a x -2} . The number of nonzero 
components at one end of this diagonal is given by min(|n|, \m\). The maximum number 
of nonzero components (at one end) for a given diagonal d is 2JVmax — 1 — |d|. 

Higher order commutators are also restricted to the upper left and lower right corner. 
The size of the corner region grows with an amount 2A/

max at every extra commutation. 
Commutation of I-matrices with n and A yields 

IM 
PMS* 

K.rc.A]] kl 

6a^6k-ln(o-, - ak) =: - 2 sgn (n ) (0£7 

SaßlWSk-l,m+n [gi + n{cri - <7|+n ) ~ gi + m^l+n 

\01 

(2.2.36) 

(2.2.37) 

•<Ti+m+n)] (2.2.38) 

Here an denotes the sign of un and we have defined the matrix I" as the part of I" that 
lives in the [ + - ] or [ -+] part of frequency space (see Fig. 2.4b). Using (2.2.35-2.2.38) we 
are now able to determine the effect of a W-rotation on the quantities tr I°Q and tr nQ, 
which will turn out to be important later on. We find 

tr lytQe-* 

tr 7]e'xQe~'x 

tr I°nQ + Kdox)^ 

tr nQ - | - t r Qd^x 2(5ox)t(a0x)-

(2.2.39) 

(2.2.40) 

The remarkable thing about this result is that it is exact. Higher order terms in a 
commutation power series expansion are all zero. This can be seen as follows. We write 
tr I°e'xQe-'x in the form tr I^e^Ae"'* + tr e~ixI°eixSQ. It is the first commutator with A 
in the first term that gives rise to the d0\

 m (2.2.39). All higher order commutators with 
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A have a form where there are as many matrix elements +1 as —1 on the diagonal (see 
Fig. 2.4c). Traced with an I-matrix, this gives zero. In the second term all commutators 
with I" live in the corner regions. Therefore, tracing with the 'small' SQ produces zero. 
One would need a number of commutations of the order of N'makX/Nma,x 3> 1 before the 
corner regions start to meet SQ. 

Eq. (2.2.40) can be understood by writing the l.h.s. as tr e~'xr/e'^Q. The first and 
second commutator produce the first and second terms respectively in the r.h.s. Third 
and higher orders give rise to a broken up diagonal structure in each corner, that contains 
an equal number of +1 and —1 entries. The trace with both A and SQ vanishes. 

What is more, the arbitrary cutoff iV^ax does not enter into (2.2.39, 2.2.40), which 
means that it can be safely taken to infinity. Eqs. (2.2.39) and (2.2.40) will play a key 
role in the jF-invariance of the effective action. Although the rules in this section seem 
complicated and counterintuitive, strategic application of VF-rotations can lead to huge 
computational advantages. 

2.3 Effective action 

2.3.1 T h e case Aß = 0 

The effective action in the absence of gauge fields is defined by 

es.«[T\ x jvWP I[P] exp ( - ^ T r P2 - § fd2xd2x' X^(x)U^(S - x')X(x') 

+Tr ln[iuo + fi + i~\ - H0 + iT~lPT] ) (2.3.1) 

where I[P] is the Jacobian of the change of variables Q —> T~lPT and Ho is the differential 
operator (2.2.5) without the fluctuations A. From general symmetry considerations one 
can impose two important conditions on the actual form of Sefr[T]. 

1. The only local variable on which Sefffî1] can depend and which is consistent with 
the symmetries of the problem is precisely Q (2.2.33). 

2. The effective action must be ^-invariant: 

SefftetfQe-*] = Seff[Q] ; V* = 0 (2.3.2) 

We refer to appendix 2B for details of the derivation and here just present the result, 

Seff[Q] = 5<,[Q] + S F [ Q ] + 5 Y [ Q ] (2.3.3) 

SM = - K T r (V<?)2 + K y T r enQdiQdjQ (2.3.4) 

SF[Q] - ^ £ ' T r K , Q ] [ P n , Q ] (2.3.5) 

SY[Q] = - ^ W d W x > i : Ç ( £ ) ] Y Ï £ - . i O [ t r F n Q ( £ ' ) ] 
an 

(2.3.6) 

where z is the singlet interaction amplitude and Y is given by (in momentum space) 

Y (Pi = , + : P l l { A (2-3-7) 
1 + 2npUo(p) 
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with p the density of states dn/dp. The prime on the summation in (2.3.5) indicates 
that the frequency n is restricted to the values n <E {-A^a x , ••-, ^ L ~ ! } • F o r a general 
understanding of the result (2.3.3) let us discuss the various pieces separately. First, by 
putting the temperature /3 _ 1 equal to zero we obtain the same result SCT as in the free 
electron theory. The 'bare' parameters o£ and a°y are generally modified by the electron-
electron interactions. The modifications are of a Fermi-liquid type and in the limit of 
strong magnetic fields the results depend on the ratio of disorder energy T0 (the width of 
the Landau band) and the typical Coulomb energy E0 (= U0(i), where £ is the magnetic 
length). Notice that 

S„[Q] = S„[SQ] ; SQ:=Q-A (2.3.8) 

and the same statement holds for Sy. The most important part of the action is the 
Finkelstein action SF (2.3.5). The diagonal parts of Q in this expression give rise to 
nontrivial contributions and we have the following identity: 

SF[Q] = zfJd2x ]T)r rnQ tr r_nQ + 4tr TJQ - 6tr rjA (2.3.9) 

Discarding the (infinite) constants oc tr rjA for the moment, we see that replacing Q by 
5Q yields identical results. Hence, the difference between the quadratic terms in (2.3.5) 
and (2.3.9) is the so-called frequency term tr i]Q. Eq. (2.3.9) can also be written more 
explicitly as 

SF[Q] = zjjd Y, E SQÏÏ&QmJk-i*-m + 4tr vSQ -(-const. (2.3.10) 

which is the result originally obtained by Finkelstein [22]. In Finkelstein's formulation of 
the problem, the very special relative coefficient '4' between the first (singlet-interaction) 
and second (frequency) terms in (2.3.10) is related to the macroscopic conservation laws 
in a very indirect way. The advantage of the present formalism is (among other things) 
the simple algebraic interpretation of the result which can be directly obtained from the 
symmetries of the problem. 

Next we elaborate on the significance of the 'Coulomb term' Sy (2.3.6). It is usually 
ignored in renormalisation group analyses, since it really stands for a higher dimensional 
operator. (Notice that Y(p) <x |p| in the small momentum limit). However, it cannot 
be discarded. In the large momentum limit z can be replaced by \np [6]. Consequently 
the sum of S F and Sy does not contain the term quadratic in tr \Q in this limit and 
(2.3.3) reduces to the free particle action. This means that the full theory of (2.3.3-2.3.6) 
is appropriately interpreted in terms of a cross-over phenomenon between free electron 
behaviour at short distances (or high temperature ß~l) and an interaction dominated 
behaviour which appears at larger distances (or lower temperatures ß~l) only. 

Secondly, the complete form of (2.3.6) and (2.3.7) unravels important information on 
the nature of quantum transport even for ordinary metals. This will be the main subject 
of section 2.4, where we compute at a tree level the complete momentum and frequency 
dependent response to electromagnetic perturbations. 

Finally, we mention that although (2.3.6) is naively irrelevant from the weak coupling 
renormalisation point of view, it nevertheless dominates the quantum transport problem 
in the strong coupling (insulating) phase which is characterised by strong interaction 
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effects such as the appearance of the Coulomb gap in the quasiparticle density of states. 
This will be the main subject of chapter 3, where we embark on the renormalisation group 
behaviour of the theory. 

2.3.2 jF-invariance of the effective action 

It is easily checked that the effective action (2.3.3) is indeed ^"-invariant. For completeness 
and for later use we will now show how the action transforms under general, spatially 
dependent VF-rotations. Using the .F-algebra presented in section 2.2.4 we obtain 

Sa[WQW-1] = - § a ° T r [V + iV*. Q}2 + | < , T r e^Qd.Qd.Q 

+ | j> dx tr ÇcU' + £ fdx (doxYdxX (2.3.11) 

SF[WQW~l] = SF[Q] (2.3.12) 

SY[WQW-1} = -zJ2jà2p[teFnQ(p) + î(doxr-n(p)]Y(p) 
an 

x [tr r_nQ(-P) + î(doxU-p)] • (2.3.13) 

Here ƒ da: stands for integration along the boundary of the sample, with x a coordinate 
running counterclockwise along the edge. Putting Vx = 0, the ^"-invariance of all three 
pieces of the action is evident. For the moment we will discard the boundary and only 
consider the infinite plane. We will come back to this issue in chapter 4 where we discuss 
chiral edge states. There, the edge terms in (2.3.11) will play a major role. 

The invariance of the Finkelstein part of the action deserves some extra attention. It 
follows from the transformations (2.2.39, 2.2.40) applied to (2.3.9). In the .F-algebra the 
frequency matrix io does not transform simply according to the linear rule UJ^UJ — doX as 
one would naively expect. Terms quadratic in the gauge field \' are generated such that 
S F as a whole remains invariant. The results of the ^-algebra are therefore somewhat 
counterintuitive. Another way to check the ^-invariance of the Finkelstein term is to 
consider a gauge transformation of (2.3.5). Under the trace, the VF-rotation can be moved 
from the Q onto the I-matrices. We write I —> I+Sl with SI = W_1\W—I. From section 2.2.4 
we know that S\ exists only in the upper left and lower right corners. Therefore SI 
commutes with Q, which proves the invariance of the expression tr [1°, Q][P„, Q]. 

In summary we can say that .^-invariance of the action can be retained after truncation 
of Matsubara frequency space. For this purpose we introduced the 'smallness : concept, 
which ensures that SQ has no contact with the complex non-{7(l) character of the 1,1 
commutators. The coupling between the 'large' VF-rotations and the 'small' SQ matrix 
as discussed in this section seems to be the only consistent way of carrying through 
U{\) gauge transformations in the effective action formalism. In a theory which includes 
external fields, electromagnetic gauge transformations therefore also have to take the form 
of IF-rotations, and the frequencies for which the fields are nonzero have to be restricted 
as in Fig. 2.3. 

The stringent requirements on the cutoff procedure do not, however, provide an answer 
to the fundamental question of U(l) gauge invariance of the whole theory. More specif
ically, since the Q and WQW"1 do not (by construction) belong to the same manifold, 
we generally cannot absorb the IF-rotation into the measure of the Q-integration. The 
general idea behind our approach is, however, that full gauge invariance is only obtained 
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after the cutoff iVmax is sent to infinity. This way of handling the 17(1) gauge invariance is 
completely new and special care should therefore be taken. The proof of gauge invariance 
of the Finkelstein theory ultimately relies on the results of explicit, laborious calculations, 
both perturbative and non-perturbative [64]. This, then, puts extra weight on statements 
of renormalisability. We will embark on this problem in chapter 3. 

From now onward we are going to treat the ^-invariance as a good symmetry of the 
problem, keeping in mind that the limit Nmax-^oo is always taken in the end. 

2.3.3 Including external fields 

In the previous section we have established the correct procedure for treating 17(1) gauge 
transformations. The task at hand now is to include gauge fields in the effective action 
(2.3.3). In principle, the straightforward way of doing this would be to start from (2.2.18), 
truncate, and redo the whole procedure of integrating out P and A. However, this is a 
highly nontrivial task! Instead, we are going to use our knowledge of the /-"-algebra and 
demand that the extension of (2.3.3) is both gauge and ^-invariant, 

SefftQ, A„] = 5eff[e'x<5e"'Y,.4^ + a^x], arbitrary x 

Sen[Q,A„] = S e f r l e ^ Q e - * , ^ ] , V X = 0. (2.3.14) 

The x here does not have a zero frequency component. The zero frequency part of the 
gauge fields is contained in the P-field theory as a static background. The Q-theory only 
deals with the fluctuations Aß. 

An important point to notice is that the most naive guess for an extension of (2.3.3), 
namely the minimal coupling d^—> Dli = dll—iAlil does not satisfy (2.3.14). The Sy (2.3.6) 
in itself is not gauge invariant; the tr l"Q needs an AQ term to compensate for the doX 
that gets generated by the W-rotation. 

Another important observation is that the topological term in S& on the infinite plane 
is gauge invariant all by itself and does not give us a clue how to couple it to A,,. When a 
boundary is included, however, (2.3.11) prescribes a unique coupling. The only expression 
constructed from the topological term that is both gauge and /"-invariant is given by 

Invariant = |e,_,Tr Q[Di,Q][DhQ) (2.3.15) 

= Stop[Q] - i I Ax tr QÂX + £ Y, f A° A dA" + ß <fdx AlA* 

+ tWd2*Bn
Q[ tr i :Q-f(A0rn] 

na 

Here we have used the notation1 

Stop[Q] = |Tr elJQdtQdJQ = \ lax tr (Ar&T"1) (2.3.16) 

Y^ J Aa A dAa = Y U3x eßvXAldvA
a
x = ß fd2x [2A[B - Âf x d0A] - ß làx A\,AX 

1Notice that the topological term gives rise to a Chern-Simons action which is also of topological 
nature. 
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with M the manifold consisting of the plane of the sample times the imaginary time 
interval [0,/3]. With our knowledge of the ^-algebra we are now in a position to state 
that the effective action is restricted to the following form 

Seff[Q, A,) = - § a ° T r [D, Q]2 + |ax°y£tJTr Q[Dt, Q][D}, Q] + SF[Q] (2.3.17) 

- f E /d25Y^ ltr WW - §Mo)-»(S)f 
na 

+jF-invariant terms involving B and [tr I°Q — ^(A0)1n] . 

The details of the additional .^-invariant terms follow from a closer study of the edge, 
which we discuss in chapter 4. There we present a combined effective action for the bulk 
and the edge. In the limit of zero density of edge states, the following bulk action is 
obtained. 

SeB[Q,A}= (2.3.18) 

- X T r [D, Qf + K ^ T r Q[Di, Q][Dh Q] + SF[Q] - g ^ ( ^ ) 2 jd>x B<B 

"fE A2? Y [tr l"Q - Î^T-n + Ä < Ä ] [tr l-nQ - ÎW» + 2 ^ X ] • 
na J 

The terms containing a^y oc dn/dB [61, 63] are the result of the diamagnetic edge cur
rents. We stress that the complete result (2.3.18) clearly demonstrates the theoretical 
subtleties of the effective action procedure which can not be taken for granted. Without 
the boundary and the concept of .^-invariance we wouldn't have had a clue about the A^ 
coupling. 

Eq. (2.3.18) is a nontrivial statement on the low energy, large wavelength excitations 
of the theory. In order to see this, we consider the theory at a classical level, i.e. we put 
Q = A. The results now represent an effective action for the external fields A^ which con
tains the same microscopic parameters of, etc. as those appearing in Seff[(3] (2.3.3-2.3.6) 
without external fields. This result is truly remarkable if one realizes that the effective 
actions S^A^, Q — A] and Seu[Aß = 0, Q] follow from fundamentally different expansion 
procedures applied to the original theory (2.2.18). In appendix 2A we elaborate further 
on this point and show that the different expansion procedures are in fact related by 
Ward identities. These Ward identities are not only crucially important in the micro
scopic derivation of the general result (2.3.18), they also provide a formal justification 
of the 'smallness' concept. In appendix 2B we give a simple example and show how the 
theory (2.3.3-2.3.6) can be obtained in this way. 

2.4 Response at tree level 

2.4.1 Perturbative expansion 

It is straightforward to check that the Q-field theory at a classical level (putting Q = A) 
does not provide a gauge invariant response to the external fields A^. In order to obtain 
a U(l) invariant result, one has to work with the propagators of the Q-field fluctuations. 
A U(l) invariant result at a tree level is obtained by taking the Q-field fluctuations to 
lowest order into account. 
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The most effective way to proceed is to first make use of a W- or gauge transformation 
such that the A0 is absorbed into the vector potential A. It is easy to check that under 
such a VV-rotation the fields transform according to 

A0 

A° + V(-4o)g (2.4.1) 

0. 

It is obviously advantageous to deal directly with the gauge invariant quantity z° = 
iE°/i/n. where E is the electric field (d0Ä-VA0). In order to define a perturbative 
expansion in the Q-field we write 

Q = 
1 - 2VVi 

2V*VÏ 
2\ / l - V"V't • V 

V'V't - 1 + 2VV 
(2.4.2) 

where the matrices V, V* are taken as independent field variables. We use the following 
convention for the Matsubara indices: the quantities « i , n 3 , - - - with odd subscripts run 
over non-negative integers, such that the corresponding fermionic frequencies uni are pos
itive. By the same token, the n2, n4, • • • run over negative integers and the corresponding 
ujni are all negative. The action can be written as a series in powers of the fluctuation 
fields V, V*. The propagators of the Gaussian theory are given by 

(vnt2(p) {vt}zU-p')) ±SaSS^5(p-p')5ni7,n3JnJp)x 

x {6nint + Saß
K[z - Y(p)}gni2(p)} (2.4.3) 

UP) [p2 + Kzm] 9m(p) = [p2 + nmY(p)] 

"12 = rii — n2. 

2.4.2 Zero magnetic field 

Putting <7x?y = 0 for simplicity for the moment we obtain the following result for the 
response at tree level 

S\AU 
ß \2 

(E,)1n(-P) 
a,n>0 

Si. 
Pipi 

p2 + KnY(p) 
(EjTM (2-4.4) 

This expression provides important physical information on the process of quantum trans
port. In order to show this we write for the charge density N (using r = x° = it) 

5S[A„. 
-ßKAp) = -^(f)2-p, i6(Ao)»m(-p) 

which can be written as (omitting replica indices 

Si, 
PiPi 

p2 + KmY'(p) 

l<P2Vj^}Nm(p) = -ip- (JextUp). 

(E3Tm(p) (2.4.5) 

(2.4.6) 

Here we have written /e x t = ^cr^E for the current density generated by the external field. 
The quantity containing Y in (2.4.6) has a different meaning depending on the momentum 
scale one is looking at. For large momenta we have 

1/Y(p) -4 2/np as |p| ->• oo 

\ < & ? m N b ) ~ p • D ~ P N ( P ) = i f - T M P ) 
(2.4.7) 
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where D°K is the diffusion constant, equal to a^/2irp by the Einstein relation, and Jdiff 

stands for the diffusive current density, which is driven by the density gradient. In space-
time notation we then have, instead of (2.4.6), 

dtN = - V • (j*ext + /diff) ( I P I - K » ) (2-4.8) 

which is the usual statement of particle number conservation in a metallic system driven 
by density gradients and external electric fields. On the other hand, in the limit of small 
momenta the 1/Y reduces to the bare Coulomb potential 

l/Y(p) -» 2TTPU0{P) as \p\ -> 0 

lKp2yhN(P) * P- £ < £ & ( p ) = ip- Up). (2.4.9) 

Here, Ec is the internally generated electric field of the interacting electron gas and fc the 
current induced by this field. Instead of (2.4.8) we now get 

dtN = - V • ( / „ t + j*c) ( | p | ->0) (2.4.10) 

expressing the fact that the system only responds to the sum of external and internally 
generated electric fields. The instantaneous Coulomb potential apparently wins over the 
much slower diffusive processes. The continuity equation (2.4.6) is a well known result 
from the theory of metals [56]. 

2.4.3 Including magnetic fields 

Now we are going to include the <r°y term. Let us first consider weak magnetic fields, in 
which case the a^ can be neglected [63] and edge effects become immaterial. This leads 
to the following gauge invariant response 

sK] = -drj2 A2pH^)-„(-p)[^i+<e«](^);(p) (2-4.il) 
a,n>0 

If we now repeat the calculation of the electron density in section 2.4 using the action 
(2.4.11). we find that the results (2.4.6)-(2.4.10) still hold, with one modification: The 
'external' current j * e x t and the internally generated current fc now also include a Hall 
current, 

Jc/ex, = UK?' + <&*]%!**- (2-4.12) 

The modification of fc is not apparent in the equation for current conservation, however, 
since 

V • /c
Ha"(p) oc OjPiPj = 0. (2.4.13) 

Let us now consider strong magnetic fields. In this case we can no longer neglect the ff" 
contributions in (2.3.18). The action (2.4.11) is modified as follows. First, the (cr^)2 term 

is carried over from (2.3.18). Second, there is a shift A0 -> Ao + i^-B, since the A0 is 
contained only in the F-term. The result is 

S„n [ 5 , Ê] = S„u=0[B, Ê - i&VB] - g ^ ( a » ) 2 Jd2
P B^B. (2.4.14) 

http://2-4.il
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The ensuing externally generated current is given by 

iL = U°°J'3 + <&*]{"%« + S-^B) (2.4.15) 

For convenience later on, we write the result for weak B (2.4.11) in terms of new variables 

zi = ft* + eadj9 (2.4.16) 

a,n>0 

The 2 x 2 matrix M is given by 

(2.4.17) 

M 
G -UCTÇ 

UICTG 1 + (W C T) 2 (1 - G) 
nth G = l-P2gn(p) (2.4.18) 

where we have made use of the semiclassical notation 

°"o o _ 
c„ u,cr 4 . (2.4.19) 

" 1 + Kr) 2 

We will use the form (2.4.17) in chapter 5 where we perform the Chern-Simons mapping. 

2A Justification of 'smallness' 

Why is it possible to work with a matrix T that contains only small Matsubara frequen
cies? One can of course start out from an ungauged action (i.e. without A and A,,) in 
which T has the 'small' form. However, in our theory with A and A,, we have to allow 
U(l) gauge transformations and one would expect that a ^ - ro ta t ion , which is 'large', 
changes T into a 'large' matrix. In this appendix we show that that does not happen. 
Thanks to the special structure of the ^-algebra the 'small' form is retained. 

Consider first how T = \ changes under a gauge transformation. We have T-¥W~l = 
exp —ix- We write 

X = XB + Xs (2A.1) 

where \B is block diagonal (nonzero only in the [+, +] and [—, —] Matsubara blocks) and 
Xs is block off-diagonal (nonzero in the [+,—] and [—,+] blocks). Now write 

W = e-'* = e-iB t. (2A.2) 

Using the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff formula, t can be written as the exponent of a power 
series as follows: 

oo 

t = expiJ2^Xn (2A.3) 

where 

X , = x s X 2 = [ X s , X B ] X S = | [ [ x s , X B ] , X B ] • • • ( 2 A . 4 ) 

The important point is that the Xn are all block off-diagonal matrices and that their size 
in frequency space is of the order of n • Nma,x. The series can be truncated beyond small 
orders in n, resulting in a matrix t that satisfies the condition of smallness. Notice that 
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the restriction of Xn to a narrow band of frequencies is an essential ingredient here. In the 
theory with variables P, T the large component e_ ,*B can be absorbed into a redéfinition 
of the P-field which leads to the statement 

T-'PT =WPW~1 = t~1P't. (2A.5) 

In the theory where P has been integrated out, we get 

WAW-1 = r1e*'*BAe-'*Bi = t~lM. (2A.6) 

This shows that a ^ - ro ta t ion acting on T = 1 effectively results in a 'small' T. Let 
us next consider the effect of a W-rotation on a general 'small' T. Here we have the 
transformation T -» Te~'*Bt. It is easily checked that 'small' x 'large' block diagonal 
x 'small' = 'small'. This then shows that a W-rotation acting on a general 'small' T 
again results in a 'small' matrix, which provides a justification for the whole truncation 
procedure. 

2B Matching procedure 

Let us consider the action (2.3.1) with A,, included and reflect on the possibility of con
structing an effective action S^t[Aß,T] which contains the two distinctly different sets of 
field variables A^ and T simultaneously. For this purpose we consider the effective actions 
Ses[A„,T = t\ and Seff[A„ = 0,T] separately. 

exp5 e f f[A^,l]oc (2B.1) 

fvXVP I[P] exp ( - ^ T r P2 - f ƒ A ^ ' A + Tr ln[iw + fi + iÂ0 + i\-H + iP] 

exp5e f f[0,T]oc (2B.2) 

fvXVP I[P] exp ( - ^ T r P2 - f f A*^"1 A + Tr In[»w + /i + iX -ÙQ + iT^PT]) . 

The Seg[Ali,T=t] is formally obtained by expanding the Tr In to lowest order in powers 
of the large matrices Â„ and this means that complicated infinite sums over frequencies 
will have to be performed. The situation for Seg[Ali = 0,T] is quite different and one has 
to follow the procedure of [58] in order to formally express this action in terms of the 
'small' variable SQ to lowest orders in a derivative and temperature expansion. 

However, since one is usually interested in the limit of small momenta, frequencies and 
temperatures, only a finite number of terms in Seff needs to be considered in both cases. 
The coefficients are microscopic parameters which are generally given as complicated 
correlations defined by the underlying theory with plasmon (A) and disorder (P) variables 
alone. These coefficients (coupling constants) of 5eff[A^, 1] and 5efr[0, T] are related to one 
another by gauge invariance, as will be shown next, and this then provides the starting 
point for constructing a complete action 5efr[A^,T], which is done by 'matching' the 
known results for both pieces. 

To establish a relation between (2B.1) and (2B.2) we start out by taking a pure gauge 
Aß = <9,,,Y, T= e~**. With this choice, the actions (2B.1) and (2B.2) certainly stand for 
one and the same thing, 

Seff[o„x,l] = Seff[0,r]. (2B.3) 
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This procedure can be extended as follows: Suppose we have found Sef;[A^,T] from a 
'matching' procedure as mentioned above. A useful check upon this result is obtained by 
a generalisation of (2B.3), 

S*[Alt + dßx,T\ = S*[Al,,i\. (2B.4) 

In order to give an example of the matching procedure, we derive an effective action for 
the plasmon field A in the absence of A^. We consider first the Tr In term, 

expSi„[A,l] = fvP / [PJexpTr \n[iu + p-H0 + i\ + iP] (2B.5) 

exp 5i„[0, T] = fvP I[P] expTr ln[iw + p - Û0 + iT~lPT\. (2B.6) 

Eq. (2B.6) is precisely the free particle problem and we can write 

S ln[0,T] = Sa[Q\ + 2f nPoTr r,Q (2B.7) 

where p0 is the free particle density of states, which can be written as 

Po = h{GTini{x,x)-G^nï{x,x))m ; G(x,x') = {x\{iu, + p - H0 + »P)"1!*') (2B.S) 

where the average is with respect to P. In (2B.8) the indices are kept fixed with nj > 0 
and n2 < 0 as usual. Eq. (2B.8) is identical to the more familiar expression for po 
from the standard replica field theory. More specifically, for quantities like (2B.8) which 
involve unmixed averages over the positive and negative blocks of P, one can transform 
the problem back and trade in the P-integral for the average over the original random 
potential V(x). On the other hand, (2B.5) can be written, to lowest order in A, 

5ln[A, 1] = - I Y , E JKM&>& (2B.9) 
aß nm 

where 

M„t(*,z') = - t r (G(X,X')I^G(X',X)IA + (tr [G(x,x) £]tr [G(x',x') I«]) 
\ / av \ ' cum 

G{x,x') = (xliiu + p-Ho + iP)-1^') (2B.10) 

where the subscript 'cum' stands for the cumulant average. This expression can be worked 
out to give 

MZL(*,J) = F-'Sn+mfiSix - x')ßPo +••• (2B.11) 

where the dots stand for higher order terms in derivatives and frequencies. Only the 
[+ ,+] and [ - , - ] terms in (2B.9) contribute to (2B.11). The mixed components [+,— ] 
and [—,+] are proportional to the frequency (n) and contribute to higher orders only. 
Eq. (2B.9) can now be written as 

Sln[X,t} = -lp0J^X (2B.12) 

The 'match' between (2B.12) and (2B.7) is obtained as follows 

5ln[A,T] = S„[Q] + J27TPO J [tr r)Q + £ t r \Q - (£ ) 2 A*A] (2B.13) 
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It can be shown that this expression satisfies (2B.4) with A0 replaced by A. Eq. (2B.13) 
therefore is the desired result. Moreover, comparison with (2.2.40) shows that (2B.13) 
is ^"-invariant. Next we can add the Coulomb part oc \*U0\ to S\n. By making the 
appropriate shift A—»A', the final result decouples such that 

5eff[A',r] = -±J(\y(± + 2*p0)X' + S„[Q) +f 7rPoTrr,Q 

+ f-02nPoJ(l~TTÏ^)Y/\trrnQ\2. (2B.14) 
na 

This is precisely of the form written in (2.3.3-2.3.6). We mention that the procedure can 
be extended to higher orders [6], which means that higher orders in A can be considered 
in (2B.9) along with higher order operators in Q (proportional to ß~2) in (2B.7). These 
higher order contributions renormalise the coefficients in (2B.14) and they generate higher 
order operators as well. 
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Chapter O 

Renormalisation of the bulk theory 

The fact that something is infinite 
does not necessarily mean it is zero. 

- S. Weinberg 

3.1 Introduction 
In this chapter we present the results of a renormalisation group study of the perturba-
tive weak coupling regime. Our main objective is to further investigate the ^"-invariance 
and to establish the renormalisability of the theory to two loop order. In section 3.2 we 
present a different version of Finkelstein's momentum shell computations [22], namely the 
background field method in dimensional régularisation, which leads to major computa
tional advantages. One of the most important aspects of the RG procedure is that the 
infrared behaviour of the theory can be extracted from ^"-invariant quantities or correla
tion functions only. For arbitrary correlation functions or RG procedures which are not 
^-"-symmetric, the perturbative expansions are plagued by infrared problems which cannot 
be resolved by the RG. This means, for example, that the expansion procedure cannot be 
used to show that the diffusion propagator (which is not an ^"-invariant quantity) contains 
an infrared cutoff of the type 1/T;n, i.e. the inelastic scattering length as naively obtained 
from the Golden Rule. For the same reason it is also fundamentally incorrect to interpret 
the theory in terms of a 'Fermi-liquid with length scale dependent parameters' [12]. 

Examples of ^"-invariant quantities are the linear response formulae which involve 
current and density correlation functions and, of course, the free energy or grand canonical 
potential itself. The most important results of this chapter are presented in sections 3.3 
and 3.4 where we compute these quantities and in section 3.5 where we derive explicit 
scaling functions for them. 

Based on a two-loop expansion for the free energy (section 3.4.4 and appendix 3A) 
we are able to identify a new quantity in the problem, namely a bosonic quasiparticle 
density of states which enters the expression for the specific heat (section 3.6). This 
quantity develops a Coulomb gap as one approaches the metal-insulator transition in 
2 + 2e dimensions from the metallic side (section 3.6.2). We identify this quasiparticle 
density of states, rather than the tunnelling density of states, as the physical observable 
to which the heuristic arguments of Efros and Shklovskiï [18] are applicable. 

As a logical follow-up we then discuss the problem of the strong coupling, insulating 
phase (section 3.6.4). We show that important progress can be made by relying on the 
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analogy with the more familiar theory of the Heisenberg ferromagnet. Our results indicate 
that the insulating phase is dominated by additional terms in the action which are usually 
dismissed as 'irrelevant'. This shows the necessity of an extended RG program. 

3.2 Background field renormalisation 

3.2.1 The background field method 

Let us start with the action 5eff[Q] (2.3.3). We drop the topological term, since it is not 
going to contribute to perturbation theory. At the moment we are not interested in the 
full significance of the Sy term, but only in the low-momentum limit. Since Sy stands for 
a higher dimensional operator, it is preferable to work with a simpler theory in which the 
Y is replaced by a J-function. For reasons to be explained shortly, we add a U(N)xU(N) 
invariant regulator (N = iVmax • Nr) proportional to h^. This gives 

S[Q] = - f T r ( V Q ) 2 + § 4 > r [ C Q ] [ F n , Q ] - fzooofe |tr la
nQ\2 + ^ T r AC. 

an x an 

(3.2.1) 
In the place of Y we have introduced a parameter Qo times z$ such that the theory 
interpolates between the Coulomb case (QO = 0 ) and the free particle case ( Q 0 = 1 ) . Let 
us now define 

Q^T-'QTo, (3.2.2) 

where T0 is a 'small' but fixed and slowly varying background field of size, say, 2rcmax x 
2 i m a x , where nm a x -C NmatX. Eq. (3.2.2) is loosely interpreted as a change of variables 
where T0 stands for the 'slow' modes which should be kept and Q represents the 'fast' 
modes which should be eliminated. This 'change of variables' idea is clearly somewhat 
cavalier and complications arise in pursuing the theory beyond one-loop order. It is the 
purpose of this section however to show that the basic idea can be put to work. If we keep 
working with a fixed but 'small' background field, then we can employ the more powerful 
method of dimensional régularisation and compute the effective action for the To-field. 
Everywhere in (3.2.1) except in the regulating Tr AQ term we make the replacement 
Q —¥Q. The effective action for T0 is given by 

exp5eff[r0]= fvQe3®™. (3.2.3) 

As was shown in detail in the context of the ordinary a model [66], this results in a 
very effective way of extracting the pole terms in e and the RG coefficients of the theory 
in 2 + 2e dimensions. In addition to this we can give precise meaning to the idea of 
'small' background field T0. After the replacement Q —»• Q has been made in (3.2.1), 
it is readily seen that the theory is invariant under a local transformation T0 —» UT0, 
where U G U{N)xU(N). By switching to a new integration variable Q' = U~1QU the 
action takes its old form, except for the regulating term which becomes oc Tr AUQ'U'1. 
However, we have U~1AU = A since U £ U(N)xU(N) and therefore the regulating term 
is also invariant. We conclude that Sefi[To] can be expressed in terms of the local quantity 

Qo = T - ' A T Q . (3.2.4) 
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Figure 3.1: The relative sizes of Q and the background field matrix Q0. 

This quantity is of the same form as the original variable Q (2.2.33) except that the sizes 
^max' ^max are now replaced by A^max and nm a x respectively (see Fig. 3.1). In other words, 
the requirement that the form of the original action and the effective action in Q0 are the 
same provides additional information on the renormalisation. Although the basic idea is 
straightforward, the scheme turns out to be quite rich and subtle. One remarkable thing is 
that the singlet interaction term (proportional to 1—a0) cannot be treated as an operator 
insertion as one would naively expect. It affects the ultraviolet singularity structure of 
the problem (i.e. poles in e) and, hence, changes the beta functions of the theory. This 
eventually happens in the limit where iVmax is sent to infinity. This limit is taken in such 
a way that the quantity W = T • jVmax remains finite, and this corresponds physically to 
having a finite 'effective' bandwidth W. 

Let us now write the Finkelstein term in the form of an interaction term plus a 
frequency term as in (2.3.9), neglecting the constant octr nA, and insert the background 
field T0 everywhere except in the hi term. The result can be written as 

S[Q, To] = SkinlVQTo] + S^lT^QTo] + Slreq[T0-
lQT0] + ^ T r ( A Q ) , (3.2.5) 

where 'kin', 'int' and 'freq' denote the kinetic, interaction and frequency part of the action. 
We have 

S^Tö'QTo] = - f T r [ V + C,Qj , (3.2.6) 

Sint[T-lQT0} = | z 0 ( l - Q o ) fdDx Y,tr Œ + Jn)Q tr {Hn + Ja-n)Q, (3.2.7) 
an 

Sh^[T-lQT0] = fz0Ti(v + H)Q. (3.2.8) 

Here all T0 dependence is collected into the 'potentials' C, J° and H 

C = T0VT0-1 J - = T0 [I«, T0-'] H = T0[r,,Tô1]. (3.2.9) 

The effective action Seff[T0] is going to be obtained by treating the 'potentials' as a per
turbation about the original action (3.2.1). It is easy to see, however, that this procedure 
breaks the U(N) X U{N) gauge invariance, which means that the final result cannot be 
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expressed in terms of the local variable Q0 (3.2.4). In order to retain U(N)xU(N) gauge 
invariance it will be necessary to drop all temperature and frequency dependence as in
frared regulators such that the parameters in the effective theory only depend on the 
regulating field /if;. We will come back to this problem at a later stage (section 3.2.4). 

3.2.2 Perturbation expansion 
The theory (3.2.5) is going to be worked out perturbatively. Writing 

Q 
1 - 2VV 2N/1 - V'V't • V 

2 V ' V l - W ' t - 1 + 2 W 
(3.2.10) 

the theory can be written as an infinite power series in the matrix fields V, V-t which 
contain NxN independent complex field variables. Notice that classically (Q = A) the 
effective action S[A,T0] is of the same form as the original one (3.2.1) except that the 
Tr(A<5) term is lacking. 

In order to discuss the theory on a quantum level we regroup the various quantities 
in the background field action (3.2.5) according to 

S[Q: T0] = S[Q] + S[T0-
lAT0] + JdDx {-<f . 0kin(Q, 2b) + fz0 • Ofreq(Q, T0) 

+ |S o[l-Qo]-O i n t(Q,r0)}. 3.2.11) 

We split Okin and Omt into contributions containing different powers of 5TQ = TQ — 1 and 
SQ, 

Ok 
i(i) -,(2)4 •)(2),2 (1)4 

^kin + "Ain + ^kin • ^ ' " t - (Ant + ^int + ^int + U l(l).2 l ( 2 ) , l l (2) ,2 (3.2.12) 

The superscript between parentheses denotes the lowest occurring power of STQ. The 
second superscript gives the power of SQ. The eight different operators 0 are listed in 
Table 3.1. 

0<1>= 2t,(C,SQd,5Q) OlâA= 2E„,,0tr(Ia_raQo)tr(I°5g) 

C^»-1 = 2tv(SQC,AC,) 0&* = 2j:miatT(ÏZm5QMJZ6Q) 

Oii,!'2 = tv(C,6QC,6Q) OT= 2Em,atr(PmQo)tr(J«JQ) 

O f req= ti(HSQ) oïT= Y,m,MJ-JQMJaJQ) 
Table 3.1: Contributions to the background field action. 

The propagator for the V"-field can be read from the quadratic part of the action (3.2.1), 

S(2)[Q] = -*o £ £ fd2P E \VT-n,b(-P)Va
alM {<U[/ + K + KZ0n] - F****,} . 

(3.2.13) 
n>0 aß 

Here we have defined 

.,6=0 

K = ik ' c0 = 1 - a0. (3.2.14) 
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Notice that (3.2.13) separates into independent actions. At fixed (n, a, ß) we can define an 
?2-component vector field {M°ß)a = V"^_n for which the expression between brackets {• - •} 
can be written as the sum of a unit matrix and a projection matrix ('quasi-unit-matrix'). 
This leads to the following propagator, 

{v:fnM [v*ftn,(-p)) ^-8a-'8ßS5n 
o-o " 

-r.4Dp(n12) {Snin3+6aßKz0c0D
c
p(nl2)} , 

with 
(3.2.15) 

DP(nn) 
1 

P2 + h2 + KZQUi 

«12 

Dc
p(n12) 

n2 > 0. 

1 

p2 + hi + KZ0a0n12 

Here and in what follows we use the following convention: Matsubara indices with odd 
subscripts run only over nonnegative values, n.odd € {0, • • •, iVmax - 1}. while those with 
even subscripts run only over negative values, neven G {-iVmax, • • •, - 1 } - This choice is 
made in order to incorporate the structure (3.2.10), where it is clear that the first and 
second index of V have to be nonnegative and negative respectively. (And vice versa for 
v-t). 

In the following sections we present the results of a computation that shows that the 
final results for Sefr[T0] are of the same form as the original action (3.2.1) with, however, 
modified 'effective' parameters er', z' and a' instead of cr0, zQ and a0. 

3.2.3 Renormalisation of cr0 

The contributions to the conductivity a' have four different sources. Schematically, they 
come from the contractions in the following terms: ( O ^ ' 1 ) , ( [O^] 2 ) , ([O^'2]2) and 
(^kin^int' )• The last two of these contributions involve a small momentum expansion 
in the background field T0. In Table 3.2 we present the various contributions to the 1/e 
pole terms obtained by working in D = 2 + 2e dimensions and using dimensional régu
larisation. The most important terms generated by the background field procedure are 
(C-)nfn2(

Ci)n%^ w h i c h a r e indicated by tr C+~C~+ in Table 3.2, the (C, )«f n 3 (C ! )^ 1 , 
which are denoted as tr C,+ +C t

+ + and finally those obtained by interchanging the positive 
and negative Matsubara frequency indices. Notice that the first terms can be written in 
<7-model form 

tr ( C + - C - + + C r + G +- \tr (VQo) (3.2.16) 

<o2h -!<[ok;»]2> -mui'2]2) -<oM , a> 

tr(C,+-Cr+ + C7+C,+ -) lnao 0 -(2 + A ^ l n a o ) 0 

tr(C1++C++ + C,—C,—) - l n a 0 -2(1 + ï ? £ lnao) -(2 + SgJlnao) 2(2 + i±£]na») 

Table 3.2: 1/e pole terms. Shown are the quadratic expressions in C that are obtained 
from the various expectation values. 
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The terms on the second line of Table 3.2 can not be written in terms of Q0 as they 
break the local U(Nmax)xU(Nm!ix) gauge invariance. They sum up to zero, however, such 
that the final result retains the U(Nmax)xU(NmaiX) symmetry. The result for the effective 
parameter a' becomes 

o"o l + ^ f i D [ l + i r ^ m a o ] ) (3.2.17) 

where Qp = \SDI{2~)D with So the surface of the unit sphere in D dimensions. Notice 
that (3.2.17) behaves smoothly as QO approaches zero (Coulomb case) whereas the indi
vidual contributions listed in Table 3.2 do not. On the other hand, (3.2.17) reduces to the 
well known free particle case as ûO —• 1- In what follows, it will be convenient to introduce 
the inverse conductivity tg, 

to = 4ftD/cr0. (3.2.18) 

We can remove the pole term in e from (3.2.17) by defining a renormalised theory t0 = 
H tZ\ as usual, leading to a finite expression in e. From (3.2.17) we extract 

Z i = 1 + H 1 + 7 ^ l n Q o ] (3.2.19) 

yielding 

4S7V = ' _ 1 ( l +t\n(fi2h2
0)[l + T ^ l n a o ] ) . (3.2.20) 

Notice that the parameter h0 appears as an infrared cutoff rather than the frequency or 
temperature, and here it plays the role of the (inverse) sample size. In the next section 
we give an explicit example indicating the kind of complications one is running into by 
working with finite temperature or frequency rather than h0. 

We now have all the necessary ingredients to calculate the beta function for the con
ductance, 

ß = - ^ = 2st-2t2[l + -^-\na0}. (3.2.21) 
d In f.t 1 — Q0 

3.2.4 Renorma l i sa t ion of ZQ and «o 

The singular contributions corresponding to the terms quadratic in J and H (3.2.9) in Sea 
originate from many sources. They are contained in the following contractions: (0f req), 
<?£t),2>, (OlT),(OlTh -}{[OT)2) and - ( 0 ^ 0 ^ ) , while all other possible sources 
give answers which are finite in e. Each of the individual contractions gives a divergent 
answer as a0 approaches zero, just as in the computation of a'. However, numerous 
cancellations of these divergencies take place in the total sum. The resulting expression 
for 5eff[T0] is given by 

-ßZo \4Ufleq + Zc0Uint + Zc0UiM + c0Uint - ßZoC0[Uint j - -jz0c0 Uml Uint I 

= -f(Ofreq) + To + Y, E r^m^un2)(T0rmTöl)'^ni(T0rmTö1)^n2 (3.2.22) 

where 

ri{m,nun2) = -KZ0C0 f Dp(n12) [l + Kz0c0\m]Dc
p{\m\)] . (3.2.23) 

Jp 
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In (3.2.22) we have included a constant T0 which is such that it cancels the constant that 
appears in the I \ term. The singular contribution is obtained by replacing the square 
bracket in (3.2.23) by unity, and we get simply 

/ Dp(n12) = -)ÇlD(hl + Kz0nl2y K -±QD - nD\n(h2
0 + Kz0nl2). (3.2.24) 

We mention two important aspects of this result. First, the pole term in e is independent 
of the frequency indices nu n2 and this implies that the result (3.2.22) becomes U(Nmax)x 
U(NmaX) invariant, i.e. it can be expressed in the quantity Q0 (see below). Notice that 
U{Nm^x)xU(Nmax) gauge invariance is automatically obtained by putting the ratio Kn12/hl 
equal to zero, i.e. by dropping the temperature and frequency as infrared regulator in the 
final answer. This, however, is just a different way of saying that the background field 
procedure, along with any other arbitrary RG program, can never provide information on 
the dynamics of the problem, such as the AC conductivity. 

Secondly, we evaluate the result (3.2.22) as follows. When one of the frequencies nun2 

is large, the I \ term yields a contribution that exactly cancels the (Ofreq) term. From the 
remaining small frequencies we get 

Seiï[T0] = r o - « W f n D X ; E W - T o - ^ T o I ^ T o - 1 ) ^ (3-2.25) 
aß-y rnni nj 

= r0 + Kzoco^n^tr [T0rmT0-\A}[T0r_mT-\A] 
ma 

= r0 + ^oCoflfiD£'tr[I«,Q0][rm,Q0] 
ma 

which has precisely the ^-invariant form in Q0 given in (2.3.5). Hence, the significance 
of working with 'small' background fields T0 (relative to the field variables Q) is now well 
recognised and the renormalisation procedure for the interacting electron gas involves not 
only the usual rescaling of momenta, it necessarily involves also a rescaling of the time or 
frequency variable or, rather, of the 'effective' bandwidth W=TNmsx. 

Next, from (3.2.25) we can read off the numerical value for the constant T0 which is 
given by 

To = IKZOCO^ÜDN, Y^ \m\. (3.2.26) 
m 

It can be shown (section 3.4.3) that T0 is precisely cancelled by the one-loop result for the 
free energy ( ^ ) which still appears in the definition of 5ef f. Hence the expression in Q0 

(3.2.25) is an eigenoperator of the renormalisation procedure, and this is in sharp contrast 
to what one is used to in the conventional a-model theory applied to the free electron 
problem [60]. Operators bilinear in Q as well as higher order operators in that case describe 
density fluctuations which become anomalous (multifractal) as one approaches the critical 
point (mobility edge) in 2 + 2e dimensions. The physics of the interacting electron gas 
appears to be quite different in this respect and, as will be shown in later sections, the 
theory is much closer to the Heisenberg ferromagnet. In particular, the interacting system 
is characterised by a conventional order parameter, as well as a (Coulomb) gap in the 
quasiparticle density of states. 

We summarise the results of this section by giving the complete form for the effective 
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background field action (including constants) 

5eff[Qo] = - ! < / T r (VQ0)2 + %z'J2'Ti K , G O ] P C , GO] " K " ' £ / t r ^ 0 tr P „ Q 0 

(3.2.27) 
where the effective parameters a', c' = l-a' and 2' are given by (3.2.17) and 

z' = 2o(l + ^ c o f i D ^ ) = 2o(l + ^ c 0 r o ) (3.2.28) 

a'z' = (1 - c')z'= (1 - c0)z0 = a0z0. 

Introducing renormalisation constants for the amplitudes, z0 = fi2ezZ2 and a0 = aZa, we 
then extract from (3.2.28) 

ZQ = Z2~
1 ; Z2 = l - £ c (3.2.29) 

such that the renormalisation of the a is obtained as 

a f e = - * « ( 1 - a) (3.2.30) 

and the anomalous dimension of the amplitude 2 is expressed in terms of the 7-function 

'-* - - ^ h T 7 r - • d l n ^ - - H 1 - Q ) - (3.2.31) 

Eq. (3.2.30) implies that ^"-invariance of the theory at Q 0 = 0 is retained by the RG. 
The theory is unstable with respect to the symmetry breaking a0 which plays a role 
analogous to the 'range' of the electron-electron interactions [64]. From (3.2.31) and the 
beta-function (3.2.21) we conclude that the Coulomb interaction problem (a0 = 0) has 
a fixed point tc oc e in 2 + 2e dimensions which separates a metallic phase (t < tc) from 
an insulating phase (t > tc). In two spatial dimensions, the metallic phase disappears 
altogether and this, then, leads to the familiar complications as far as the quantum Hall 
effect is concerned [64]. 

3.3 Linear response 

In the previous section we have seen that within the background field approach, the singlet 
interaction term contributes in a peculiar way to the conductivity renormalisation. In this 
section we present the results of a computation of a' by considering the linear response 
to a vector potential insertion. If one views the insertion of a vector potential as the 
result of a ('large') background field rotation, then it is clear that this special type of 
background field leaves the Finkelstein action invariant, the symmetry being broken only 
by Qo 7̂  0 for h\ = 0. In contrast to the background field procedure, we can now expect 
that the limit Ao->-0 can be taken in the end such that the frequency and T dependence 
of the a' can be computed. We stress that it is a priori completely un-obvious that the 
two different ways of computing a' should yield identical RG results in the end. In fact, 
the different methods correspond to two completely different ways of handling the small 
frequency, large wavelength excitations of the system. In chapter 2 we have shown that 
these different methods are formally related by the U(Nmax)xU(Nmatx) gauge invariance 
of the theory. Hence, the results of this section should be considered as a demonstration 
of the significance of the jF-invariance. 
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We start out by replacing the derivatives in (3.2.1) by covariant derivatives 

ÔjQ-ïldj-iÂjrf]. (3.3.1) 

The effective action for the vector potential A is defined by 

exp Seft[Ä] = JVQ exp S[Q, A] (3.3.2) 

which is generally given as 

SMA] = f ƒ £ °,{n)v«Aa-n • K- (3-3.3) 
J* na 

The unknown quantity cr'(n) can be expressed in terms of correlations of the Q-fields as 
follows 

An) = **-%* ([rn,Q]\nn,Q]} (3.3.4) 

+ é ö J ( t r K . Q}VQ(x) • tr [Fn, Q]VQ(s ' ) ) 

where the expectation is with respect to the theory (3.2.1). Here we take a single fixed 
replica channel. At a classical level (Q = A), (3.3.4) gives us a' = a0 as it should. The quan
tum fluctuations of the Q-field give rise to various contributions which are individually 
singular as ceç, approaches zero. The result is given by 

a'(n) = v0-
1J^f4Y,m P2DP(™ + n)Dp(m + 2n)Dc

p(m)x 
m = l •'P 

x[Dp(m) + ±a0D
c
p(m + n)]. (3.3.5) 

The sum and integral can be performed by keeping one of the regulators hi, temperature 
or frequency vn fixed and putting the other two to zero. The general result involves 
complex expressions containing dilogs and ^-functions. Here we limit the discussion to 
the most interesting case of the Coulomb interaction (a0 = 0). We find to lowest order 
in e 

AT) ---- a0-4ÜD(-l
7-\n(Kz0) + 2 + 1) (3.3.6) 

o\vn) ---- < 7 o - 4 f t D ( - i - l n ^ + f-21n2) (3.3.7) 

AK) -= < 7 0 - 4 f i D ( - i - l n ^ ) . (3.3.8) 

Here, 7 ss 0.5772.. . denotes Euler's constant. As before, the numerical factor ftD can 
be absorbed in a redefinition of the parameters a', a0. Notice that (3.3.8) is precisely 
the result we previously obtained by employing the background field procedure. A good 
approximation to the general case is obtained by replacing In hi in (3.3.8) by the following 
expression with appropriately chosen constants a and b 

Inhl^Hhl + a^ + b^}. (3.3.9) 

This expression indicates that the squares of the phase breaking lengths due to the differ
ent mechanisms of sample size, frequency and temperature add up in parallel. We have 
convinced ourselves of this result by performing numerical analyses. 
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3.4 Free Energy 

3.4.1 The method 

In this section we build upon the results obtained from the background field procedure. 
In particular the construction of the eigenoperators (which includes the constants in the 
quantum fluctuations V, Vr) can be exploited in a very effective way by extracting higher 
loop renormalisation results from a computation of the free energy,1 in complete analogy 
with what has been done for ordinary a models [9]. However, the computation of the 
free energy in our case not only provides additional information on the theory in strong 
coupling, it also identifies a new physical quantity in the problem, namely the quasiparticle 
density of states entering the specific heat. 

Since the apparatus of the RG can only be put to work once the singularity structure 
of the free theory is known, we proceed by first presenting the results of a computation of 
the free energy to two-loop order. These results indicate that the quantum theory retains 
the tree level structure of the free energy, a result which is obtained by putting Q0 = A in 
our background field functional (3.2.27). More specifically, write 

Seff[Qo = A] = -VDNr^z'vn (3.4.1) 
n>0 

where the prime on the summation indicates that only small frequencies are of interest. 
The VD stands for the volume of the /^-dimensional system. 

For reasons which have been well explained in sections 3.2 and 3.3, the background 
field procedure only provides information on the quantity z' in the case where the h\ 
provides the dominant infrared régularisation. Since .F-invariant quantities like the free 
energy are, in principle, free of such a constraint, it is important to know whether and how 
the regulator h\ can be put equal to zero. Most of the answer to the question is already 
provided by the theory in one-loop approximation which will be discussed in section 3.4.3. 
In section 3.4.4 we give the results of the much more complicated theory at two-loop level. 
The reader who is not interested in technical details might skip this section and proceed 
immediately to section 3.5 where the scaling implications are analysed. 

3.4.2 Loop expansion; diagrams 

Let us start from the renormalisable action (3.2.1). The free energy T is defined by 

e-vDNrT = z = fVQes[Q] (3.4.2) 

The nonquadratic parts (in V, V]) of the action are treated as a perturbation of the 
Gaussian theory (3.2.13). Denoting expectation values with respect to the Gaussian 
theory by (•••), the free energy is given by 

-VDNrT = S(0> + InZ<2> + ( S « + | [5 ( 3 )]2) (3.4.3) 

where a superscript between parentheses gives the order in V, V'. We write a loop expan
sion as follows 

T = To + Tr + Ti + • • • (3.4.4) 

'Well, actually the grand canonical potential. We use the term 'free energy' to stress the analogy with 
the Q-field theory for free electrons. 
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ßm 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 3.2: Some examples of how diagrams are drawn. 
(a) tr rnVVW; (b) (tr I«V tr I ^ > ; (c) £ n Q tr I»VV* tr I°„VVt. 

where the subscript i on ƒ", indicates the number of loops. Diagrams will be drawn in the 
following way (see Fig. 3.2). Every matrix trace is represented as a point. The matrices 
whose trace is taken are represented by lines emerging from this point. The ordering of 
the lines is such that the counterclockwise direction in the diagram corresponds to reading 
the argument of the trace from left to right. An I-matrix is drawn as a dotted line, a 
V-matrix as a solid line with an outgoing arrow and Vf as a solid line with an incoming 
arrow. Points can be connected by lines in two ways. A dotted line between two points 
means that a sum of the form £ n Q tr (I"Xi)tr (ItnX2) is taken. A solid line between 
two points represents a contraction of a V with a V\ i.e. tr X{V tr V^X2. Points can be 
connected by more than one solid line. A solid line can also connect a point to itself. 

At zero and one loop level, diagrams do not give much additional insight and we will 
not draw them. The zero loop result is simply given by S ( 0 ) , i.e. the Q = A part of (3.2.1), 

To = 2 2 o 2 j F"- (3.4.5) 

3 . 4 . 3 O n e - l o o p t h e o r y 

The one loop result is given by the term lnZ ( 2 ) in (3.4.2). Using (3.2.15) we find 

* = £ƒ In 
p2 + hl + a0KZ0n n y ^ (hi + KZ0n)l+e - (hi + a0KZ0n)l+ 

p2 + hl + K,z0n e(l+ e) 
nyo-'P r • --U ' n>0 

By taking the In T-derivative of T one reproduces the result of the background field 

procedure (3.4.1), 

dT „ v ^ ' L . 2fio (hl + Kz0n)e - a0(/ig + a0KZon) 

(T0 e d\nT 
2 ^ T ' : ^ n { 1 + 

n>0 
}• (3.4.7) 

By neglecting the vn terms relative to the infrared regulator h\, one obtains 

dT 

a i n T 
n > 0 

(3.4.8) 

with z' precisely given by the background field result of (3.2.28). Next we consider (3.4.7) 
in the limit /ig —j-0. In this case (3.4.7) defines a frequency dependent effective parameter 

dT „-e-v ,. . „ , l \ , 2 f iD (±w 
2 2 _ , z ' K H ; z'(vn) = z0\ dlnT 

n > 0 
0-Q (T0 

1 - a , l+e 
(3.4.9) 
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A i .. B, 

B3 •—»—•—»- •—»—•—» » 
B6 

Figure 3.3: Two-loop diagrams contributing to JF2 

3.4.4 Two-loop theory 

The two-loop contribution to the free energy is given by the expectation value in (3.4.3). 
Since the kinetic part of the action does not contain third order contributions in V, V* 
and the frequency term is only of second order, we can write 

-VDNrft = (S<& + S « + i (S<n
3>) ^>. (3.4.10) 

The fourth order part of the kinetic term is given by 

SÊi = - l ^ o T r {(VWV)2 + (VVV*)2} . (3.4.11) 

The fourth and third order part of the interaction term are given by 

Sin' = T~~oCo ƒ J 2 E t r W > V1 t r l-n[y\ V] + ( Y, tr ÇV* tr I ! „ V Y V + c.c 
a V "a \ a , n > 0 

S$ = f=0c0 Y f {tr 1°V' tr CB[yt, V] + tr P„V tr IZ[V\V}} . (3.4.12) 
a,n>0" '- r 

The calculation of (3.4.10) is simplified by the fact that (s£ n ) vanishes. The propagators 
only depend on the absolute values of the momenta, but the derivatives in (3.4.11) give 
rise to a cosine of the relative angle between two momenta; integration over the angle 
yields zero. 

Performing the rest of the contractions in (3.4.10) is straightforward but laborious. In 
terms of diagrams, they are written as 

(S$) = 2Ka0z0c0{A1 - A2 - | A 3 } 

K^in ' ] 2 ) = (Kor0z0co)2 {2Bl + B2 + B3 - 2Ä, - B5 - B6} , (3.4.13) 

where the A,-, B, are drawn in Fig. 3.3. The factor of 2 in front of Bx and B4 originates 
from the fact that the arrow on the single solid line in the upper left corner can be reversed 
without changing the value of the diagram. The following identities are very useful in 
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doing the contractions, 

tr \a
nVW = 0 for n ^ 0 (3.4.14) 

tr rmV(q) tr lß
nV\-q') = ±6(q - q'W^nD^n) (3.4.15) 

trla
nV\-q')tiV(q)M = ±5(q-q>)Dl(n)tAa

nM. (3.4.16) 

Here the I£ is defined as in (2.2.38). In the end we get an expression for T2 in terms of 
the propagators D and Dc, 

Tï = ^KZoco^2s- Dq{s)Dp{s) + ^(KZ0C0)
2 Y^ min(m.n) x (3.4.17) 

»>0 JP-1 m , n > 0 

x f {-Dp(n)D;(n)Dq(m + n) + Dq(m)Dp(n)Dp(n) 
JP.Q 'PA 

-Dc
q{m)Dc

p{n)Dp+q(m + n) - Kz0c0 • m • Dq(m)Dp(n)Dc
p(n)Dp+q(m + n)} . 

The overall factor min(m, n) in front of all the terms with more than two propagators can 
be roughly understood as follows. The summation m>0 always enters the stage when a 
redefinition occurs of the summation variable n2 on V'„in2 to a new summation variable 
m = n1— n2>0. This shift leaves behind a constraint on the range of n1, namely nx <m. 
The tracing with In in (3.4.12) induces a shift and a constraint of the type n^ < n (or 
iii +n > m or something similar). In every contribution a free sum over nx finally occurs, 
yielding min(n,m) due to the constraints imposed on the summation interval. 

We wish to present the result of (3.4.17) in the form (3.4.5, 3.4.6), i.e. as a frequency 
sum of corrections to z0. This means we have to perform two momentum integrals and 
one frequency sum, while keeping one frequency fixed. This can be done in the following 
way: 

00 00 00 00 

^2 min(m,n) • f(m,n) = J^m ^ / (m,n) + ] T n ^ f(m,n) 
m,n>0 m = l n=m + \ n = l m=n+\ 

uo 00 

s = l l=s+\ 

Thus Ti (3.4.17) can be rewritten in the form 

£ « * < * $ > • ƒ Dq(s)Dp(s) + ^(KZoc0)
2J2Y, [ {-Dq(s)Dq(s)Dp(s + l) 

s>0 JP>1 s>0 1>S Jp.q 

-Dq(s + l)Dp(l)Dp(l) + Dq(s)Dp(l)Dl(l) + Dq(s)Dq(s)Dp(l) - 2Dq(s)Dp(l)Dp+q(s + I) 

- Kz0c0lDq(S)D
c
q(s)Dc

p(l)Dp+q(s + /) - Kz0coSD
c
q(s)Dp(l)Dp(l)Dp+q(S + /)} . (3.4.18) 

Calculations are now straightforward but cumbersome. Some details are presented in 
appendix 3A. The final result for the poles in e in two loop contribution is given by 

2 " *°KZoh "ofM ^m 1 s — 
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where we have introduced h] = KZ0S and put a0 = 0 whenever possible. It should be 
mentioned that in obtaining (3.4.19) drastic cancellations of many singular terms in Q 0 

take place (see appendix 3A). Combining (3.4.6) and (3.4.19), one gets 

where we make use of the one-loop renormalisation of h0, a0 and z0: 

t0 -> t' = t0 • 1 1 - -5-io 

1 + j-t0 

^•[l-[2 + lna0]^0J. 

Eqs. (3.4.21)-(3.4.23) imply the following renormalisation of the quantity h2 oc t 

*.'\l-%tol 

(3.4.20) 

(3.4.21) 

(3.4.22) 

(3.4.23) 

(3.4.24) 

Let us also present the result for the case when hl = 0, so that the frequency serves as an 
infrared regulator: 

To 

Fi 

Ti 

20 

to 

29. 

-E'*2 

2_noyh 

ô 

;i + £ ) 2 

h2s t2 

2 " s l0 l - e ( - + 4) + 0(e2) 

(3.4.25) 

(3.4.26) 

(3.4.27) 

3.5 Scaling results 

Our RG program of the Finkelstein theory consisted of two separate parts. First we 
studied the background field procedure in dimensional régularisation and we focused pri
marily on how the interaction term affects the ultraviolet behaviour of the theory. This 
procedure provides two renormalisation constants, Zi and Z2. (From now on we consider 
the Coulomb case QO = 0 ) . 

The background field procedure and other, arbitrary, RG programs [7] do not provide 
us, however, with the full temperature and frequency dependence of physical observables 
such as the conductivity. This was the subject of the second part in which we recognised 
that observables should be constructed out of only those correlations or "background' fields 
that leave the interaction term Sp invariant. There are two classes of such correlations: 
the free energy itself and the one denoted as 'linear response', which provide us with 
equilibrium statistical mechanics and transport theory, respectively. For these quantities 
we can derive general scaling results from the RG. 
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First we summarise the results for the conductivity a0 and the free energy Tç,-\-T\-\-Ti 
as follows 

a'(s) = 4ttD±R„{t0,hs) ; Ra = 1 + %-t0 ( l - e[§ - 2In2]) . (3.5.1) 

The In T-derivative of the free energy can be written as 

s>0 s>0 

where 
M(to, h3) = l + £ t 0 + £ t § ( - 1 + e\[l + f]) . (3.5.3) 

These results are completely analogous to what has been obtained for the Heisenberg 
ferromagnet [66]. The quantity M is the analogue of the magnetisation in ferromagnetic 
language and we will next follow up on the analysis of [66]. Equation (3.5.3) can be 
understood in terms of the effective parameters h's and t' with the latter defined by 

}r = ±R(t0,hs) ; R(t0,h,) = l + ^t0 + O(t2
0). (3.5.4) 

Notice that the expressions for a' and 1/i' in (3.5.1) and (3.5.4) are not necessarily the 
same, since they describe different physics (linear response and equilibrium statistical 
mechanics respectively). Nevertheless, both (3.5.1,3.5.3) and (3.5.4) can be used to extract 
the renormalisation constants Z\ and Z2 obtained by putting 

f0 = P-~ 'iZ\ ; QDJ*- = v„z0 = vsfi
2ezZ2 (3.5.5) 

where t, z now stand for the parameters of the renormalised theory. Following the scheme 
of minimal subtraction we get 

Zx = 1 + t/e (3.5.6) 

Z2 = l - £ - ? ( ! + * [ £ + ! ] ) • (3-5.7) 

The renormalisation ß- and 7-functions are obtained as usual 

^ " d l n 7 " l + t d l n Z , / d t ; 1~ß^T- ( 3 - 5 - 8 ) 

yielding 

ß = 2et-2t2 ; 7 = -t - f2(3 + 7r2/6). (3.5.9) 

Next we express the free energy and conductivity in terms of the renormalised parameters 

^ = 2 ^ ] T ^ S M ï = fi2cl
TR a' = AÜDli

2'-\Ra (3.5.10) 
s>0 

where M, R and R„ can be written in scaling form following the method of characteristics 

M = M0{t)g{vsz£,DM0) 

R = R0{t)h(usz(D M0) (3.5.11) 

R. = Ro(t)f{v3zZDM0) 
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with Mo, Ro and £ determined from the RG functions ß and 7 according to 

[pd„ + ßdt}t(t) = 0 

\ßdt - f]M0{t) = 0 (3.5.12) 

[ßdt + 2e-t-1ß}Ro(t) = 0. 

More explicitly, in 2 + 2e dimensions we have for the metallic phase (t<tc) 

Ro = (\-tltcf
ev (3.5.13) 

M0 = (l-t/tc)
0° 

where tc = e + ö(e2) is the critical point /3(ic) = 0, and 

u = -l/ß'(tc) ; ßo = -in(tc). (3.5.14) 

It is interesting to conclude that the interacting electron gas is much closer to the physics of 
the Heisenberg ferromagnet than to the free electron problem which has /?o = 0, indicating 
that the density of states is nonsingular. The metal/insulator transition for interacting 
electrons is characterised by the appearance of a real order parameter. We will show-
below (section 3.6) that ßo^Q in this case means that the specific heat becomes singular 
as one approaches from the metallic side. 

Important conceptual quantities of the theory are the various length scales (Lv) in
duced by the phase breaking parameters such as temperature T, frequency vn and the 
parameter denoted as h0. From the RG we have 

(3.5.15) 

Finally, we can obtain 'equations of state' for the quantities M and R. As shown in [66] 
to lowest order in e, these quantities obey 

W = ^ ' • ( l - * * ^ ) 1 ' ' (3.5.16) 

^ r = ('c/*)1/efi 

KD{h0) --- {h'f 
KD{T) -= TzM0gT{TziDM0) 

KD(»n) --= vnzM0gv{vnz£,D Mo 

with the following relations between the exponents 

Dly = ß0(S + l) ; K = ß05/(2eis). (3.5.17) 

The equation of state for the conductivity is obtained by replacing ß —» Ra and vs —> iu 
in (3.5.16). 

3.6 Specific heat 

In order to make contact with an important quantity like the specific heat, we will first 
evaluate the derivative dTjd In T from the fermionic path integral for the case of free 
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particles, and compare the results to those obtained from Q-field theory. By the rules of 
statistical mechanics we have 

d\nZ 

din/? 
Nrß(E-nN) (3.6.1) 

where Ë is the average energy and N the number of electrons. Since the specific heat is 
defined as the change of Ë with varying T for a fixed number of particles, we still need 
some procedure that eliminates the explicit ^-dependence in (3.6.1). 

3.6.1 Pree particles 

From the original fermionic path integral we obtain directly 

n 

with l n Z = — VoNrJ- and ' t r ' here denoting a trace over position space. By writing the 
frequency sum as a contour integral in the usual way, 

tr 7^r0- (3-6-3) 
t / SJf l.f <dz • •ß*+i 

obtain the more transparent expression 

ßVD 
J — oo 

- e/3. 
t 

: + l 
p(e) (3.6.4) 

where p(e) is the density of states at energy p + e and Vr> the volume of the system. The 
equivalence between (3.6.1) and (3.6.4) is now easily established. By splitting (3.6.4) into 
zero-T and finite-T parts we finally obtain 

V b ^ = ß(fo + h) 

= ßVD j de ep(e) + ßVD j~de-^[p(e) + p(-e)\ 

= ß(-J"dEN(E) + VDJ~de^r^lp(e) + p(-e)}y (3.6.5) 

with N(E) the total number of states below energy E, VDp{E) = dN(E)/dE. The fT 

determines the well known specific heat of the free electron gas for low temperatures 
(cv = dfj/dT = *fT). Next, we wish to redo the various steps which take us from (3.6.2) 
to (3.6.5), but now starting from the effective theory in Q. We obtain, instead of (3.6.2) 

VD^ = irpoN;1 Tr <wQ) = 2vVDP(! ^ . (3.6.6) 
n > 0 

By taking a simple exponential form, i.e. replacing (3.6.6) by 

2 * V D p o ^ > „ e - u " ' T \ (3.6.7) 
n>0 

and by redoing the various steps which take us from (3.6.2) to (3.6.5), it is easily seen 
that the low T behaviour of the specific heat is the same as was obtained before. (All 
the dependence on the cutoff r0 is absorbed in the zero-T part of (3.6.5), i.e. /o, and this 
quantity is of secondary interest). Hence, the low-T specific heat of the electron gas is 
correctly retained by the effective Q-field formalism. 
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3.6.2 Coulomb interactions; quasiparticles 

Next we embark on the Coulomb interaction problem. We obtain from the Finkelstein 
action, instead of (3.6.6), 

y ^ = r ° ( ç ' T r [ I - Q 1 [ I - " ' Ç 1 ) - (3-6-8) 
The expectation on the r.h.s. has been the main subject of section 3.5. Expression (3.6.8) 
will be denoted by 

-2VDz0Y^VnM(vn)e-v»T° (3.6.9) 
n>0 

where, as before, we introduced an arbitrary r0 for convergence purposes. Notice that the 
quantity M(yn), in contrast to the density of states p0 in the expression for the free electron 
problem (3.6.7), now acquires nontrivial ^„-dependence. We proceed by evaluating the 
discrete sum in (3.6.9) as a contour integral. Repeating the same steps which lead to 
(3.6.5) we obtain 

VD^-0=ß(fo + fT) (3.6.10) 

where we write 

fo = -VD- deeM(e)e—° ; fT = VD-± / de - j — - P q p ( e ) (3.6.11) 
"" Jo T JO e ~ 1 

with 
pqp(e) = eit7»M(-ie) + e""" M{ie). (3.6.12) 

As before (3.6.5), the specific heat is obtained as cy = dfj/dT. The quantity pqp(e) is 
identified as the quasiparticle density of states of the interacting system. Notice that these 
quasiparticles are a direct consequence of the particle-hole pair instability and, hence, they 
are bosonic. 

The expression for fa, (3.6.11), is the most important result of this section and we must 
make use of the results for M(un), section 3.5, in order to allow some general conclusions 
about the specific heat. First, in the metallic phase in 2 + 2e dimensions, the arbitrary 
cutoff factor containing r0 in fr does not contribute to the leading behaviour of cy at 
low T, and r0 can be safely put to zero. This can be seen most simply from the behaviour 
near the fixed points t = 0 and t = tc, in which case we have 

t ->0 : 

M{un) « 1 pqp - • 2cos(er0) « 2 cv -> 7 o T 

t<tc: (3.6.13) 

M K ) » H 1 / ' Pqp^\e\^2coS(fs+er0) c„ -> j*T1+1f'. 

Hence, approaching the MI transition from the metallic side, the quasiparticle density of 
states develops a (Coulomb) gap and the exponent 1/8 is of order e = (D — 2)/2. More 
generally, we have the following scaling result for the quasiparticle density of states, 

Pqp{e) = M0G{tz£DMQ) = M(-ie) + M(ie) (3.6.14) 

which may be obtained in closed form using the results for M of section 3.5. 
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Figure 3.4: The quasiparticle density of states. Shown is /9qp for three values of /i and the 
curve dn/d/i. 

3.6.3 Crossing over between free electrons and quasiparticles 

For completeness we give a sketch of pqp(e) as compared to the thermodynamic density of 
states dn/dfi, Fig. 3.4. The dn/dp does not enter the effective Q-theory and is taken as a 
regular function of the chemical potential, since it is solely determined by the underlying 
theory with the P matrix field variables. Fig. 3.4 indicates that /?qp(e) as a whole moves 
along as one varies the chemical potential fi, with e really standing for the thermal energy 
fluctuations for a given, fixed p. The effective band width (Ae) for quasiparticle excitation 
is on the order of h/r0, i.e. the characteristic energy scale below which the Coulomb effects 
become noticeable. It is, of course, understood that for free electrons there is no distinction 
between p(e) (3.6.5) and dn/dfi, and the quasiparticles are the electrons themselves. 

Let us next come back to our earlier discussion (section 3.2.1), where we replaced the 
original problem with Coulomb interactions (2.3.3) by a simpler one (3.2.1) introducing 
the parameter c0. We argued that since the Coulomb term Sy is irrelevant we obtain the 
same results by putting Co = 1 (a0 = 0) in the simpler theory. We are now in a position 
to appreciate the fact that the two theories really stand for entirely different physical 
scenarios by which the free electron and Coulomb theories are related. 

As already mentioned before, the parameter a0 in the simple theory can loosely be 
interpreted in terms of the 'range' of the electron-electron interactions, and the results 
indicate that infinite range interactions (a0 = 0) and finite range interactions ( Q 0 > 0) 
belong to different universality classes. On the other hand, the Coulomb term Sy in the 
original theory really interpolates between the action for free particles at high momenta 
and the Finkelstein theory which only appears in the limit of large distances (relative to 
the screening length). This means that the true, physical theory predicts free electron 
behaviour with Fermi-Dirac statistics at high T (3.6.5) and quasiparticle behaviour with 
scaling and Bose-Einstein statistics at low T (3.6.13). This crossover mechanism for which 
the Coulomb term Sy is responsible obviously applies to other physical quantities such 
as Oxx. This mechanism is important, since it has been experimentally shown [75] to 
apply to the more complicated metallic phases of the quantum Hall regime as well. More 
specifically, the transport data taken from low mobility heterostructures follow the well 
known free electron behaviour at high T (4K< T <20K), 

*ü(T) ƒ 5 * § * * * > • 
(3.6.15) 

Here f(T) stands for the Fermi-Dirac distribution (see 3.6.2) and <r° are the mean field 
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conductances with varying energy E. This behaviour crosses over smoothly but rapidly 
into a scaling behaviour in T, which was observed at lower temperatures (20mK< T <4K) 
only. This, then, indicates that the complete theory as given by (2.3.3) has all the 
ingredients necessary to describe plateau transitions. 

3.6.4 Strong coupling aspects 

The analogy with the Heisenberg ferromagnet naturally supposes that one can take the 
theory one step further by extending the ferromagnetic language to include the insulating 
phase as well. For example, for ordinary ferromagnets we know that, since there is 
no phase transition in the symmetric phase, the magnetisation M{vn) should become 
a regular and odd function of the 'external field' vn. From the RG it can be shown that 
such a condition on M(yn) implies that the R(yn) (but not R„l) is regular as well but it 
must be an even function of un. This analyticity statement (Griffith analyticity) would 
imply in our case, however, that the quasiparticle density of states collapses, i.e. (3.6.14) 
vanishes to all orders in e! 

This oddly looking conclusion can be understood as follows. First we remark that a 
vanishing pqp(e) is a direct consequence of working with an action where the Coulomb 
part Sy has been replaced by a symmetry breaking term Sa and where the 'external' 
symmetry breaking a0 has been put equal to zero. Notice that for Fermi level quantities 
like Pqp(e) and a(u>) the role of a0 itself is analogous to the role of the magnetic field in 
the Heisenberg ferromagnet. This is evident from the linear response procedure, where 
the perturbing vector potential can be considered as a 'generator' of JF-symmetry which 
is broken by the external a0-field. Hence we should expect that the quantities pqp and 
<j, which are a direct measure of the low energy excitations of the electron gas, become 
regular in a0 as one enters deeply into the insulating phase. In other words, they become 
zero by putting a0 equal to zero. The important conclusion that can be drawn from this 
discussion is that the Coulomb term Sy can no longer be regarded as 'irrelevant' but, 
instead, it is going to completely determine the physics of the insulating phase. 

Let us next come back to the subject of linear response. It is clear that for the 
computation of conductivities one generally has to take the limit q —> 0 first and then 
to—>0. Notice that the abovementioned complications with with the limit a0 —> 0 are, in 
fact, foreshadowed by the response at tree level (2.4.4). For instance, working in a theory 
where Y(q) is replaced by a0 (as was done for RG purposes), linear response leads to 
the correct result provided a0 —¥ 0 in the end. As one approaches the insulating phase, 
however, it seems from (2.4.4) that the RG result (a « a0 as a0 —• 0) is indeed the only 
way of obtaining a smooth ao—>0 limit. However, in a theory with Y(q) it is more likely 
that <TRiÇu> in the insulating phase, which means that the response becomes local in time 
for system sizes much larger than the localisation length f. 
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3A Details of the two-loop calculation 

Be obscure clearly. 
- E. B. White 

KZ0 

In this appendix we present the final expressions for the various terms in (3.4.18) together 
with some calctilational details. The calculation is straightforward because the internal 
momenta decouple, and we just present the results (only pole terms in e), taking the limit 
Qo —> 0 wherever possible: 

f Dq(s)Dp(s) -> n W o S ( l + £ s ) 2 E b ^ ] 2 

KZ0J2 f Dq(s)Dl(s)Dp(s + l) -+ Qlh£-^{(l + 2Ds)
1+*m£=±} 

Y^ [ Dq(s + l)Dp(l)Dp(l) -> l^Äf/^lsCzl + i / ^In(l + «D.)\ 

KZOJ2 f Dc
q(s)Dp(l)D;(l) -+ n ^ { - ^ l n a 0 - Ç ^ + ±/Wn(l+ *£,)} 

Kz0J2 [ Dq(s)Dl(s)Dp(l) -> n ^ { ^ Ü ± £ l l ^ ^ + -L [ ( l + ^ r - l ] } , 

where we have defined Qs = h2
s/h\ and 13(e) stands for the combination 

The calculation of the last term on the second line in (3.4.18) is more difficult but standard. 
As far as we are interested only in poles in e, we can replace the sum over I by an integral 
and put the lower limit to zero rather than LOS: 

2TT f°° 

i>s
 Jo 

Using the Feynman trick one can write 

~ ' ° E / Dc
q(s)D;(l)Dp+q(s + l)=4fo Hdu, f flf[dx, x (3A.1) 

(>s P'q ° P-1 ° 1=1 

c2(5(1 - ^2 x>) [ho + 92j;i2 + p2x23 + 2pqx3 + KZ0s(a0Xi + x3) + Kz0l{a0x2 + x3)] 

where xi3 = xt+x2 and x23 = x2 + x3. By shifting p^ p — qx3/x23 we can decouple p and 
q in the denominator, after which we are able to perform the integrals over p, q and w;, 
with the result 

-M£lfi2 h4e f' TT d *(!-£.• »0 [1+2 (a„,+,,)I»- ( 3 A 2 ) 

Introducing new variables x £ [0, 00] and u £ [0,1] as follows 

X _ u . , « 1—u 
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(3A.2) can be written in the form 

/*1 roc _ 

-kMtfh*' / —%— / d i f l + a f :U>+ I ( i ï?r ) ] . (3A.3) 
2c L> u I o o u + l - u I [ i+u(l-u)J T v ' 

Using a well-known integral representation for the hypergeometric function, the .^-integral 
can be performed and we get the following expression for (3A.1) 

vhere 

- ^ ^ [ I L - E ^ H - (3A.4) 

Ii = f d ^ ^ g ^ [1 + S.(l - v)F 8^(1, -2e; 1 - e; ' ^ g f f l ) (3A.5) 
Jo 

l2 = 2 / 1 ^ ^ r { l + ( l - u ) [ 5 , - u ( l + aoS J)]}£ . (3A.6) 
Jo 

We are interested in the limit Q0—>-0, which corresponds to the case of real electrons. But 
if one puts a0 = 0 in the above equations then (3A.6) becomes divergent on the upper 
limit. The integral (3A.5) will be proportional to e~l making the whole contribution 
(3A.1) proportional to £~3 and causing the RG equation to become singular. For this 
reason we first rewrite (3A.5) in the following form 

Ii = / 1 d U
i a ^ + / ^ ^ ^ { [ l + ^ l - u r - l } (3A.7) 

Jo Jo 

+ [ d«%£i£ t1 + s.(i - »)]* {»Fid. -fe;1 - - ""r^r-T') -1} -
The first integral in (3A.7) can be done exactly while in the other two we can safely put 
a0 = 0, because their integrands behave smoothly when u —• 1 even for Q0 = 0. Thus Ii 
can be written in the form 

+ j\uMl^l[1+Qa{1-u)?' {2Fl (1,_2c- :l-c-; î^Ly)-l}. 

Making an £-expansion and then using the following asymptotic formula for the hyperge
ometric 2Fi function, which follows directly from its definition, 

2Fi(l, -2e; 1 - e; z) = 1 + 2eln(l - z) + 0{e2) 

we get the final answer for It 

Ii - \ {«TaE: - K } + 2e [ Ä 1^1 + (1 - «0(0. - «)] + ©O8)- (3A.8) 

The integral I2 (3A.6) can be treated in the same way 

h = 2 [' ^=^ + 2 f ^{[l + (l-u)(Qt-u)]' -1} (3A.9) 
Jo Jo 

= -21nQ0 + C(QolnQ0)+2£ / ^ l n [ l + (1 - u)(w. - «)] + 0(e2). 
Jo 
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Substitution of (3A.8) and (3A.9) into (3A.3) gives the final answer for the pole terms in 
(3A.1) 

KZ0 £ / Di(sWp(i)Dp+q(s +1) = ni tf • î # { - ^ r « _ îsCzi. ̂  + £ } . 

The calculation of the first term on the last line of (3.4.18) is ideologically the same but 
more lengthy. We will not present it here but give only some comments. In this case 
the second power of the combination a0u + l — u appears in the denominator at the stage 
(3A.4). It is useful then to perform integration by parts, reducing the power by one. The 
rest is similar to the calculations of (3A.1). The result is 

-K2Z2
0C0 $ > ƒ Dp(s)D;(s)Dc

q(l)Dp+q(s + I) -> 
l>s JP'1 

W W i-TT^TT • "+n)MÛt?f "'''' • — - 21na0Çii~^ [l + ii±^±] I • 
*-> U 2ez | 1 (1 — 2e) z[\—oto)\l-\-e) EOQ sin7re u I ( l ~ 2 f ) I z 

The last contribution in (3.4.18) is finite and of no interest. 
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Chapter 4 

The integer edge 

4.1 Introduction 

In this chapter we investigate edge excitations in the iqHe regime. We begin in section 4.2 
by reviewing and extending the instanton vacuum approach, following the ordinary replica 
formalism for free electrons. We show that massless edge excitations are obtained from 
the fluctuations about integer quantised topological charge. We find a direct relationship 
between the instanton parameter <rx° and the phenomenon of inter-channel scattering at 
the edge. Here the number of edge channels equals the number of fully occupied Landau 
levels, and the inter-channel scattering is the result of a random short-ranged potential. 
In spite of the free boundary conditions on Q, it is still possible to formulate a topological 
principle for the quantisation of crxv. We use a background field calculation to show that 
spherical boundary conditions are dynamically generated. 

In section 4.3 we embark on the full interaction problem. We first consider the case 
of a bulk d.o.s. gap and derive a complete chiral edge theory for the Q-field, the plasmon 
field and A^. Then, using results from chapter 2, we extend the result to a theory for 
both bulk and edge and integrate out the plasmon field. As two limiting cases for zero 
edge d.o.s. and bulk d.o.s. we obtain effective actions Sefr[<3, A„] in the bulk and at the 
edge, respectively. 

In section 4.4 we show that the effective action 5eff [Q, A^} at the edge is equivalent to 
a theory of chiral edge bosons. This demonstrates the connection between the instanton 
vacuum on the one hand and the pure Chern-Simons theory and chiral edge bosons on 
the other. Our chiral boson action represents the complete Luttinger liquid theory, in the 
sense that it includes Coulomb interactions and external electromagnetic fields. We use 
this theory to define the Hall conductance in a general, unambiguous way by expressing 
the appearance of a 'chiral anomaly' [5] in terms of Laughlin's gauge argument [57]. 

In the derivations presented in sections 4.3 and 4.4 we make use of ^"-invariance and 
the ^"-algebra in an essential way. This shows that ^"-invariance, which we put to the 
test in the weak coupling regime in chapter 3, retains its significance all the way to strong 
coupling. 

In all the discussions so far, only white noise random potentials have been considered. 
This was always done for technical reasons alone. However, it is well known that in 
real quantum Hall devices slowly varying potentials are often present [57, 67]. These 
have always been difficult to handle. By defining our edge theory on spatially separated, 
independent channels which represent the equipotential contours, we obtain a description 
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that is able to treat the combination of interactions and smooth disorder. 
In sections 4.5 and 4.6 we solve two problems where this combination gives rise to 

unexpected results. The first problem we address is that of electron tunnelling into the 
quantum Hall edge. We show that the Coulomb interactions between the edge and the 
'localised' bulk orbits dramatically change the predictions of theories which are based 
on isolated edges alone. Tunnelling processes into the quantum Hall edge have, in fact, 
nothing to do with the quantisation of the Hall conductance or the 'incompressibility' 
statement which characterise the non-equilibrium properties of the electron gas. We 
find that the tunnelling d.o.s. near the edge can be understood in terms of an effective 
edge theory which describes the equilibrium properties of the combined edge and bulk 
degrees of freedom. The Luttinger liquid parameter g is related to the filling fraction v 
of the bulk. This leads to a tunnelling exponent which varies like 1/u, in agreement with 
recent experimental data on the tunnelling current, taken from samples in the fractional 
quantum Hall regime [27]. This situation is dramatically different from what is expected 
by assuming an isolated edge, or in the case of short-ranged disorder which gives rise to 
scattering between different edge states [36, 37]. 

In section 4.6 we embark on the problem of plateau transitions in the presence of 
smooth disorder. This we model as a percolating network of 'edge states' (equipotential 
contours) and widely separated 'saddlepoints'. The system is then 'mapped' onto the 
nonlinear a model and the main problem is to identify the length and energy scales of the 
'bare' parameters or the mean field conductances which together determine the renormal
isation starting point, i.e. the point where scaling occurs first. This starting point can 
involve, in principle, arbitrarily large distances and arbitrarily small energies, which obvi
ously complicates the observability of the critical behaviour of the plateau transitions. We 
argue that Coulomb interaction effects lead to a modified mean field theory of transport. 
This, then, might conceivably be the explanation for the empirical fits of recent transport 
data [71, 4]. In section 4.6.5 the chiral boson theory is used to actually compute the 
inelastic relaxation rate of the conducting electrons in the saddlepoint network. 

4.2 Edge excitations 

4.2.1 Sigma model 

Let us recall the instanton vacuum theory [58, 59, 63] for the iqHe, which is expressed 
in terms of the local field variables Q"pl, where a,ß = l,...,Nr are the replica indices 
and p,p' = ±1 are the indices denoting advanced/retarded components. They can be 
represented as 

Q = T~1AT with AaJ, = 6a%p,sgn(p) (4.2.1) 

and T a unitary matrix of size 2Nr x2Nr. The action is given by 

S[Q] = " k ° /d2 . r tr (VQ)2 + §a°y fd2x tr e^Qd.Qd.Q + npr, fd2x tr AC. (4.2.2) 

Here cr? stands for the mean field conductances in units of e2/h (see Fig. 1.2), p is the 
(exact) density of states at the Fermi energy and r/ is the frequency. The second term in 
(4.2.2), proportional to o£' has remained one of the most difficult chapters in the theory 
of Anderson localisation in low dimensions. Most of the insight into the problem has 
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come from weak coupling renormalisation theory, both perturbative and non-perturbative 
[58, 59). In particular we mention the global scaling diagram of the conductances (Fig. 1.2) 
as well as the appearance of a critical fixed point in strong coupling regime [57]. This 
fixed point theory predicts a massless (metallic) phase at the Landau band center as well 
as the following scaling result for the conductances [62] 

aij(L,B) = gij([L/^v) ; f = \B - BT"- (4.2.3) 

Here, the function g^ is a regular function of its argument, B* is the critical magnetic 
field strength and v stand for the critical index for the localisation length Ç. Following 
the experimental tests of (4.2.3) by H.P. Wei et al. [76], extensive numerical work on the 
free electron gas has been performed and the quoted best value for the critical index is 
v = 2.3 [33]. 

To date, no exact (conformai) scheme for the critical indices exists. All that one can 
say at this time is that the field of exactly solvable models is not sufficiently developed 
to be able to handle the subtleties of topology and replica field theory. These subtleties 
are all well understood in the framework of weak coupling expansion techniques [58, 59] 
and the results were used to predict the entire singularity structure of the theory, notablv 
(4.2.3). 

It was shown in [64] that the theories of free and interacting electrons share the same 
basic features such as asymptotic freedom, instantons etc. The same scaling diagram for 
the conductances was obtained, which means that (4.2.3) remains valid also when the 
Coulomb interactions are taken into account. This result was conjectured but not well 
understood at the time of the original experiments on criticality. 

Strong coupling 

In this section we address the subtleties of replica field theory in the exactly solvable 
limit where p and o£ vanish while the Hall conductance is integer quantised (axy = m). 
Physically this happens when the Fermi energy is located in a d.o.s. gap between adjacent 
Landau bands. In this strong coupling limit, massless excitations exist at the edges of the 
system. Since several, basic aspects of the problem have previously gone unnoticed we will 
proceed first within the free electron formalism (4.2.2). We come back to the fermionic 
path integral in section 4.3. 

For m completely filled Landau levels the action becomes simply 

S[Q] = f fà2x tr e.jQd.QdjQ = f L . r • tr (\TVT~1) (4.2.4) 

where the surface integral is taken over the sample's edge. Recall that (4.2.4) is quantised 
according to 

S[Q] = 2mm • q[Q] (4.2.5) 

with q the integer topological charge, provided that the T-matrix reduces to a U(Nr)x 
U[Nr) gauge at the edge [63]. 

Under these circumstances the sample edge has been contracted to a single point 
(spherical boundary conditions) and (4.2.5) is a realisation of the homotopy theory result 
TT2[U(2Nr)/U(Nr) x U(Nr)} = Z which states that the mapping of Q onto the 2D plane 
is described by a set of integers q. It is natural to take the theory one step further and 
propose the quantisation of the charge q[Q] as the topological principle which forces the 

file:///TVT~1
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Hall conductance itself to be integer quantised. The idea has indeed led to a consistent 
quantum theory of conductances that unifies a fundamental aspect of asymptotically free 
field theory (i.e. dynamic mass generation) with the quantum Hall effect [58, 59]. It says 
that the conductances in (4.2.3) always scale toward ayx = 0,(Txy = m for L large enough. 

One can show [63] that the U(Nr)xU(Nr) gauge condition at the edge is the replica 
field theory version of a static U(l) gauge acting on the physical edge states. Such a {7(1) 
gauge implies that an integer number of edge levels has crossed the Fermi level. This 
level-crossing is necessarily induced by the averaging procedure over random potentials, 
because different disorder configurations at fixed p lead to different numbers of electrons 
in the sample. 

Nevertheless, the topological invariant in (4.2.2), as it was discovered originally in a 
microscopic derivation, is truly defined with free boundary conditions and without any 
separation between edge and bulk degrees of freedom [58, 59]. 

4.2.2 Inter-channel edge scattering 

In what follows, we show that the fluctuations about precisely quantised values for the 
topological charge represent the dynamics of massless edge excitations. In order to see 
this, we write T as the product of a U(Nr) x U(Nr) gauge U and a small fluctuation t, 

T = Ut. (4.2.6) 

The action now becomes 

S[Q] = 2mm • q[U] + f * d x • tr (i\tVt~l) + nper) (bdx tr AQ (4.2.7) 

where we have written pe for the density of edge states. One way of identifying (4.2.7) as 
the effective theory of disordered chiral edge states is to redo the derivation of the Q-field 
theory, but now for the ID system with Hamiltonian 

Hedge = -ivddx + V(x) (4.2.8) 

where vd is the drift velocity of the edge electrons and V(x) the random potential. It 
turns out that our initial guess (4.2.8) is correct only in the case m = l. This problem is 
easily resolved once one realizes that m stands for the number of filled Landau levels and 
that (4.2.8) should be replaced by a Hamiltonian for a total of m edge channels. Hence, 
an obvious second guess is 

m 

Hedge = E H ' d g e (4-2.9) 
i=i 

where He
3
dse is the same for all j , i.e. each of the m eigenstates experiences the same white 

noise potential V(x), just as it appears in the original problem in two spatial dimensions. 
This, however, is not correct and the theory with general m, (4.2.7), necessarily requires 
inter-channel scattering to take place. We have to start from a matrix Hamiltonian 

«edge = -WdSifd, + Vjr(x) (4.2.10) 

where V is a Hermitian matrix. The matrix elements Vn> connect the edge channels j,j' 
and are distributed with a weight 

P[V] (x e x p { - i (bdx tr V2}. (4.2.11) 
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One can construct a generating function for the free particle Green's functions as usual, 
according to 

Z = JvW JVVP[V] exp Y, ƒ d ^ $? [(/* + im)*»' - êd J r/- (4.2.12) 

In appendix 4C we show that (4.2.12) and (4.2.7) describe the same physics in the limit 
of large distances. 

4.2.3 Criticality at the edge 

We next point out that the results of the previous section provide an exact solution to 
our topological edge theory (4.2.4-4.2.7) for all values of Nr. The simple but important 
observation to be made is that the random potential Vjj>(x) in (4.2.12) can be 'gauged 
away', i.e. absorbed in a redefinition of the fermion fields, and all that remains is the 
trivial theory of 'pure' chiral edge states, 

/ 
Vï>tj) exp Y fdx4ÇJ[-ivddx + ir]P}4Ç3. (4.2.13) 

p=±,Q,J 

Eq. (4.2.13) is just a formal way of saying that edge electrons do not Anderson localise, 
because chirality excludes backscattering processes on random impurities. However, the 
conclusions that are simply drawn from edge electrons (4.2.12, 4.2.13) become highly 
nontrivial statements when formulated in the language of Q-field theory. In this section 
we will use the simplicity of the former theory in order to derive explicit results for the 
latter. Write 

GÜ'(x,x') = {x,j\{-Hedse±ir})-
l\x,,j') (4.2.14) 

G±(x,x') = {x\{ivddx±i-q)-l\x') (4.2.15) 

to represent the single particle propagator of the dirty edge (4.2.12) and clean edge (4.2.13) 
respectively. Some useful identities and relations are obtained as follows, 

P> = à E ! G - ( " ) - G+(*>*)] = £i[G-(x,x) - G+(x,x)). (4.2.16) 
j 

Here pe denotes the density of edge states at the Fermi level which can be obtained 
explicitly from the r.h.s., 

pe(x) = pe = m/2irvd. (4.2.17) 

Eq. (4.2.17) shows that the density of edge electrons is a constant, independent of x and 
disorder, as it should be. An important conclusion now follows for the theory of Q-fields 
(4.2.7), namely 

( Q ) = A (4.2.18) 

(where the expectation is with respect to (4.2.7)), which holds for arbitrary NT. This 
result may be obtained e.g. by differentiating both theories (4.2.7) and (4.2.12, 4.2.13) 
with respect to 77. Notice that (4.2.18) can be regarded as the 'order parameter' (analogous 
to the magnetisation in the language of the Heisenberg ferromagnet) and one would naively 
expect this quantity to vanish in one spatial dimension. The result (Q) = A indicates, 
however, that the continuous symmetry is permanently broken at the edge of the instanton 
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vacuum for all numbers of field components iVr. This apparent violation of the Mermin-
Wagner-Coleman theorem is clearly due to the lack of positive definite Boltzmann weights 
in our problem that is described by an imaginary action (4.2.7). Eq. (4.2.18) also indicates 
that the edge of the topological vacuum is critical. The simplest way of demonstrating 
this is by employing the background field method. For example, the replacement t —> t • t0 

in the second term of (4.2.7) can be written as 

Idx-ti[AtVrl] -> Idx - tr [AttoV^Ö1*-1)] 

= /d£- t r [AiVr 1 ]+ Idx-tilQtoVtô1). (4.2.19) 

Here, t0 represents a fixed and slowly varying background field. We obtain an effective 
action for to as follows, 

SeffM = f ƒ dx • tr [toVt?(Q)] = f ƒ d f • tr [A^Yi ' 1 ] . (4.2.20) 

Eq. (4.2.20) defines an 'effective' parameter m' = mtr A(Q)/2Nr which can be identified 
as the 'Hall conductance' and which provides information on the renormalisation of the 
theory at large distances [66]. Apparently we have m' = m. The same conclusion can 
be drawn for the r/ parameter (i.e. 77' = rçtr A(Q)/2Nr = 77) and hence we are dealing 
with a critical fixed point theory! The full significance of this result will become clear in 
section 4.4 where we make contact with the theory of chiral edge bosons. 

For the remainder of this section we will elaborate on several other identities that will 
be used later on. The most important pair correlation of the Q-fields can be obtained as 
follows, 

N(x,x') = n2pl (Qf_{x)Qia
+(x')) = Ç C»'{x,x')Gi}{x\x) 

j]1 

= mG-{x,x')G+{x',x). (4.2.21) 

Vd 
(4.2.22) 

Here, the a, ß are fixed but arbitrary replica channels and 

'dfc elk(x'-x) 1 

The step function 6 shows that a chiral electron, being created at position x and drifting 
in the positive direction, can only be destroyed at a 'later' position x'>x. Notice that we 
have the sum rule 

Ux' N{x,x') = npe/rj. (4.2.23) 

i fdk e
ikix'-x) 1 

G-(x,x')G+(x>,x) = - / — — = -8{x' - l e x p 
Vd J 27T Vdk + 2lT] l-'j 

h 
The other pair correlations of the Q-fields vanish identically. In particular, it is straight
forward to show that 

\ / cum 

for all p,p' = ± and all replica channels a, ß, 7, S. Finally we wish to clarify the significance 
of several Q-field operators that have appeared in different contexts before. First, there 
are the higher order corrections to the theory of (4.2.7). In appendix 4C we derive higher 
dimensional operators of the type 

tr [ f dx + -VPeA, Q}2. (4.2.25) 
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Secondly, we mention the bilinear combinations of the form 

Aitr AQ tr AQ + A2tr [A, Q][A, Q] (4.2.26) 

which are known to describe the anomalous fluctuations in the density at the quantum 
Hall transitions, as well as in the localisation problem in 2 +e dimensions [60]. We have 
already seen, however, that the density of chiral electrons does not fluctuate and we 
therefore expect (4.2.26) to be irrelevant. A classification of these operators follows from 
the classical equations of motion of the topological action (4.2.7) which can be written as 

[fdx + 7rrjPeA,Q) = 0. (4.2.27) 

This immediately implies that the higher order generators (4.2.25) are, in fact, redundant 
(i.e. they can be 'gauged' away by a suitable transformation of Q). Next, from the 
identity 

r' dx' tr AQ(x') tr [fdx. + nnpeA, Q(x')]A = 0 (4.2.28) 
/ ' 

it directly follows that the first term in (4.2.26) is also redundant. Finally, from (4.2.27) 
one obtains 

F dx' tr [A, Q(x')} [fdx, + nnPedgeA. [A, Q(x')]\ = 0. (4.2.29) 

and it is readily seen that the second operator in (4.2.26) is redundant as well. 

4.2.4 Topological principle 

Next there are the difficulties in establishing a topological principle for Hall quantisation, 
as mentioned in section 4.2.1. We have to see whether the instanton vacuum approach is 
free of ambiguities. For this purpose we will follow up on the background field method. 
We write 

exp Seff[z0] := [VQ exp (S0[tölQt0] + npr,Ti AQ) (4.2.30) 

where 
So[Q] = - > £ T r (VQ)2 + !<7x°yTr c.Qd.Qd.Q. (4.2.31) 

Eq. (4.2.30) defines an effective action for the fixed t0 matrix field. By making use of the 
local U(Nr)x U(Nr) gauge invariance, one can show that Sefi is of the same form as S0, 
i.e. 

Salto] = - I ^ T r (VQo)2 + !<7xyTr ^ Q o ä Q o ^ Q o (4.2.32) 

with Qo — t^Ato. The main problem next is to obtain explicit knowledge of the 'effective' 
parameters atl in (4.2.32), which now represent the (exact) Kubo expressions for the con
ductances. As long as one works with spherical boundary conditions on the Q-field, the 
quantisation of the Hall conductance is readily established. All that one needs is in fact 
that the theory develops a mass gap in the limit of large distances. Under these circum
stances the insertion of slowly varying, spherically symmetric background fields t0 should 
be immaterial (as n —y 0) and this then necessarily implies that o^ = 0 and <rxy =integer. 
For example, the explicit renormalisation group flows obtained from instanton calcula
tions always indicate that the quantum Hall conditions o^ = 0, <7XV =integer are the stable 
(massive) fixed points of the theory for arbitrary number of field components Nr. 
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It is well known, however, that spherical boundary conditions are justified in weak 
coupling only, due to finite action requirements. Since there is no compelling argument 
which says that spherical boundary conditions should be retained all the way down to 
the strong coupling regime, one is clearly left with ambiguities in the instanton vacuum 
approach, at least as far as the quantisation of the Hall conductance is concerned. 

Armed with the insight gained from edge excitations in the previous sections, we next 
allow free boundary conditions on Q, as it should be. For the special case where the 
Fermi energy lies in a d.o.s. gap, (4.2.30) has already been worked out in detail. A 
straightforward computation of Sen for general Nr leads to 

5eff[r0] = 2mm • q[Q0] - ^ - / t r (dxQ0)
2. (4.2.33) 

The result naively diverges as r/ -» 0 and this clearly reflects the effect of the massless 
excitations in the problem. In the limit rj ->• 0, the field t0 entering (4.2.33) is forced to 
obey the classical equations of motion (defined along the sample edge), 

9.{Q(v - è«dô»Q)} = 0 (4.2.34) 

The solution Q0 =constant at the edge means that spherical boundary conditions are 
automatically generated by the background field procedure as r) -» 0. The effect of Seff 
has now been reduced to a phase factor which is immaterial provided the Hall conductance 
precisely equals an integer. Physically, the phase factor describes an integer number of 
edge electrons which have crossed the Fermi level as a result of the background field 
insertion. 

The same procedure can be repeated for the theory with o£ ^ 0, making use of the 
fact that a mass gap exists in the system of large wavelength excitations, i.e. a finite 
localisation length f. One expects (4.2.33) to be modified according to 

M M = - x T r (V (?o) 2 + 2niaxyq[Q0] - gmLn Li (dxQ0)
2 (4.2.35) 

where the atJ represent the 'conductances', 

'T» = /„(»tf2) « O(Tje) ; <TXy = U(ve)*rn + OtfÇi), (4.2.36) 

gm = m/2 is the quantised ID conductance of the chiral edge states and Lr, = m/167rrjpe is 
the length scale induced by the frequency. In the limit 7/ -)• 0 the Qu is forced to obey not 
only the classical equations of motion on the edge (4.2.34). but also those arising from 
the bulk kinetic term in (4.2.35). The solutions are known as instantons and just as has 
happened before in the trivial example with a d.o.s. gap in the bulk, the effect of 5eff 

reduces to that of a phase factor which is immaterial as long as <rxy =integer. Therefore, 
the quantum Hall effect can be understood in terms of a continuous symmetry which is 
dynamically restored in the limit of large length scales. 

4.3 Derivation of the full edge theory 

In this section we derive the full Q-field theory on the edge in the presence of gauge fields 
and interactions. 
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4.3.1 Preliminaries 

Our starting point is the truncated Q-field theory in the presence of the plasmon field A 
and external potentials Aß (2.2.18), 

S[A,Q,X] = -j-TiQ2 + Ti\n[iLj + iA0 + i\ + ß-H + iQ} 

-\ß fd2xd2x' \i(x)Uôl(x-x')X(x). (4.3.1) 

In order to facilitate calculations we choose our sample to be the half plane y > 0. The 
notation /d2.r stands for integration over this half plane. Integration over the boundary 
y = 0 is denoted by <fdx. Integration over the infinite plane will be written as ƒ d2x. 

A theory for the edge is obtained by choosing the chemical potential p approximately 
halfway between Landau energies, where the bulk d.o.s. is virtually zero if the disorder 
is not too strong. The saddle point equation for Q is given by 

Qsp oc poT-'AT (4.3.2) 

where p0 is theji.o.s. Since we are interested in the limit po~>0, we may replace the full 
expression for Q by a much simpler one, 

Q -> eT~lAT = eQ, ; « 1. (4.3.3) 

From [63] we know that the forms Q = T~lPT and (4.3.3) give rise to identical results as 
long as the bulk d.o.s. p0 can be safely taken to zero. However, in order to deal with the 
complications of U(l) gauge invariance, there is considerable advantage in working with 
the simplified expression eQ, and we will refer to the details of more elaborate analyses 
only when necessary. 

In order to facilitate the expansion of the Tr In term in (4.3.1) we perform a gauge 
transformation that sets A0 + A = 0 by acting with a suitable TV-rotation. We introduce 
the following notation 

A\? = A„ + <UA W ^0A w = exp 
V ^ Ta/ -̂ Q \ a R = WQW-\ (4.3.4) 

The A is absorbed into A0, and the gauge invariant quantity R represents the Q-matrix 
in the gauge where A0 = 0. We will sometimes use notation with derivatives in the 
denominator. For any bosonic function ƒ we define 

( £ ) " : = r f e 7 • n^O (4.3.5) 

For functions without a zero frequency component (which is the only kind we are dealing 

with) it is easily checked that d0^- = ^ = ƒ. The vector potential A in the gauge 

A0 — 0 is denoted as z 

?=A-V^ = ^ , (4.3.6) 

where E = d0A — ^7A0. The last expression shows that z is gauge invariant. Using the 
notation of (4.3.4)-(4.3.6) the action (4.3.1) becomes 

S[Q,X,A] = -\ß fd2xd2x' \\x)Uü\x-x')\{x") 

+Tr In [iw + ft- £.(*st -z) • (^ s t - Z) + ieR~\ , (4.3.7) 
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with 7Tst the zero frequency part of n (2.2.6), 

nst = - i V -Ast (4.3.8) 

where V x A s t is the static magnetic field. The superscript 'st ' on n will be dropped from 
this point on. 

4.3.2 Expansion of the Tr In 

Let us take a closer look at the last term in (4.3.7), X := Tr ln[iio+p—H,+ieR]. Introducing 
the notation 

Dw = TW^toWT-1 ; Di = TW~1{\\/-z)WT~l (4.3.9) 

(where Dg is not a differential operator) we can write 

X = Tr ]n[»D„ + n + ieh - ^{n- n + 5F- D £ + £>? • TT + D|)] . (4.3.10) 

Expansion to first order in D^ and D? yields 

X « Tr In Go ' + JTr G0 A , - ^ T r [G07r • A? + G0D? • n] (4.3.11) 

where Go is the bare Green's function [p — Tio + ieA]-1. The Green's function can be 
expressed in terms of the eigenfunctions tpnj of the bare Hamiltonian %) = Y~^' ^I 

G Q ^ + TTGQ V 9'nil^nj ~ ^ j V ^ ~ WntfnjA* 
{ l 2me

 W - ^ 2m.(A .-J5 f U- + teA) ' ( J ^ 

Using the general relation p(x) = — ^Im G + (x , x) for the d.o.s. at the Fermi energy p, we 
get 

(i |Go|x) = -iirp{x)A + c(x) l ; ( s | ° ^ + ? F °|x) = - tVj(x)A + C(.T)1, (4.3.14) 

where j[x) is the current density per energy interval at the Fermi energy. The c and c are 
real functions that disappear from the last two traces in (4.3.11). We can now write X 
in the form 

A' « Tr In Go' + n d2x p{x)ti KDW + in d2x j[x) • tr ADS (4.3.15) 

= Tr lnG'ö'+TT fd2x p{x)tr LCR + in fd2x j[x) • tr [\KW-lTV{T-lW) - zR]. 

Since p lies in a gap, the d.o.s. and the current density are nonzero only at the edge. 
This means that the 2D integral becomes a line integral. If we assume constant pe and ƒ 
on the edge, the resulting expression for X is 

X « Tr In GQ 1 +npe lax t r w Ä - t f jdx • tr zR + mStop[R] (4.3.16) 
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where we have used that dledse/dp = m/2n with the filling fraction m integer valued. 
Eq. (4.3.16), however, is not yet the complete answer. This can be seen from a different 
expansion procedure which can be followed in the special case where T = 1 and W = 1. 
In this case we have, instead of (4.3.10), 

G{n-z + z-n) 

2m„ 2 m e 
X2 = Tr ln[iw + p - Hz + leA] « Tr In G'1 - \ 

Gnm = Gn5nm = 5nm[wn + p - ~-j- n}'1. (4.3.17) 

This expression can be written as 

X2 « Tr l n G - 1 - l £ £ / d 2 x d V (ziK{x)(zj)°_nW(IliiK{x,x') 
ij na 

~2^7 fd2x^-ztTG(x,x). (4.3.18) 

The 'polarisation operator' Ily is given by 

(Tl.jUx^') = ( ^ ) 2 t r [G(x,x')(n, + t,)PnG{x',x){*3 + ^)Fn] 

= ( ^ 7 ) 2 ^ G i + n ( . r , J ' ) ( ^ + 7r1)Gfc(.r',.T)(^ + 7?J) (4.3.19) 
k 

The frequency sum can be split in two parts: (I) k and k + n have the same sign; (II) 
k and k + n have opposite signs. Case II has been done in great detail in the context of 
the SCBA. The conclusion is that (II) does not contribute either to cr^ or axy when p is 
in a d.o.s. gap. Case I for i^j, using the relation K + TT = —i2me[G~1,x], gives rise to 
the familiar 'Stfeda' form for axy. For i=j the two contributions in (4.3.18) cancel each 
other. We arrive at the following expression, 

X2 « Tr In G-1 + \m ^ ] fd2x n z^ x z°_„. (4.3.20) 
no J 

Now we have to find a match between the first order result (4.3.16) for T ^ 1, W / 1 
and the second order result (4.3.20) for T = l , W = t. Up to a constant arising from the 
difference between Go and G, this match is given by 

Tr In G"1 + 7rpe Idx tr ujR + m (±£ ,'iTr R[Dt.R][Dr. R) - fTr ÄV x z\ 

= Tr lnG" 1 + ^ idx tr ß(w - ivdzx) + mStop[R] - ^ /d2x' 5* x c V (4.3.21) 

with Vd the electron drift velocity at the edge, 

vd = m/2npe. (4.3.22) 

Now we wish to write the result (4.3.21) in terms of Q and A^. Using the ^-algebra 
relations presented in section 2.2.4, we find that the various expressions in terms of R and 
z take the following form 
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i ( A ) o _ J - r jWi t / iW trufi = tiuQ + tiAPQ-^yAf 

do 
trRzx = tTQÂx-trQdxÇ-£AtAP + £[4X)Ydxf-

Stop[R] = 5 t o p [ g ] - | ƒ d ^ t r g ô ^ + ü ƒ d x [ 4 A > ] t 3 I ^ (4.3.23) 

ß fd2x t x d0z = - J2 f[A(x)}a A d[A^]a - ß làx [d0Ax - d ^ ' j t ^ . 

Substitution of these expressions into (4.3.21) and inclusion of the plasmon term oc 
/ L ^ A ' A yields the gauge and jF-invariant effective edge action S[Q,A, A] 

S^[Q,A,X} = Sc[X] + Sh[X,A] + SQ[Q,X,A] (4.3.24) 

Sc = -\ß fd2xd2x' X\x)Uö1{x-x')X(x') 

5» = sE/[A ( A ,]Q A d!-4 ( A )]a-^/d '^4A )]^ (-A ) 

5Q = ^ ldxtrQ(u; + Â{_X)) + mSlop[Q}. 

The first term is the Coulomb energy contribution from the plasmon field; the 5b is a 
'boson' action (this adjective will become clear later on); the last expression, S Q , contains 
the action for the Q field and the coupling of Q with A and A^. We have defined a 'minus' 
direction as follows, 

9_ = do - ivddx ; -4LA) = 4 A ) - iviA. (4.3.25) 

reflecting the chirality inherent in the problem. 

4.3.3 Combined bulk and edge theory 

Eq. (4.3.24) shows us how to treat edge states and can be used to obtain a generalised 
action S[Q, A] for the case where both bulk and edge d.o.s. are nonzero. In the limiting 
case of zero edge d.o.s. the bulk theory (2.3.18) is obtained, and we derive an effective 
theory on the edge in the opposite limit of zero bulk d.o.s. We make contact between the 
edge action (4.3.24) and the bulk action (2B.13) by writing for the density of states 

p(x) = po + pe6{y). (4.3.26) 

Outside the sample, at y < 0, the d.o.s. isn't of course p0 but zero; this fact will be encoded 
in the fields Q and Aß, which will be considered to vanish outside the sample. The reason 
for this construction is that we wish to write everything in momentum representation 
without encountering the complications that step functions in p(x) or in the integrand of 
f d2.r would cause. We define the screened Coulomb interaction in the bulk in the usual 

way, 

Uscr{k) = Uo{k)/[l + 2nPoU0{k)}. (4.3.27) 

A quantity that will often be encountered is the Fourier transform of a function f(x) at 
3/ = 0. We write this transform as f(kx), 

m\y=o *+ f(kx) := (2K)-^ Jdky f(k) (4.3.28) 



4.3. DERIVATION OF THE FULL EDGE THEORY 

Using this notation, the generalisation of (4.3.24) for nonzero <T£ and bulk d.o.s. can be 
written as 

S[Q,A,X] = So[Q,A] + Sx[\,Q,A] 

So[Q,A] = - | a ° T r [ A Q ] 2 

(4.3.29) 

(4.3.30) 

+<T°yStop - i< , ƒ Ax tr ÂXQ + ^a°y Y, JA° A dA° + ß <fdx 4-4, 

+k" E [d2x &L* + 2K [d2x P(*)[ftr VQ + |tr ioQ - £^.4o] 
no ^ J 

x[K Q, A] = -ijà2
Pà\ ^(-P)Hq) [zàû)s(p- $ + Pes(p* - « 

+ | Jd2q X^-q) fopoLriq) + peV^L2(qx) (4.3.31) 

Here we have defined the gauge invariant quantities Lx in the bulk and L2 at the edge 
according to 

M = tr P n Q - f ( ^ + z ^ ' X ; (L2)"n = tr F n Q - f (A0)
a
n (4.3.32) 

The o-jjy g o e s to the integer value m in the limit of p0 —> 0. From the quadratic part in A 
we find the following propagator in 2D momentum space 

G(k,p) = Uscr(k)S(kx - px Z{K-Py)-peUiCAp){l+peV2^USCT(kx)) ' (4.3.33) 

Integrating out A yields the following quadratic expression in L\ and L2 

fä Jd2kd2p G(k,p) [2np0L\(-k) + peV2^Ll{-kx)}[2np0L1(p) + peV2^L2{Px)\. (4.3.34) 

Substitution of (4.3.33) into (4.3.34) yields four terms which can be organised in powers 
of Li and L2. The quadratic term in I : consists of a normal bulk term and a complicated 
expression at the edge, 

^ / 
Q fc UscrL,]L,i fPefdkx {: 1 + PeV2nUSCT(kx) Y'f Jak» U%Cr{k)LX(k) 

(4.3.35) 
The expression {• • - } " 1 is analogous to Y(p) (2.3.7), with p0 replaced by pe and U0 by 
6r

scr. In the following we will denote it by Yedge(kx).
 T n e quantity involving Jdky has the 

following form in coordinate space 

fa ldkyU^(k)L,(k) ^ ƒ< (*)Ii(fc) O d2rUm{x0,r)Li{r), (4.3.36) 

i.e. it is the potential at a point x0 at the edge due to the screened interaction with Ly 

everywhere in the bulk. The cross term L\ • L2 is given by 

^Pope\fa dkx Yed&e(kx)Ll(-kx) Jdky UscrfyLitf) (4.3.37) 
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The quadratic term in L2 is 'doubly' screened, once by p0 and then additionally by pe on 
the edge, 

40 p
2
e(2nf'2 [dkx

 U"£*} L2(-kx)L2(kx). (4.3.38) 
J 1 + pe\/2nUscr(kx) 

The contributions which are hardest to interpret are (4.3.37) and the second term in 
(4.3.35). We expect the Coulomb interactions to cause a shift in the scalar potential A0 

of the form J UscrLi. Since the free action (4.3.30) contains a term quadratic in A0, we 
expect to see terms where the shift occurs squared or coupled to A0. These are given by 
(4.3.37) and the second term in (4.3.35) respectively. The complete expression in L\ and 
L2 can also be written in the following form in coordinate space 

S[LUL2] = ^[d2xd*x'UÊa{S-?)L\{£)L1{?) + £p.IdxL'!iL3 (4.3.39) 

~WVt fdxdx' Y^ge(x - x') L2(x) - p0 fd2r c/scr(.x, f)Li(r) 

x L2(x') - p0 / d 2 r C/scr(x',r)Li(f) 

This expression describes a quite nontrivial interplay between bulk and edge and should 
be able to shed some light on the full interaction problem. In this thesis, however, only 
the limiting scenarios of zero pe or p0 will be considered. 

4 . 3 . 4 L i m i t i n g c a s e s 

The two limits pe —> 0 and po —> 0 are easily taken. In the former case only the first term of 
(4.3.39) survives. Added to S0 (4.3.30), this precisely gives the bulk action (2.3.18). The 
latter case is more complicated. In the limit p0 —» 0, the first term in (4.3.39) vanishes. 
The expression 2np0Li does not vanish but becomes i^cr^B. At the same time we have 
cc' —> a® = m, since we are talking about a d.o.s. gap. The screened interaction in the 
bulk User becomes UQ. Eq. (4.3.39) can then be written as 

S[LUL2] = %p^dx L\L2 - § ^ Y, fdxdX' Y & X - X') [ t r lnQ - î(Af)-n] (*) 
na 

x [tr P n Ç - ß-{Af)l] (x') (4.3.40) 

where we have defined an effective scalar potential that is shifted due to the fluctuations 
of the magnetic field in the bulk. We will use the general notation A*jff, but only the scalar 
component is shifted, 

Aeff = A ; Af(x) := A0(x) + f» !d2x' U0(x - x')B(x'). (4.3.41) 

Adding (4.3.40) to the free action S0(<r^ = 0,po = 0,a£ = a°y = m) (4.3.30) yields the full 
effective edge action for Q and A^ in the presence of interactions. Here we present it in 
a form which most resembles the free particle result (4.3.24 with A = 0), 

,A] = Saux[A] + Sh[A] + SQ[Q,A] (4.3.42) 

5 f lux = f ( £ ) 2 jd2xd2x' B\x)U0(x-x')B{x') (4.3.43) 
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5b = ^ E / ( A e f f ) a A d ( A e f f ) a - ^ / d f e ï a f k ) ^ o f f ) t ^ f (4-3.44) 

SQ = £ lax tru>Q + f [dkx j ^ y t r Q(-kx)Âf(kx) + m.Stop[Q} 

+ |(2*f/2 £ /dfc, ££d
r
8e(M |tr rnQ(kx)f . (4.3.45) 

We have introduced a momentum dependent effective velocity veK that contains the 
Coulomb interaction, 

ve«(kx) := vd + ^U0(kx). (4.3.46) 

This effective velocity changes the chiral 'minus' direction into what we call 'c ' 

dc = d0-iv
eSdx ; Ac(kx) = A0(kx) - iv's(kx)Ax{kx). (4.3.47) 

The ?7s
e
c
d
r
ge is the screened interaction at the edge, 

U:c
dr(kx) = Uo(kx)/[l + peV2^U0(kx)}. (4.3.48) 

Notice that the Q-interaction part of the edge theory has exactly the same form as the 
bulk theory (2.3.3). The frequency term tr LVQ and the (/s

e
c
d
r
se term combine to give a 

Finkelstein action on the edge plus a 1/v term that is analogous to the Y in (2.3.6). 
Comparison to the free action (4.3.24 without A) shows that the effect of the interactions 
can be summarised as 

• the replacement A0 —> Ae^. 

• the replacement t>a —¥ t,eff everywhere except in the frequency term. 

• additional U0\B\2 and £/s
e
c
d
r
se|tr IQ\2 interaction terms. 

4.4 Chiral edge bosons 

In this section we show that the iqHe edge action S'ff
ge[(3, A] is equivalent to a theory of 

chiral edge bosons. We proceed as follows. First we integrate out the Q-field and obtain 
an effective action 5*ff

ge[A]. This is an exact calculation, since we can use VF-rotations to 
decouple Q from .4^,. Then we show that at axy = m, the quadratic A^ terms in 5çff

ge[A] can 
be decoupled by introducing bosonic Hubbard-Stratonovich fields ipi,- • • ,<pm. In other 
words, as far as the electromagnetic field is concerned, the (J-variable is equivalent to the 
fields tfii. It turns out that the effective action S^c^A] describes chiral edge bosons. 

In an intermediate stage, we use the effective action for A^ to study the bulk and edge 
currents in the presence of Coulomb interactions. We relate Laughlin's gauge argument 
to the occurrence of a chiral anomaly at the edge whose amplitude is equal to the Hall 
conductance. The chiral anomaly persists when the bosons </?,- are introduced. 

4.4.1 The noninteracting case 

Let us first examine the simple case of noninteracting electrons, described by the action 
(4.3.24 without A). The only coupling term is the tr QA-. It is of course possible to 
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expand Q in terms of V as in chapter 3 and then integrate out V in a loop expansion. 
However, a smarter way is possible which immediately yields the exact result. We always 
have the freedom to choose a certain gauge in which to perform the (J-integration. The 
result should be independent of the choice. A drastic simplification occurs when a gauge is 
chosen in which Q and A^ decouple, since the Q-integration then leads to an unimportant 
constant. The gauge in which the decoupling occurs is A_ = 0 and it is obtained by 
performing a gauge transformation on Aß according to 

A^A^-d^Q a_Q = A_ n = 3:1 .4_ + Qres. (4.4.1) 

The inverse of <9_ has a natural definition in momentum space, 

dx'dr'F(x',r') d* / da, ' x p [ ' * ( ~] ; f f r ~ T ' ) ] 

J—oo J—oo 

= f /dx 'd r ' F(x', r') \ . "^.p ,,, + , fl,(,r'-T' ,, 1 (4.4.2) 
2ir I K ' \_Vi(T-T') — i(x-x') + t) t>d(T-T')-i(i-x')-r)J V / 

with F an arbitrary function, 6 the Heaviside step function and rj a regulator. The 
operation dZ1 does not commute with cL. It is easily checked that 

d-(dz'F) = F ; dZ1(d-F) = F-Fres (4.4.3) 

with F r e s defined as that part of F which satisfies d-F = 0. Another property of this 
operation is 

fdxdr F^dZ'Fi) = - fdxdr (dZ1F1)F2. (4.4.4) 

The transformation (4.4.1) substituted into the free action 5jff
se[Q, A] yields the following 

effective action, 

S[A] Y^ Ua A d.4a + ß Idx El (dz'A. + nres) (4.4.5) 

The presence of the 'residual' gauge freedom f2res in (4.4.5) is necessary for gauge invari
ance; under a transformation A^^ A^+d^x the dZ1A_ is shifted by an amount x ~ Xres-
The shift fires—>nres+xres precisely compensates for the xres-

We can perform a check on the exact result (4.4.5) by comparing it to the result of a 
tree level calculation, where Q is now integrated out without the use of W-rotations. We 
parametrise T as follows 

T = e x p i ( ^ t H . (4.4.6) 

(It can be checked that the Jacobian of this parametrisation in unity). This yields the 
tree level propagator 

tr [lß
mQ(p)]ti lFnQ(-q)}) - S°»6mn5(p - , ) A j ; • z ^ - q . (4.4.7) 

This propagator is, in fact, exact, as can be checked by using the results of section 4.2.3, in 
particular (4.2.22) with the replacement 2rj^uJn. Notice that the denominator u>n+ivéq is 
the Fourier transform of cL. The expression for S[A] which results from (4.4.7) is exactly 
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(4.4.5), but n r e s now arises as a residual gauge freedom in tr IQ. The action (4.4.5) can 
also be written as a path integral over a total of m charge 1 bosons (for simplicity we take 
m > 0), 

s[^.-] = è £ £ J.Aa A d.4Q - ß jàx (Dx<ftD-<Pi - E&i (4.4. 

where the covariant derivative D is defined as DIA(pi = dllipi-Atl. Under a general gauge 
transformation .4 -> .4 + d \ the boson fields change as ipi -> ipi + \. When (4.4.8) is 
integrated over the y»,-, (4.4.5) is obtained, where the Q"s now has its origin in a gauge 
freedom of the boson fields, fTes = £ £ \ ^ e s . Notice that the zero-momentum part of each 
boson field has to be excluded from the path integral, since the action does not depend 
on it. We mention that (4.4.8) is completely equivalent to a Chern-Simons bulk theory 
with gauge fields gi,...,gm that represent potentials for the electron currents, coupled to 
the external potentials A, , 

5[-^] = i E ê f - /tf Adtf + 2/rf 
Q 1=1 L J J 

A d4° (4.4.9) 

where the g, have the gauge fixing constraint (</,)_ |edge = 0. In appendix 4B we explicitly 
show how integration over the potentials gt leads to the action (4.4.8). 

4.4.2 The Coulomb case 

Now that we have seen how edge bosons are related to the free Q-theory, let us investigate 
the effect of interactions. It is instructive to rewrite (4.3.42) in the following form 

So + St, £ J(AeS)a A d(AeH)a - ß Lx A\Af + m Stop [Q] 

+ 5 edge 
[<?] - % E jAk* ^ I* E„« - f (Af rn\

2 , (4.4.10) 

vhere Sfs" is the edge analogue of the Finkelstein action (2.3.5) in the bulk theory, 

s;dse[Q] 20 
/ • 

E|trW|2+4trJ7Q (4.4.11) 

In (4.4.10), as in the bulk limit of (2.3.18), the gauge field couples to Q only via the 
l/ve or •> ' term. However, compared to the bulk case where the coupling results in 
the gauge invariant combination (tr IQ - f AQ), the situation here is more subtle. The 
expression (tr IQ - &Af) appearing in (4.4.10) is, in fact, gauge dependent, but this 
gauge dependence is exactly what one needs to compensate for the edge contributions 
resulting from gauge transformations of the -boson' action 5 b and the topological term. 
Therefore, the expression (4.4.10) is fully gauge invariant. 

We now proceed as in section 4.4.1 and integrate out the Q field. This is done in the 
same way as for the noninteracting case; either by doing it directly or by choosing a gauge 
ft such that Q decouples from A^ in analogy with (4.4.1), 

dcQ = Af ; n = ac-
1.4f + nr 

(4.4.12) 
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The only difference lies in the fact that we now work with 'effective' quantities. The 
arguments about the 'residual' part of the electric field can again be applied, but now for 
the effective quantities (4.3.41, 4.3.46, 4.3.47). We then get the effective action for the 
external field A^ in the presence of Coulomb interactions, 

S[A] 

+!( 

J2 /Ueff)Q A d(.4eff)a + ß lax (d-'Af + niesyEf 

f^)2 fd2xd2x' B\x)U0{x - x')B(x'). 

(4.4.13) 

Again, the difference with the free particle case is the appearance of a flux-flux term and 
various replacements by effective quantities. 

4.4.3 Edge currents and Laughlin's gauge argument 
The action (4.4.13) contains complete information on the response of the system to ex
ternal electromagnetic fields. We define the current as jß(x) = SS/SAß(x). In this way we 
find 

J V ) 

i2(*) nn 
2TT 

-- [B - S(y)d;1Ef] 

£ Ey-dyjd
2x'U0( 

Ex-dx fd2x'U0(x-x')j°(x') 

- S')f(x') 

(4.4.14) 

- i^5(y)d;1Ef (4.4.15) 

(4.4.16) 

It is easily verified that d^jß = 0. The edge currents are obtained by taking only those 
terms that possess a delta function. On the edge we get 

7° 
./edge 

./edge 

-'f-d^Ef 
- " > d • Jedge-

This yields for the edge anomaly 

«ge(*) = 'I Ex-dx [à.2x'Uo{x,x')j°(x' 

(4.4.17) 

(4.4.18) 

(4.4.19) 

Notice that the expression between square brackets is the total electric field due to ex
ternally applied field and the charge accumulations on the edge. By applying Laughlin's 
gauge argument [57] one can now directly relate the conductances defined by the bulk and 
edge theories. For example, let us do a linear response calculation for the case where iV 
flux quanta h/e are created somewhere inside a hole in the sample. The charge q flowing 
from one edge into the other is found using (4.4.19), 

dq/d.7 i dpi fledge 2TT d$/dT (4.4.20) 

where $ is the total flux N • h/e enclosed by the contour integral. This yields q = m • N, 
as it should. 
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AAA Interacting chiral bosons 

As in the free electron situation, we can write the theory (4.4.13) in terms of edge bosons 
coupled to the external field, exactly of the form (4.4.8), but now with effective quantities 
and an extra flux-flux term, 

S[A,<Pi] = ^ E E l^) Ad(A e -t zreff! 
0idx(Dx^Df^-^Ex

n) 

+ f(^)2 fd2xd2x' B\x)U0(x- x')B(S'). (4.4.21) 

As in the noninteracting case, this result is equivalent to a Chern-Simons bulk theory of 
the form (4.4.9). In this case the action for the electron currents is given by 

S[A,g,] = - ^ E E -Jgf^dgf+2jgfAd(AeR 

a t= 1 

+ f ( f f fà2xd2x' B\x)Uo(x - x')B(x') 

with the gauge fixing conditions 

m 

a = l 

It is very instructive to write (4.4.21) also in the following way 

m 

S = - f ( è ) 2 E d2xd2x'U0(x-x')Vx[9(y)D9,(x)}iVx[e(y')D^(ï' 

0. 

(4.4.22) 

(4.4.23) 
- edge 

»,J=1 ' 

+^E 
.'=1 L a 

E f A" A d.4° - ß làx (D&ÎD-w - Elvi) (4.4.24) 

where 8 is a step function. Notice that there are no effective quantities in this expression; 
the Coulomb interaction is completely contained in the first term. The charge density is 
given by ]~[B + S(y)m~l J^. Dx<p,]. Notice also that we have written a two-dimensional 
integral containing </?;, even though the boson fields only exist on the edge. This is not a 
problem, since the ip, only get evaluated at the edge. 

4.4.5 Tunnelling density of states 

In the next chapter we are going to spend a lot of words on tunnelling exponents for 
'fractional' edge quasiparticles. In order to set the stage for the discussion of tunnelling 
processes we now present the simple results for the iqHe. We are primarily interested in 
tunnelling from a Fermi liquid through 'vacuum' into the edge of a quantum Hall sample. 
The contribution to the tunnelling current from the Fermi liquid side is trivial. The 
quantity of interest at the sample's edge is the tunnelling d.o.s., which is proportional to 
the one particle Green's function G(r2 — T\, x0), 

G{T2 - Ti,x0) = (tpa(x0,T2)^
a(x0lTl)). (4.4.25) 
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In terms of the Q-variable this expression is written as 

(Qaa(rur2,x0)) := ^ e - " ^ - ^ ) ( Q - ( x 0 ) > , (4.4.26) 
n 

where the expectation value is with respect to the action (4.3.42). The Green's function 
is a gauge dependent quantity and transforms as 

e - ' [* 0 (^*o)-x 0 (n ,*o)] (Q«a ( r i ) T 2 ) ; C o : ) ) ( 4 4 2 7 ) 

Let us see what happens to (4.4.26) when the Q-field is integrated out. The gauge 
transformation (4.4.12) that decouples Q from A^ in (4.3.42) changes (4.4.26) into 

( e x p - i {[d;lAf }a(r2,x0) - [d-lAf}°(rux0)}) (4.4.28) 

where the expectation value is now taken with respect to (4.4.13). When decoupling the 
quadratic edge term in A^ (4.4.13) with the use of boson fields, this becomes 

/ e x p - z / d r doip°(T,x0)\ , j = l,...,m (4.4.29) 

with respect to (4.4.21). The decoupling is not a unique procedure, since combinations of 
the boson fields <̂ ; can be chosen other than (4.4.29). Any combination ^ cupi will lead 
to the expression (4.4.28) after integration over the tp fields as long as £ \ c,• = 1. However, 
the form c, = StJ (4.4.29) is the only one that yields the correct fermionic result 1/ (T 2 ~n). 

/ e x p - i / dröo^?(T, .T 0 ) \ cc {T2 - n)~s 5 = 1. (4.4.30) 

(See appendix 4A for the explicit calculation). Notice that we would have had a serious 
problem at this point if we had not excluded the zero-momentum components of the 
ifi° when we introduced these auxiliary fields. A redefinition of the integration measure, 
JVifi -» fV[p + f], with dxf(x,r) = 0, would yield a result depending on the arbitrary 
function ƒ. 

4.5 Long range disorder 

4.5.1 Separation of edge channels 

Long range disorder can cause the edge states of different Landau levels to become spa
tially separated. A potential fluctuation at the edge can lift all states in such a way that 
new 'edge' states are created (see Fig. 4.1). If the chemical potential lies between the 
shifted and unshifted energy of a Landau level, the edge states of this Landau level will 
be shifted from the edge into the sample. If there are several potential jumps of this 
kind, all the edge channels can become separated. They can also start wandering into 
the interior of the sample. We propose that 'edge channel separation' is the dominant 
effect of smooth potential fluctuations as opposed to 'inter-channel scattering' which only 
occurs when the potential changes abruptly. In this section we wish to embark on the 
problem of smooth potential fluctuations in the presence of the Coulomb interactions. 

In order to fix the thought we imagine a quantum Hall sample with filling fraction 
v = 2—e. Fig 4.2a illustrates the equipotential contours. We may distinguish between the 
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2 n u L L 

V(y) 

Figure 4.1: Spatially separated edge channels. 

localised (closed) orbitals in the bulk of the sample and the extended edge states. This 
picture leads us to the idea of describing the chiral bosons by one field (p(x) that lives 
on all the 'edges' instead of independent fields for every edge. The action (4.4.21) then 
becomes 

S 

M 
(2 

Y, riAa AdAa -ß^TsAdx (Dx^[D0p - isavdDx<p] - E^) 
o, J a=l Jc° 

^ fd2xd2x' U0{x - x')V x[n{x)D^(x)yV x[n(x')Dip(xr)}. [4.5.1) 

The n is a function of position labelling the 'local' filling fraction: outside the sample n(x) 
is zero; going inward, it increases by one every time you cross an edge, until it reaches its 
bulk value m. At the bulk orbitals, n(x) jumps again. (In the case v = 2-e, depicted in 
Fig. 4.2a, n(x) = l inside the closed orbitals). 

Each edge is described by a contour labelled C a , with a = 1, • • -, m for the edge states 
and a = m + l,- • • ,M for the closed bulk orbitals. The coordinate V , appearing in the 
edge terms, is defined on the contour and is taken in the positive (anticlockwise) direction. 
The symbol sai 

(+1, . + 1 , - 1 , • • • , - ! ) (4.5.2) 

incorporates the fact that the contours with a<m and a>m carry opposite current and 
charge densities. For simplicity we take the drift velocity vd the same for all edges. We 
can integrate out the boson field to obtain the generalisation of (4.4.13), 

S[A] J2 [n(A^rAd(Aelfr + ßYSa ldx(dxd;lAf-A^Al 
. c, J Jca 

+ l(tf là2xd2x' n{x)B\x)U0{x - x')n(x')B{x'). (4.5.3) 

The notation dc (at contour Ca) now has the sign sa in front of the velocity and contains 
Coulomb interactions with all contours instead of just Ca itself. The definition of the 
'effective' potential A"f has also slightly changed, 

Af(x) = A0(x) + ± fd2x' U0(x - x') n{x')B{x'). (4.5.4) 
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QfDjipCDoip+ivDjip) 
•< 

Figure 4.2: (a) Equipotential contours corresponding to filling fraction v = 2—e. (b) Effec
tive edge theory for filling fraction v = 2 — e. The dashed lint represents the (anti)chiral 
contribution from the bulk orbitals. 

For completeness, in appendix 4D we also present the generalisation of the action S[Q, A] 
(4.3.42) for the case of separated edge channels. Note that we are addressing the situation 
where the chemical potential is away from the narrow 'percolation' regime indicated by 
W0 in Fig. 4.5. 

4.5.2 Hal l c o n d u c t a n c e 

We will next exploit the simplicity of our model and demonstrate that the Hall conduc
tance and the tunnelling density of edge states are fundamentally different quantities that 
correspond to completely different physical processes. First, it is straightforward to gen
eralise the results of section 4.4.3 to include the separated edge channels and the bulk 
states into Laughlin's flux argument. Differentiating the action (4.5.3) with respect to 
Ap, we obtain the generalised form of the currents (4.4.14-4.4.16), 

(x)B - ^2 saS(x on Ca)^-
a=l 

Ej-dj fd2x'U0{x-x')j°{ 1
 2JT C 

(4.5.5) 

^ A ( f o n C 0 ) Ô c - > Ê f ( e ] ) , 
M 

where the vector e,P is tangent to the contour Ca and points in the positive direction. 
Again it is easy to check that d^f = 0, i.e. that current conservation is respected. The 
edge currents are given by 

Jedge(Ca) — 

Jedge(Ca) = 

,d7lEf 

-isavd-j°dse(Ca). 

The edge anomaly applies to each bulk orbital and edge state separately, 

(4.5.6) 

(4.5.7) 

^Wedgel^a Ex-dx jà2x'U0{x,x')f(x') . (4.5.8) 

As expected, the sign sa determines whether charge is transported into an edge or from 
an edge into the bulk. By repeating Laughlin's flux argument it is now demonstrated 
explicitly that the localised bulk orbitals do not affect the transport of charge from one 
sample edge to the other, independent of the electron-electron interactions; taking (4.5.8) 
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and performing the contour integral over Ca we obtain the charge transported per unit of 
time from the a ' th channel, 

d Q a / d r = -i ƒ dj^ = sa±d*a/dT (4.5.9) 

where $ a is the magnetic flux enclosed by Ca. For a>m this flux is obviously zero, since 
the localised bulk orbitals do not encircle the hole in the sample. This, then, shows that 
the Hall conductance is quantised (equal to m) independent of e. 

4.5.3 Continuous tunnelling exponent 

Hij collaboreert met experimentatoren. 
- een Leids theoreticus 

Laughlin's flux argument for the Hall conductance expresses the quantum Hall state as 
an exact 'excited' state of the system. Tunnelling processes into the edge, on the other 
hand, are expressed in terms of eigenstates near the Fermi energy, i.e. the tunnelling 
d.o.s., and due to the Coulomb interactions this quantity is sensitive to the presence of 
bulk orbitals. We start our calculation of the tunnelling d.o.s. from the action (4.5.1), 
omitting the replica indices for notational simplicity and putting A,, = 0, 

S = -j^ / d r ^ S j j> dx<p(d0<p - isjVddxKp) 

- ^ / d r V sjSjl <f I dx<pUo(x,x')dx,<p. (4.5.10) 

Following section 4.4.5, Eq. (4.4.29), the one particle Green's function can be written as 
follows 

G(T2 - n) = (exp-i[f(T2,x0) -<P(TI,X0)]) (4.5.11) 

where x0 denotes a point on the edge contour C\. The presence of the Coulomb in
teractions makes the computation of G a complicated two dimensional problem. Some 
procedure needs to be found that extracts the lowest energy excitations from (4.5.10). We 
follow the strategy of interpreting the boson fields as one two dimensional field variable 
and then collecting the terms with smallest momenta. 

Gradient expansion 

The interaction term in (4.5.10) can be written as a sum over area integrals, 

- 5 ? / d T è / d ' 2 x / d V W dM*Wab{x - x)d^(x") (4.5.12) 
"' j , j ' = l C> Ci' 

with 

Uab(x-x') := £aceu£-c£rU0(x - £')• (4-5.13) 
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Since we are only interested in the tp with the smallest momenta, we can make the 
replacement 

M 

(4.5.14) JT f d2x -> üj f 

The flf stands for the fraction of the total area that is enclosed by all the bulk orbitals 
together. The contour Cb is not sharply defined and is located somewhere close to the edge 
(see Fig. 4.2b). It encloses the region within which the bulk orbitals are contained. The 
joint Coulomb effects of the bulk orbitals will effectively be comprised on this contour. 
For the terms in (4.5.10) containing dxLpdo^p we can write 

y ] 6 dXTod0ro = 5 Z / d2z Vx(V<pdtfp) -* ft/ d2x VX(VC/J<90V?) = Q/f dx<pd0<j 
]>m •'Ci j>m JCi J0* •'C>> 

(4.5.15) 

The expression > (p(dx<p)2 averages out to K I d2x ( V ^ ) 2 with K some positive constant 

related to the total length of all the bulk contours. If there are substantial stretches where 
a bulk orbital runs along the edge, interaction terms will arise, leading to a term §c {dxip)2. 

Note that in doing the replacement (4.5.14) in (4.5.12), one also needs to introduce 
correction terms that compensate for the errors made when the separation |x—ä?\ is 'small' 
(of the order of the average size of the orbitals or less) and Uab does not vary slowly. These 
corrections are of the form J ( V ( , J ) 2 . Then there are also extra correction terms that will 
arise if there are regions where a bulk orbital runs along the edge. This correction takes 
the form of a short-ranged interaction between Cb and all the other contours (including 
Cb). Having done the replacement (4.5.14) and writing the interaction terms again as 
contour integrals, we have the following action, 

(4.5.16) 5 = —fc I d r V | dx<pd-tp - e fdxipdQifi 

- ^ 2 / d r V ] * d i * àx' dxipU0dx>ip + e2 <f> dzdai' dXTo(U + Vb)dx>ip 
J Ijy^JCj JCj, Jcb 

-2s V fax (bdx' dx(f{U0 + Vj)dx*p - g [dr f d2x (Vc^)2, 
j=l 'dj Jcb J J Jcb 

where g is a positive constant. We have identified Qf with s, since the fraction of the 
area occupied by bulk states is exactly the deviation from integer filling. We have written 
Vb(x,x') for the short-ranged interaction between two points on Cb; The Vj(x,x') denotes 
the short-ranged interaction between a point x on C3 and x' on Cb- The precise expression 
for V is unknown due to the fact that it has its origin in the twilight zone near the edge, 
where it is unclear whether a term contributes to the bulk or edge action. 

Comparing this result (4.5.16) with (4.5.10), we see that the presence of the interacting 
bulk states effectively leads to the appearance of an additional (anti)chiral boson on the 
contour C&, an extra short-ranged interaction with this contour, and a left over bulk term 
J(V^)2. 
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Effect of the bulk term 

In order to be able to calculate the tunnelling d.o.s. (4.5.11) we need an effective theory 
for the edge degrees of freedom, and therefore we have to understand how they are affected 
by the left over bulk term. To this end, we are going to split bulk and edge degrees of 
freedom. We write the bulk term as L ( V $ ) 2 , where $ represents the bulk degrees of 
freedom and is treated as an integration variable independent of ip. To reflect the fact 
that it is actually an extension of p> into the bulk, we impose some boundary condition 
on $, for instance <&|edge = <P or <3j.$|edge = dj_<p (dj_ is the derivative perpendicular to 
the contour). The effect of the bulk term on the edge theory is obtained by integrating 
out $ , which leads to an effective action for the boundary conditions. Let us consider 
a general scenario and impose the boundary conditions $|edge = ^o and 3j.$|edge = V'li 
using constraint multipliers k0 and k\, respectively. 

= m$(x) Vk0{x)Vk1{x) x (4.5.17; 

; £k0($ - t/>o) + i ^fci(9j_* -i>i)-9 /d2x ( V $ ) 2 | . 

gSeff[t/'o(l),!/'l(l)] 

For notational simplicity we have omitted time dependence and the subscript C\, under 
all the integrals. We first wish to integrate (4.5.17) over $(a?) keeping k0 and fcj fixed. 
For this purpose we split $ , which has free boundary values, into a bulk and an edge part 
by writing 

$ = $ L + I> d^L ledge = ÖJ_$ ledge <9_L<f> |edge = 0 (4.5.18) 

where $£ satisfies Laplace's equation 

V 2 $ L (£ ) = 0. (4.5.19) 

The $ t ( x ) is completely determined by d_i^L on the edge, which we now take as an 
independent edge degree of freedom denoted by E\{x). Introducing the 2D Green's func
tion G, 

G(x. x') = £ l n \x - x'\ ; V2G(x,.?') = 6{x - x), (4.5.20) 

and using Green's theorem, we solve Laplace's equation and obtain for $L{X) 

* L ( 5 ) = - ƒ da:' [ G ( x , x ' ) ß i ( x ' ) - $ L ( x ' ) f ^ ( x , j / ; x ' , 0 ) ] . (4.5.21) 

This expression tells us that we need to now $£, on the edge in order to evaluate $£, in 
the bulk. Luckily, we do not need the full 2D x dependence, since due to the splitting 
(4.5.18) $ L will get evaluated at the edge only. Using a special property of the Green's 
function (4.5.20), namely [dv'G](x, 0;x' ,0) = 0, we can explicitly write §L on the edge as 
a function of £ \ , 

$L(ar) = - làx' Gfax^Ekix'). (4.5.22) 

The action, written in terms of $ and E\, is now given by 

S = -g /(Vê)2 - g JE.GE, + lE1{2gè - iGk0) + i lk0($ - ip0) + i ik^E, - ^) 

(4.5.23) 
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where we have used the shorthand notation §AGB for <fdxfdx'A(x)G(x, x')B(x'). Inte
grating out $ is now simply done by replacing $ by its saddle point value. Varying the 
action with respect to <E>, keeping Ei fixed, we get the saddlepoint equation 

V 2 $ + 5{y)[Ex + ^fc0] = 0. (4.5.24) 

Using the Green's function's property [dyiG](x,0;x',0) = 0 again, we find the following 
solution on the edge 

$(x) = - làx' G(x, x')[Ex + Ygk0]{x'). (4.5.25) 

In substituting this solution into (4.5.23) we do not need the full 2D independence of 
$(.?), since we can write ƒ (V$) 2 = — ƒ $ V 2 $ and V 2 $ is an expression restricted to the 
edge. Substitution of (4.5.25) into (4.5.23) yields 

5 = -2g <bE1GE1 + i (bk0Gk0 - i <tk0{4>o + 2GEl) + i lkl{El - ^ ) . (4.5.26) 

Integrating out ko is straightforward and gives 

S = g £(rfaG-1tfo+4ihE1 + 2EiGEl)+i ik1(E1 - ^ ) . (4.5.27) 

In the end we integrate out fci, yielding the constraint E\ = ij>\. The final result for 

Seff[ï/'0i ^i] becomes 

' f (ipo, ' 

We are going to put V"o = 0 in order to avoid double counting of {dxip)2 terms at the edge, 
and we put V>i =3j_<,2. The action (4.5.28) becomes 

S[d±<p] = 2g <j)d±ip G d±<p. (4.5.29) 

This edge term, derived from the interaction with the bulk orbitals, is seriously going to 
affect the tunnelling exponent. A quick way to see this is as follows: on the contours 
Ci, • • • ,Cb, the field tp(x) can be written as <p(x,y on C i )+ perpendicular derivatives. For 
the tunnelling exponent, only <p|d is needed, so we can integrate out the perpendicular 
derivatives in (4.5.16 minus bulk term+4.5.29) to obtain an effective action for ip on C\. 
The dominant part of the ID propagator for d±ip is given by G~1(k) oc |fe|, from which 
it follows that all terms introduced by the integration over d±_ip are irrelevant. Higher 
powers of d± are even less relevant. Replacing all the tp in (4.5.16) by i^|d, we get a term 
v §dx<p>da<p. leading to a tunnelling exponent S =l/v instead of the free particle result 
5 = 1 . 

In what follows we are going to do this analysis more formally, based on a consideration 
of the neutral modes in the theory where the edge channels are not spatially separated. 
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Demise of t h e n e u t r a l m o d e s 

Zo, jij bent nu in het terminale stadium? 
- een Amsterdams theoreticus 

In the large wavelength limit, the contours C\, • • -, Cb are lying so close together that 
we can effectively return to the picture where all the edge channels are sitting on top of 
each other. We label the channels (pi(x), • • •, fm(x), fb(x) • Let us for simplicity's sake 
first consider the case u = l— e, where we just have the two fields \p\ and tpi,. In terms of 
these fields, the action (4.5.16), without the bulk term and the bulk effect (4.5.29), takes 
the form (again using abbreviated notation) 

So[<Pu<Pb] = - ^ f[dx^id0ipi - edx<pbd0<pb] (4.5.30) 

-gpr <f>Uo[dxipi - edxipb]
2 - g^r Yl f vudx<pkdxipi. 

We have put all the short range contributions into the ( m + l ) x ( r a + l ) velocity matrix V. 
We next define a 'charged mode' T and a 'neutral mode' 7 in such a way that only the 
charged mode feels the long-ranged part of the interaction, 

r = Mvi - £<Pb) ; -y = <pi-<pb 

^i = r - 5 7 ; ** = r - ± 7 - (4.5.31) 

In the basis ( f , 7 ) the action (4.5.30) becomes 

c\-7 
5o[r,7] = -hj> [vdjdoT - e-dxld0l] - £ j>u0{dxvf - & j{dxv dxl}v 

where V is the velocity matrix in the new basis. The expression d±<p is evidently equivalent 
to the neutral mode iyocT7i>—<pi. The leftover bulk contribution (4.5.29) therefore translates 
into an extra term involving the neutral mode, 

•SbuikM = constant • 0 7 G 7. (4.5.32) 

The tunnelling d.o.s. is now expressed as 

( e x p - t V x R ) ex JVT Z>7 exp ( - i ( r - ^ 7 ) ß + S0[Tn] + Sbulk[7]) . (4.5.33) 

If we perform the integration over 7 first, we see that the 'bulk' part of the action yields 
the following contribution to the inverse propagator: G(fc)ocl/|fc|, which is dominant at 
low momenta. The integration over 7 yields T-F terms of order ksV(k). These are clearly 
irrelevant. For the tunnelling d.o.s. we can write 

( exp - tV i l î ï ) ex JvT exp ( - i T ß + 5eff[r]) 

5rfi[r] = -^jdxTd0Y-^jdxT(U0 + u-2Vrr)dxT. (4.5.34) 

For small momenta the V essentially reduces to a constant and we can use the results of 
appendix 4A, obtaining 

( e x p - z V i | ^ ) o c ( r 2 - r 1 ) " S ; S = 1/v. (4.5.35) 
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The general case i/ = m—e 

The results for v=\—e are easily generalised. From the 'bulk' channel ipi, and the edge 
channels tpi, • • •, vpm we construct a charged mode 70 and m neutral modes 71, • • •, 7m as 
follows, 

7o hÇE^Vk-apb) 
k=l 

y- = i ( £ ¥>fc - apa+i) a = 1, (4.5.36) 

where we define ^ m + i as ĉ >b. The neutral modes 71, • • • ,7m-i are the usual ones for a 
theory with m edges. They are mutually perpendicular and normal to the charged mode. 
The additional *ym is normal to the other neutral modes but not to the charged mode. 
The i^'s are expressed in terms of the 7's as follows 

V6 = 70 - - 7 m 

Wc = 7o - %lm - (1 - i)lh-i + Y^ ÏTîT" k ^ m-

m - l 

(4.5.37) 
a=k 

Equation (4.5.30) is generalised to 

sw) "•iff 

8TT2 

y ^ dx<Pjdo¥>j - £dT<pbdo¥b 
3=1 

(4.5.38) 

U0 y ^ dx<pj - sdx(pb 

m + l -

1.1—1 J 

Again, all the short-ranged contributions have been put into a velocity matrix V, which 
now has dimension (m + l) x (m + l ) . Writing (4.5.38) in terms of the 7-basis, we get 

% ] 
/

m-l 

^ 7 0 0 0 7 0 + Yl ï+ïö*7ado7<. ~ ™5Ô*7m<9o7r, 

a = \ 

(4.5.39) 

a,c=0 • 

where V is the velocity matrix in the basis of 7's. The argument of (4.5.32 to 4.5.35) 
can be applied again, in a slightly modified form; the neutral modes are equivalent to 
d±tp and higher derivatives. (A basis 7 can be found for the neutral modes in which 
7„ corresponds to the ID lattice discretisation of d"ip). On dimensional grounds the 
propagator for the rc'th normal derivative of <p has to be proportional to fc2n_1, leading 
to irrelevant contributions. A more concrete way of making this statement would be to 
generalise the analysis presented in (4.5.17 to 4.5.28), including boundary conditions for 
the higher normal derivatives. However, that would also require us to take into account 
higher order terms in the (,3-theory (4.5.16). The resulting effective action for the charged 
mode 70 is of the form (4.5.34), with v=m — e. 
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We can summarise the results of section 4.5 as follows: We have seen that the Fermi 
liquid result 5 = 1 is obtained for the tunnelling d.o.s. (I) when the Coulomb interactions 
are omitted, or (II) when interactions are included but only short length scales are consid
ered. An interacting theory for the lowest lying excitations, which are slowly varying field 
configurations, yields completely different results. The presence of bulk orbitals, interact
ing mutually and with the edge states, is effectively described by an extra edge channel 
with prefactor —e plus a remnant of the interactions in the bulk of the form J(V<^)2. 
The leftover bulk term serves to make all the neutral edge modes irrelevant, yielding an 
effective edge action for the one remaining, charged, mode. Due to the presence of the 
extra 'bulk' channel, the prefactor of this effective action S[T] becomes m — s = v, which 
is a continuous parameter in sharp contrast to the integer quantised m. 

4.6 Plateau transitions 

In this section we show how the notion of critical edge states can be used in order to gain 
insight into 'long range potential fluctuations'. This problem, which is very difficult to 
handle within the nonlinear sigma model method, plays an important role experimentally. 
For instance, it has been stressed that the plateau transitions as observed in the experi
ments of H.P. Wei et al. [76] are very difficult to observe in general, due to the presence 
of slowly varying potential fluctuations. 

A slowly varying potential is the generic type of disorder in the standard GaAs hetero-
structures, which has historically led to semiclassical considerations (percolation picture) 
of délocalisation near the Landau band center [57], It is important to recognise that 
also our critical system (4.2.3) is very sensitive to the presence of smooth potentials (or 
'inhomogeneities') in the sample. For example, the critical magnetic field B' may be slowly 
varying throughout the system due to inhomogeneities in the electron density. This means 
that the scaling result is valid only up to a certain fixed value for L. Beyond this value the 
remaining 'extended' states in the problem may be confined to the equipotential contours 
of the inhomogeneity potential, quite similar to the semiclassical picture of percolation. 

It is generally difficult to obtain detailed knowledge on the various length- and energy 
scales that are involved in the cross-over problem between percolation and localisation. 
In what follows, we present the simplest possible scenario for crossover that enables us to 
deal simultaneously with interactions and such basic concepts as mean field theory and 
'universality' of the plateau transition. 

4.6.1 Percolation 

In order to fix the thought, we imagine the equipotential contours near half filling to form 
a large cluster (Fig. 4.3) [13]. Since the disconnected, closed contours do not contribute 
to the transport, we focus our attention to an infinite backbone cluster which we take 
as a regular 2D array of 'saddlepoints' and we disregard all the loose hanging, finite 
pieces (Fig. 4.3b). The saddlepoints (the sites of the square lattice) are connected to one 
another by the disordered ID chiral edge channels (links on the lattice). This network can 
alternatively be looked upon as a checkerboard with filling fractions alternating between 
the values u = 0 and i/ = l . The kinetic part of the action for this system may be written 
in the form of (4.2.4) 

S[Q] = | [d2x m{x)tr e^Qd.QdjQ (4.6.1) 
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Figure 4.3: Backbone cluster as a network of saddlepoints. Shaded areas have v = \, white 
areas is = 0. The arrows indicate the direction of the currents, (a) Less than half filling; 
(b) Exactly half filling; (c) Filling fraction larger than one half. 

with m(x) = 0,1 (Fig. 4.3b). Using the parametrisation of (4.2.6), the action can also be 
written in the form (4.2.7) which is now solely defined on the links of the square lattice, 

S[Q] 2-Ki • q[U] + \ Y^ fax tr {Atdxt~
l) + nnpVmk ^ lax tr AQ. (4.6.2) 

Here, the sum is over all the black squares and the integrals are over the contours of the 
black squares. Despite the fact that this action does not contain any dissipative (<v) 
terms, it is easy enough to show that in the long distance limit, (4.6.1) reduces to the 
form of the sigma model action (4.2.2) with 

1/2 1/2 (4.6.3) 

The reason for this is contained in the fact that the saddlepoints act like scattering centers 
which render the system dissipative at large distances. In order to demonstrate this, all 
one needs to do is to follow up on (4.2.20) where the background field t0 now represents 
the 'slow modes' that are kept. The t field variables are the 'fast modes' which contain 
all the wavelengths smaller than the lattice constant, i.e. the average distance between 
the saddlepoints, and which are integrated out. This leads to an effective action for each 
link according to 

•Slink M 1 / dx tr {(Q)tod„t?) + l( ƒ dz tr {Qt0dxt^) 
./link \ Lv/link 

\ f àx tr {AtodJö1) - 5<£ / d* tr {dxQ0f 
./link ./link 

(4.6.4) 

where Q0 = t$ lAt0 and cr^ = L0/2 is the ID conductivity of a single channel of length L0, 
a well-known result in the theory of pure metals. The expectation is with respect to the 
theory (4.2.7) with m = 1. The subscript 'cum' indicates that only connected diagrams 
are taken. Use has been made of (4.2.18), (4.2.21), (4.2.22) with r/ = 0 and (4.2.24). Next, 
by taking the sum over all links one can absorb the factor LQ into the definition of a 2D 
integral, 

-£ E Lo I àx tr ^ ° ) 2 —> - w [d2x tr (V^°)2- (4-6-5) 
[;„!,«, . / l ink J 
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Figure 4.4: Backbone cluster as in Fig. 4.3b. but with highly ramified contours between 
saddle points (•). 

Here we only used the fact that the Q0 field variable varies slowly over a distance L0. The 
first term in (4.6.4) can be handled in a similar way. For instance, it can be rewritten in 
the form of (4.6.1) with Q replaced by Q0, which is then followed by taking the continuum 
limit according to 

a ^ Z . dx t r (AfoSrio1) —* § ß2x m(x)£lJtY Q0d,Q0d3Q0 
links J]mk J 

—> i /d 2 x £y-tr Qod.QodjQo. (4.6.6) 

The result of (4.6.4-4.6.6) is identical to the statement made in (4.6.3). Notice that 
(4.6.3) is precisely the point where we expect the a model action (4.2.2) to have a critical 
phase. Hence, we have established a direct connection between critical ID edge states on 
the one hand and the 2D délocalisation transition of the band center on the other. This 
connection has the following ingredients: 

1. The infinite percolation cluster at the band center contains a finite density of sad-
dlepoints. This translates into a finite density of scattering centers which, in turn, 
is responsible for making the sample diffusive (dissipative) at large distances. 

2. The parameters o£, a°y (4.6.3) constitute a mean field theory of the conductances 
which is valid for length scales L0. 

Without going into further detail we mention that the analysis can easily be generalised 
to more complicated situations. For example, the links between the saddlepoints need 
not be straight lines. They can be taken as arbitrarily complex, non-intersecting paths 
reflecting the highly ramified percolation contours (Fig. 4.4). The same result (4.6.3) 
applies to all cases, indicating that the general result a°xx = 1/2 actually stands for the 
quantised conductance in one dimension. 
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Figure 4.5: Mean field theory for the lowest Landau level, with varying chemical potential 
\i. (a) Smooth long range disorder, (b) Short range disorder. 

4.6.2 M e a n field t h e o r y 

Next, we wish to extend our mean field analysis (4.6.3) to include also the energies away 
from the Landau band center. For this purpose we have to relate the range in energy Wo 
within which the equipotential contours form an infinite saddlepoint cluster to the total 
bandwith W of the Landau band. It is understood that the phrase 'saddlepoint' actually 
stands for those special points where two equipotential contours approach each other at a 
distance of the order of the magnetic length £0 or smaller. By assuming a simple quadratic 
form for the potential near saddle points we obtain the following estimate, 

Wo « (lo/XfW (4.6.7) 

where A is the characteristic correlation length of the random potential, which we have 
taken to be much larger than (0, and W equals the amplitude of the potential fluctuations. 
The sigma model theory or, equivalently, the scaling theory of localisation only applies to 
the energy band W0 about the band center. For energies just outside W0 the network of 
saddlepoints is broken up into disconnected islands of size L0xLo (Fig. 4.3a and c). The 
absence of any quantum tunnelling means that no correlation exists between the islands 
(they are represented by independent actions as long as one works within the free electron 
approach). In the language of the a model, the situation is represented by putting a^ = 0 
but <7XV = m =integer. The latter follows from the long-ranged correlations which still 
exist near the edge and which can be expressed in terms of an integer number m of edge 
channels. In Fig. 4.5a we illustrate the behaviour of the d.o.s. p and the conductances of 
as a function of energy p. at zero temperature. The sigma model conductance parameters 
afj can be expressed as a function of the dimensionless quantity Ap/Wo 

MAn/Wo) (4.6.8) 
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where A ^ is the energy relative to the Landau band center. The fij are non-universal and 
generally depend on the microscopic details of the randomness. For comparison we have 
plotted the results of the more familiar theory of short-ranged scatterers (self-consistent 
Born approximation) in Fig. 4.5b. In this case, there is only a small difference between 
Wo and W due to the localised states in the Gaussian tails of the Landau band. 

An estimate for L0 can be obtained as follows. Let |A/i | « W0 denote the energies 
where the saddlepoint network breaks up into disconnected equipotential contours of size 
L0 x L0 (Fig. 4.3a,c). According to the semiclassical picture of percolation we can relate 
the typical cluster size £p to the energy Afi according to 

£p ~ A ( A ^ / i y ) - 4 / 3 (4.6.9) 

where the critical index 4/3 is the exponent for semiclassical localisation. By identifying 
the points \Aß\ = W0 and ÇP = L0 in (4.6.9) we obtain the estimate 

Lo « M A / V ) 1 1 / 3 (A » to) (4.6.10) 

or, more generally, 

Wn^
ljW ; Ln « 4 ( A / 4 ) 1 1 / 3 (A » 4 ) . (4.6.11) 

The A is an adjustable parameter in the theory and it ranges between microscopic distances 
(4)«100Â ) and infinity. 

4.6.3 Interaction effects 

It is quite possible that LQ (4.6.10) is many times larger than the micron regime which is 
the typical scale for inelastic processes at low temperatures. This means that the critical 
behaviour (4.2.3) cannot be observed within the limitations of ordinary laboratory exper
iments. This, then, is the easiest and crudest explanation for the lack of scaling in many 
samples. As a first step toward a more quantitative understanding of transport at finite 
T, we come back to the distinction, made in the beginning, between the backbone cluster 
and the disconnected, 'loose hanging' pieces. Due to the electron-electron interactions, 
motion of the conducting electrons on the saddlepoint network is affected by the localised 
electrons. This may be expressed in terms of a relaxation time rm which is a characteristic 
time for equilibration between the conducting and localised electrons. Later on in this 
chapter (section 4.6.5) we will address the problem of interaction effects and show that 

l/rin=ß1T + ß2T
2 + --- (4.6.12) 

at low temperatures. This expression is determined by the collection of 'nearly saddle-
points' where quantum tunnelling is not possible but where the interactions between the 
conducting and localised particles are strongest nevertheless. The importance of 'nearly 
saddlepoints' can be seen by comparing the wavefunctions at different energies close to 
the Landau band center. What is a saddlepoint configuration at one energy may turn into 
a 'nearly saddlepoint' at another and vice versa. These abrupt changes in the configura
tion of the conducting network at slightly different energies blur the distinction between 
saddlepoints and 'nearly saddlepoint' configurations as far as finite temperatures are con
cerned. This means that the relaxation time rm (4.6.12) determines an effective bandwidth 
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Weff = W0 + T;"1 of states that contribute to the conduction at finite temperatures. Eq. 
(4.6.8) is replaced by the expression 

a^T) = /.-yCA/VWeff) = /«(AM / [Wo + rr1}). (4.6.13) 

This result is a characteristic feature of long-ranged potential fluctuations and it does 
not occur in the problem of short-ranged scatterers. To conclude this section, we next 
estimate the range of validity of the result (4.6.13). We write 

vdTln = Lin , vdtt2nl2
0W/\. (4.6.14) 

The Zin is the mean free path for drifting along the links of the lattice. We mentioned 
earlier already that the actual path between two saddle points is arbitrarily convoluted 
and very long. Let Lt denote the actual path length between saddle points, then the 
criterion for scaling is clearly given by 

Lm > Lt. (4.6.15) 

Next we use the ramification hypothesis [57] in order to relate Lt to the shortest distance 
between saddlepoints (Lo). We obtain 

Lt oc LI (4.6.16) 

with a somewhere between 1 and 2. The criterion for scaling (4.6.15) now implies 

rt < (lo/X)^/3W0 < W0. (4.6.17) 

This result indicates that (4.6.13) is very likely to be observed in samples with smooth 
disorder potentials. 

The results of this section are consistent with the recently reported empirical fitting 
[71, 4] of the transport data in the quantum Hall regime. Since we are necessarily operating 
with an almost complete lack of knowledge on the microscopic details of sample disorder, it 
is conceivable that other types of inhomogeneity, especially those in low mobility samples, 
explain the same thing. 

4.6.4 Independent Q-ûelds 

The subjects of critical edge states and long-ranged disorder have left several conceptual 
questions that still need to be answered. For example, we have seen that short-ranged 
disorder causes inter-channel scattering between the chiral edge states. Since we do not 
expect inter-channel scattering to occur when the potential fluctuations are smooth (rel
ative to the magnetic length), it is necessary to re-investigate the meaning of instanton 
vacuum theory for v> 1. Scattering between multiple edge states is avoided by writing, 
instead of (4.2.2) 

Seff[Q<">] = f ] -lainJ Jd2xtv{VQ^}2 + ^ J Jd'xtrE.^d.Q^d.Q^ 
n=0 

<•>„ƒ, <">» A2T f r A ( 0 ( " ) +npwi1 à'xtiKQ (4.6.18) 
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Figure 4.6: (a) Point-like interaction between conducting electrons and the localised elec
trons at 'nearly saddle-points', (b) The coordinates 0. x and y are the points of interaction 
along the localised contour. 

where the sum runs over all the Landau levels n. The Q(r î) stands for an independent 
field variable Q for each Landau level separately. The a]J' are the rc'th Landau level 
contributions to the mean field conductances, which are now given by 

£< .("> (4.6.19) 

The o-,-n) all have the same /^-dependence (Fig. 4.5a) except for an appropriate shift in en
ergy. Since 0 < ail ^ 1 f° r e a c n », it is clear that (4.6.18) is the appropriate generalisation 
of the theory (section 4.2.1) to include filling fractions larger than one. The theories of 
(4.6.18) and (4.2.2) are identical as far as the critical behaviour of the plateau transitions 
is concerned. Eq. (4.6.18) cannot, however, be used in the limit of small magnetic field, 
where the Landau levels partly or completely overlap. The details of crossover require a 
separate analysis. 

4.6.5 Computation of rm 

En, wanneer ben jij uitgerekend? 
vraag aan een Leidse promovenda 

We next return to the problem of the plateau transitions. Following section 4.6 we ex
pect that the transport at high temperatures is dominated by interactions between the 
conducting electrons on the backbone saddlepoint network and those on the disconnected 
pieces or clusters. 

The fundamental quantity to compute is the characteristic time rm that is needed 
for the backbone electrons to equilibrate with the rest of the network. In order to set 
up a theory for relaxation, we consider the 'nearly saddlepoints' in the network, where 
tunnelling is not possible but where the Coulomb forces nevertheless produce 'sudden 
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changes' in the motion of the conducting electrons. Fig. 4.6 illustrates the interaction of 
the saddlepoint network with disconnected orbitals. The 'nearly saddlepoints' where the 
Coulomb forces are most effective are indicated by the shaded areas. We can model the 
situation by introducing a delta-function potential which acts in the small areas of the 
nearly saddlepoints only. The action can be written as 

SrfrM = Sfa] + J2 5 N - Zl / d r dxMS,)U,dx^(at) (4.6.20) 

where S[c?0] is the action for the chiral boson field on a link of the saddlepoint network 
that we denote as the contour Co, 

S[<f>o] = - £ / d r làx dx<po d-ip0- (4.6.21) 

This contour is taken to be very large or infinite. Similarly, we define chiral boson fields 
tfi on the disconnected but large contours C,, 

S[<Pi] = Ù fdT i d x d&ià+Vi- (4.6.22) •r- / d r é àx 
4" J JCi 

The sum in the interaction term in (4.6.20) is over the discrete set of nearly saddlepoints 
a, along the contour Co where the fields tp0 and tp; interact with an appropriate, random 
strength Ut. This problem is in many ways quite similar to the problem of interacting 
edge channels with a randomly varying separation between them. We proceed along the 
same lines as in [54] and introduce a self energy E for the density-density correlation of the 
field y?o- If we denote the Fourier transforms of the propagators (dXToo(x, r)dxipo(x', T ' ) ) 
and (dxifi(x, r)dxipi(x', r')) (with x,x' parametrising the positions on the contours C0, C, 
respectively) as 

D0{u>,q)= . ~lq ; Dj{u,q)= . ~ ' g , (4.6.23) 
no — v^q iu> + VdÇ 

then the introduction of a self energy takes the form 

D0(iü, g) -> - t - q . (4.6.24) 
no - (Va + T,)q 

To lowest order in the interaction potential we may write 

S ( ^ ) = ÙÛJ/d<? D i ^ 9) = -2%Wlw l - (4-6-25) 

Here, the bar stands for the average over the random positions a, along Co and z is the 
linear density of saddlepoints. The result (4.6.25) can be used to obtain an expression 
for l/rjn, i.e. the imaginary part of the self energy as it appears in the electron Green's 
function Q{u:,q), as follows 

l / r i n = fdioâq E(w)0(e - w, q). (4.6.26) 

The rin determines the rate at which the electrons on the backbone cluster equilibrate 
with the rest of the electronic orbitals. We find T;"1 OC S2 or T2 at finite temperatures. 
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This admittedly crude approach toward electron relaxation can be improved in several 
ways. For example, as the most important correction to the self energy (4.6.25) we find the 
self-interacting orbitals as depicted in Fig. 4.6b. These corrections replace the momentum 
integral in (4.6.25) in the following way (in space-time notation) 

IdqDjfaq) = / d r e - ' " ( T - r ' > £>;((), 0 ; r - r ' ) 

D , - ( 0 , 0 ; T - T O -» DJ{0,Q;T-T') (4.6.27) 

+ Idr0 f dx dj/ 0 , (0 , x; r - r0) fjj Dj(y, L: r0 - r ' ) 

where x,y are the positions of the nearly saddlepoint where the self-interaction takes 
place. The integrals stand for the averaging over positions and all dimensional factors 
are absorbed into Uj. The length of the orbital is given by L and boundary conditions 
x = x + L and y = y + L are understood. Equation (4.6.27) can be rewritten as a shift in 
the chemical potential, 

dqDj(u,q) -> dq - ~ Sß = Üj. (4.6.28) 
J J tu>- 5/1+ vdq 

This leads to a modified self energy according to 

S M ->• " 2 % W ( ^ + ^/x)sgn(w). (4.6.29) 

The shift 8/J, can be translated into a shift in the expression for T~1 following 

T; -\e,6li) = (l + i6fi^)Tr1(e). (4.6.30) 

After the analytic continuation to real energies (is ->• e) has been performed, we obtain 
the final result T-'1 OC e or T~1 ce T at finite temperatures. More generally, we expect 
the equilibration rate to be given by a regular series expansion in powers of T which is 
dominated by the lowest order T'1 OC T as T approaches absolute zero. 

4A One-dimensional propagator with Coulomb in
teraction 

In this appendix we calculate the correlation function G(T, 0) for the charged boson fields 
Vi (4.4.21), 

G{T,x) = (ipi(T,x)<pi(0,0)) T>0. (4A.1) 

In momentum and frequency space this correlator is given by (we omit the Landau level 
label i since it is of no consequence) 

/ n\ I j / \ \ 27T2 SabSfk—k') 

\Mk)*-b{-k)) = Tk[uJikA)Y (4A'2) 

We write the ID Coulomb interaction and the effective velocity veiï in the following form 

Uo(k) = -cV2^ln(k/A)2 ; vefï{k) = -mc\n(k/AD)2 (4A.3) 
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where c is a positive constant indicating the strength of the Coulomb interaction, A is 
an ultraviolet cutoff and D = exp(v<i/2mc). We will only consider low momenta |fc|<AA, 
with A < 1, so that we are well away from the point where the Hamiltonian becomes 
negative. We take the Fourier transform of (4A.2) and change the frequency sum to an 
integral, writing £ n -» £ Jduj , 

• /-AA i-oo iuT J /-AA 
aTG(r,0) = f / dkv^(k) "•, ln=- d ^ f f ( f c ) 0 ( - ^ e V (fc)T-

(4A.4) 
The step function 0(—kvefI) constrains the integration interval to fc<0. We can split the 
last expression in (4A.4) into two parts, using Ink dk = d(k\nk — k), and get 

f\/D 

dTG(r,0) = - i [ l - ( £ ) 2 m c T A A ] - 2 m c A D / du exp[2mcrAL> • ulni/] . (4A.5) 
Jo 

The function ulnu is negative on the whole interval (0, A/Z)), since X/D < 1. If we now 
send the cutoff A to infinity, the term with the integral in (4A.5) will go to zero as 1/ In A. 
The term (A/D)2 m c r A A also vanishes, yielding the free particle result 

G(T, 0) = - In r + constant. (4A.6) 

4B Chern-Simons action for bulk currents 

In this appendix we show that (4.4.8) is equivalent to the following bulk action: 

^ , Î , ] = ^ E -jgTAdgt + 2[g?AdA° (4B.1) 
a i=1 

with the condition (s»t
Q)_ = 0 on the edge. The </, are 2+1 dimensional potentials from 

which the electron current density j for every Landau level can be found, 

j ? oc e^xdv{g,)x. (4B.2) 

Notice three important subtleties: 

• The coupling of g with the electromagnetic gauge field is of the form g A dA instead 
of the expected A t\ dg cc jßA

ß. These expressions differ by an edge term. The 
second form is not invariant under the gauge transformations A —> A + d\', the 
expression dA on the other hand is manifestly gauge invariant. 

• Putting an arbitrary spacetime component of g zero on the edge ensures that the 
action is invariant under g^—^g^+d^K, a gauge transformation that does not affect 
the current density. Without such a condition, gauge invariance is broken at the 
edge. 

• Because of the invariance under g^ —> g^ + d^K, a gauge fixing condition has to be 
specified for the path integration over <?, for instance the Coulomb gauge V • g = 0. 
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Let us now for simplicity drop the replica indices a and the Landau level index i (effectively 
setting m = 1). Having taken the condition <7_|edge = 0, the component <?_ in (4B.1) 
multiplies the following constraint: 

V x ( 9 - A ) = 0 . (4B.3) 

After integration over g_, what remains of the action is 

-gxd-g + 2gx[VA--d-Â}\ (4B.4) 

subject to the constraint (4B.3). The general solution of (4B.3) is given by 

g = Â-Vtp (4B.5) 

with (f(x) a real scalar field which is now the only integration variable that is left. Sub
stitution into (4B.4) yields an action where ip features only on the edge, 

h (• 

sy,A] JAAdA - * d x d r (DxipD_tp - <pET) (4B.6) 

This is exactly of the form (4.4.8). One may worry that the path integration over tp is 
ill-defined, because of the bulk degrees of freedom of ip, which do not appear in (4B.6). 
However, ip inherits something from the gauge fixing condition of g. This is most easily 
seen in the case of the Coulomb gauge; here, <p has to satisfy V2p = 0. This means 
that the bulk degrees of freedom are completely determined by p(x) at the edge (the 
well known case of Laplace's equation with Dirichlet boundary conditions) and therefore 
aren't independent integration variables. 

One final remark on the boundary condition </_ = 0 : The Hamiltonian (density) corre
sponding to (4B.6) is given by vd(DT<p)2. One is not allowed to choose a velocity i>d < 0, 
since this would lead to energies that are unbounded from below. In general, the bound
ary condition has to be taken in such a way that the velocity of the chiral bosons has the 
same sign as the prefactor multiplying -^ in (4B.1), otherwise the integration over g is 
ill-defined. 

4C Inter-channel scattering at the edge 

In this appendix we describe the various steps of the standard Q-field approach to edge 
disorder. For the general case of m chiral edge channels, one can differentiate between 
different types of disorder, depending on whether one allows inter-channel scattering or 
not. Although the different scattering potentials do not give rise to fundamentally different 
physical results, it is nevertheless important to define the 'effective' edge Hamiltonian 
(4.2.10) which gives rise to the same result (4.2.7) that was previously obtained for 2D 
electrons. Below we show that the following m channel model satisfies our requirements 

'Wedge = -ivdSkk-dx + Vkk,(x), (4C.1) 

where V is a hermitian random matrix and the elements Vkk' are distributed with a 
Gaussian weight 

P[V] = exp{-1- Idx tr V2}. (4C.2) 
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The indices k, k'= 1, • • • , m label the edge channels. The form (4C.1) implies that single 
potential scattering, as described by the 2D Hamiltonian 

HID = ^(P - A)2 + V(x), (4C.3) 

does not naively translate into single potential scattering for the edge states as obtained 
by solving (4C.3) in the presence of an edge (infinite potential wall). Rather than that, 
one should allow for inter-channel scattering of the 'pure' eigenstates as in (4C.1) in order 
to reproduce the effect of dirt in the general 2D problem (4C.3). We start from the 
following generating function for the averaged free particle propagators 

Z = JVH> JWP[V] exp ß Y, fax rpJ [(// + zPV)Sn, - HiQ r/ • (4C.4) 

Integration over randomness and introduction of the matrix field Q°Zi{x) by performing 
the Hubbard-Stratonovich trick leads to 

Z = jVQ exp {-^Tr Q2 + mTr ln[p - ivddx + iQ + ir)A]} . (4C.5) 

Notice that the edge channel label is not present in the new field variable Q, but it is 
simply contained in an overall factor m. 

We will next make use of the simple analytic properties of our ID Hamiltonian and 
show that the saddlepoint technique yields, in fact, exact results for all m and that 
therefore there is no need to rely on m to be 'large'. The stationary point equation for Q, 

i[Q*C = <^3<WK + (-l)V2r], (4C.6) 

can be written as 

/

OQ 

% [ii - vdq + e0± î ( 1 / 2 T + I])}'1 = ±im/2vd (4C.7) 

oo 

with the simple solution eo = 0, r = 2vd/mg. One may next replace the original Q-field by 
the following change of variables, 

Q^.T-ipT _j. ±-T-lhT=:±Q. (4C.8) 

Here, the T € U(2Nr) are unitary rotations and the block-diagonal hermitian P°L, = 
Spp'Pp3 represent the longitudinal components. Replacing P by its saddlepoint value, as 
written in (4C.8), turns out to be an exact statement, valid for all m. The reason is 
contained in the fact that the fluctuations in P are weighted by propagators with poles in 
either the positive or negative imaginary momentum plane. All the momentum integrals 
therefore sum up to zero, giving rise to a zero weight to all orders in the P-fluctuations. 
The replacement of (4C.8) is exact when inserted in the Tr In. Eq. (4C.5) factorises into 

Z = Zp- ZT (4C.9) 

Zp = (VP 7 [ P ] e x P { - i T r P2} 

'7)T exp mTr ln[/i + ivddx + ^ A + iB] / < 
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where all T-dependence is contained in the quantity B according to 

B = vàTdzT~l + TyTAT"1 =: vàTD0T~\ (4C.10) 

Equation (4C.9) can be evaluated further, and to lowest few orders in an expansion in B 
we obtain an effective action which can be written as 

Z = JVT expSefr[T] 

S«F\ = ^ T r A B ( a ; ) - t £ T r [ B ( x ) , A ] 2 + --- (4C.11) 

= f (fax tr KTdxT~l + ^rj L\x tr AC - ==* lâx tr [£>0, Qf. (4C.12) 

The coefficients appearing in (4C.12) all have a clear physical meaning in the context of 
disordered edge states (see also the main text). In particular, m stands for the quantised 
Hall conductance a-xy; m/2nvd equals the total density of edge states pe . The quantity 
mTVd that appears in the higher dimensional operators is the ID conductivity (7„ of m 
channel edge states. Here, 2rv^ is the linear dimension which sets the smallest wavelength 
for the Q field variables and m/2 is the (quantised) conductance (gm) of the wire. 

4D Action for Q and Aß on multiple edges 

The generalisation of (4.3.42) is given by 

r M 

S[Q,A] = $fr /d2xdV n(x)B\x)U0(x - ?)n(x')B(x') + E saS^[Q] 
•* a=l 

r M r 
E / n(A^r A d(.4eff )" +ßY/safdx ^Af - f tr ÂXQ) 

_ a a = l a 

M » 

+ E 4a)[Q] - 1 E E / i J ^ M ltr w(M - §(̂ ff)-»(M|2 

o = l no a=l •/C° 

+ sij E s°s» f d'E /drr'Ettr £Q - f (^)-„](*) X 
d a^6 ^ 0 » ^C'l> n o 

xU0(x,x')[tTl1nQ-£(Afrn](x') (4D.1) 

where Lo(z, x') denotes the full 2D Coulomb interaction. All terms except those quadratic 
in Q arise by the obvious replacements m —> n(x) and m § —> ^ a sa j c . in (4.3.42). The 
terms quadratic in Q can be understood as follows. In the generalised form of (4.3.24). 
the quadratic term in the plasmon field is given by 

~ 4 l T 

| | d^At t / 0 - iA-^E£ A t A ' (4D-2) 
/Ca 

indicating that the propagator for A between two points on the same edge will be very 
different from the propagator between two distinct edges. In the former case the propa
gator is proportional to [UQ1 + ~%=\~l, which is exactly the form obtained by combining 
the Finkelstein term with the next term in (4D.1). In the latter case, the propagator 
is simply proportional to Uo- Finally, the signs can be understood by noticing that the 
coupling of the plasmon field to Q is proportional to J^a sa §c tr XQ. 
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Chapter 5 

The Chern-Simons mapping 

5.1 Introduction 
In this chapter we finally come to the subject of the fractional quantum Hall effect. We 
perform the Chern-Simons mapping on the three scenarios that were discussed in the 
previous chapters: (1) the bulk theory, (2) the chiral edge boson theory for both short-
ranged and long-ranged disorder and (3) the Q-theory for percolating edge states at the 
plateau transitions. 

In section 2.4 we derived, at tree level, an effective bulk action for A^ in the case of 
weak magnetic fields. In section 5.2 we map this action to obtain a theory for i /ssl /(2p). 
We find that the conductances in this regime transform according to the SL(2,Z) mapping 
a —> a/(2pa+l). Additionally, we compute the contribution of the statistical gauge fields to 
the specific heat. For the problem with Coulomb interactions we find that the singularity 
structure of the theory is not modified. This demonstrates that the composite fermion 
approach to the half integral effect is free of infrared trouble. On the other hand, for a 
system with finite range interactions complications do arise. The statistical gauge fields 
in this case give rise to a divergent quasiparticle d.o.s. 

In chapter 4 we established the relation between the Q-field approach to the iqHe 
and the theory of chiral edge bosons. In section 5.3 we introduce C-S fluctuations aß in 
the edge boson theory and integrate them out. In this procedure the C-S fluctuations 
are defined on the entire two dimensional plane while the electronic degrees of freedom 
are confined to the half plane. The mapping leads to the familiar A'-matrix structure 
of the edge excitations [24, 25, 26, 8, 77]. In section 5.4 we introduce electron tunneling 
operators into the iqHe edge boson theory and redo the mapping of section 5.3, obtaining 
quasiparticle tunneling operators and tunneling exponents. The Kane-Fisher-Polchinski 
result [37] for tunneling between a Fermi liquid and a quantum Hall state is found. 

In view of the fact that the Luttinger liquid theory of the quantum Hall edge has 
already been extensively investigated following the phenomenological theory of Wen [77], 
it may be helpful to stress some of the main differences between the standard approach 
and our direct microscopic way of obtaining a theory of the edge. First, our edge theory 
is coupled to the external electromagnetic field throughout the derivation. This obviously 
has considerable technical as well as conceptual advantages. For example, the appearance 
of the so-called chiral anomaly [5, 52] plays a crucial role in relating the Hall conductance 
as an edge phenomenon unambiguously to the Hall conductance as a bulk phenomenon. 
In this way we avoid mistakes in applying ad hoc pictures like the Landauer-Büttiker 
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formalism [36]. The chiral anomaly also provides an explicit demonstration of Laugh-
lin's gauge argument [57] and it plays a role in identifying the fractionally charged edge 
excitations. 

Secondly, the C-S mapping is ill-defined in the absence of long range interactions 
between the particles. For example, without the Coulomb interactions, the Hamiltonian 
for counter-flowing edge modes would become unbounded from below. The significance of 
long range interactions is inevitably overlooked in the phenomenological approach, where 
one is free to choose boundary conditions (velocities) and bounded Hamiltonians even for 
noninteracting particles. 

Thirdly, there is a difference in the way that quasiparticle operators and tunnelling 
exponents are obtained. Our flux attachment procedure leaves no room for ambiguities, 
since it directly maps the electron operators of the iqH edge into quasiparticle operators of 
the fqH edge. This procedure discriminates between opposite sides of an edge, thus giving 
a new, geometrical interpretation to fractionally charged edge excitations. Physically this 
means that tunnelling processes are described by different particles with different charge 
and statistics, depending on whether one tunnels through the vacuum or through the 
incompressible quantum Hall state. The duality transformation [5] that inverts the K-
matrix (compactification radius) can be interpreted as a reversal of the bulk and the 
vacuum. 

Finally, our velocity matrix is diagonal simultaneously with K. Since impurities have 
been dealt with in the first stages of our derivation, they do not make a second appearance 
in the form of inter-channel scattering of chiral bosons. Consequently, the calculation of 
tunnelling exponents is not plagued by the kind of non-universalities found by [36, 37] for 
counter-flowing modes. 

In order to facilitate the analysis of slowly varying potential fluctuations, we introduced 
in chapter 4 the concept of spatially separated edge channels. We argued that smooth 
potential fluctuations near the sample edge decompose the multiple (iqHe) edge states 
into physically distinguishable and separately conserved edge modes that correspond to 
Landau levels. Since in our theory of the dirty, sharp edge the various edge modes are 
assumed to scatter strongly amongst each other, it is a priori not entirely obvious whether 
a system of spatially separated edge modes maps onto a physically equivalent fqH state 
under the flux attachment transformation. This problem is closely related to the problem 
of counter-flowing edge modes and to a number of puzzles [48, 43] that recently arose in 
the context of the conventional A'-matrix approach. 

In section 5.5 we apply the flux attachment transformation to the case of separated 
edge channels. We obtain a rich structure of decomposed fqH edge states which is reminis
cent of the picture of multiple condensates in the hierarchy theory of the fqHe [68, 28, 31]. 
We find an enlarged dual symmetry of abelian quantum Hall states. We employ the en
larged duality in order to derive a complete classification of operators for fractionally 
charged edge excitations as well as tunnelling exponents. 

In the limit of large wavelengths (i.e. for distances large compared to the spatial 
separation between the edge modes) our theory of separated edge modes reduces in effect 
to a Luttinger liquid A'-matrix theory of a sharp edge. We use our explicit results for the 
'clean' and 'dirty' edges to show that they describe identical physics in the limit of large 
length scales. This not only means that the fractional quantum hall conductance is the 
same in both cases, but also identical exponents are obtained for the tunnelling of electrons 
and quasiparticles. For states with only chiral edge modes these results are precisely what 
one would naively expect. For more complicated states with counter-flowing components, 
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however, the relations are nontrivial. 
In section 5.5.5 we embark on the problem of arbitrary filling fractions in the fqH 

regime, following up on chapter 4. We use the idea of percolating edge states and derive 
an effective Luttinger liquid theory for tunnelling processes into the fqH edge. Here, the 
main idea is again that the long range Coulomb interactions between the edge and the 
localised bulk orbitals give rise to an effective, chiral action of edge excitations in which 
the neutral modes are strongly suppressed. Only the charged mode contributes to the 
tunnelling processes and the effective Luttinger liquid parameter varies continuously with 
the filling fraction v. This yields a tunnelling exponent l/i/ . 

In section 5.5.6 we investigate plateau transitions between fqH states that have the 
same value of p. We employ the percolating network model as in chapter 4 and perform 
the C-S mapping on the 1+1 dimensional Q-field theory. The results indicate that the 
critical aspects of the plateau transitions are quite generally the same for the integral 
and fractional regime, independent of the type of disorder (long range vs. short range). 
However, our results do not exhibit the SL(2,Z) symmetry that has been proposed in 
[51, 50, 38]. This symmetry, therefore, has no microscopic justification and it does not 
appear as a fundamental symmetry of the quantum phase transition. 

Statistical gauge fields 

In section 1.2.3 we showed the way in which statistical gauge fields are introduced and 
employed to 'map' the iqH regime into the fqH regime. Starting from a theory for the 
integer effect, one adds the fluctuations aß of the statistical gauge field to the electromag
netic fluctuations A^ and includes an extra Chern-Simons term -^— J a Ada in the action. 
Integration over a^ then yields a theory for the fractional effect, which one can think of 
as the integer effect of composite fermions that consist of an electron plus 2p bound flux 
quanta. The filling fractions in the Jain series are obtained in this way, 

(5.1.1) 
2pm + 1 

Notice that the iqHe theory that one starts with represents the saddle point theory of 
the sought after fqHe theory coupled to statistical gauge fields. In the Q-field formalism 
this mapping procedure works in an elegant way. As explained in section 2.3.3, the Q-
field only couples to the fluctuations since the T-matrix commutes with the zero frequency 
components of gauge fields. The static component of the statistical gauge field only enters 
into the underlying P-field theory. 

5.2 Chern-Simons mapping of the bulk theory 

5.2.1 Mapping of the conductances 

Let us first derive an effective action for the bulk of a fqH sample. Since we are primarily 
interested in the way the conductances a^ and <rxy are affected by the C-S mapping, it 
is easiest to start from the bulk action S[A,j\ (2.4.11) or, equivalently, 5[>5,$] (2.4.17). 
For simplicity we drop replica indices and only consider the case where (7^ = 0, i.e. weak 
magnetic fields. Since we are dealing with a weak magnetic field, the filling fraction we 
start with is large, m 2> 1^ resulting in a mapped filling v « l / ( 2 p ) . In order to bring the 
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C-S action for the statistical gauge field a^ into the form of (2.4.17), we write 

a, Cijdjij) ; a 0 = -d0ip. (5.2.1) 

This leads to the following extension of (2.4.17), 

5[$,*] -> S[* + <p, tf + V] + Scs[^, 0] (5.2.2) 

= -^E/d'«B«a{(**+^'**+^)M(ï+ï)+(^^)M-(ï}} 
n>0 ' 

with M as defined in (2.4.18) and Mcs given by 

Ma = 
1 

2po£ 
0 - 1 
1 0 

(5.2.3) 

Integrating out a^ (i.e. ip and rp) is straightforward but tedious. The result is an action 
precisely of the form (2.4.17), where the conductances a°} are replaced by the following 
expressions, 

(2jw£)* + (2j»£ + l)» 
1 

2p 

2pa°v + 1 

(2 jx£) ' + (2p<7°+l) 
(5.2.4) 

This result is precisely the SL(2,Z) transformation (1.2.14). It becomes exact in the limit 
a^ —» co, which is the weak coupling case considered here. Equation (5.2.4) applies also 
to the case where cr̂  -> 0 but with a modified definition of a° which is now integrally 
quantised. 

It is reasonable to assume that (5.2.4) gives a good overall description provided one is 
not too close to the critical plateau transition. In this case one expects the conductances to 
be broadly distributed. This then complicates the relation between average and measured 
conductances, and (5.2.4) is likely to be affected by the higher order response terms which 
gave been neglected in (2.4.11) [15]. It is important to remark that the SL(2,Z) mapping 
is neither unique nor universal, but that it depends on microscopic details of the system 
such as disorder. As we will see in section 5.5.6, the C-S gauge fields require a different 
treatment in a theory with slowly varying potential fluctuations, resulting in a different 
mapping between integer and fractional regimes. 

5.2.2 Internal energy; specific heat 

In order to decide whether the fluctuations in the C-S gauge fields are well-behaved, we 
next compute the free energy and extract from it the specific heat. Omitting replicas 
again, we write for p= 1 

det[M + M„] = G [l + (ucT? + * f ] + (2a° )"2 . (5.2.5) 

The contribution to the free energy can be written as 

5F = E / ^ l n {g I1 + ( W ' T ) 2 + n] + (2^)"2} • <5-2-6) 
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In particular, we consider the derivative with respect to temperature 

dSF _ \ - U 1 + M2+^K \ q2 , q2 Eh d\nT ^ J Q[\ + (UJCT)2 + a f ] + (2o£)"2 | y + nnY vg2 + KnY 

= V fd2o «n[l + ( u ; e r ) 2 + u ; e r / g ° ] g ^ _ 
^ y K n [ l + (u,cTy + ^} + ^ 0 ( 2 a ° )-2(K-n + ç 2 / F ) g2 + /cnF l " " ] 

with F and « as defined in (2.3.7) and (2.4.3). This expression is well-behaved for small 
frequencies vn and can be written in the form 

dSF v-^ , N 

2_^vnp{vn) (5.2.8) dlnT 
n>0 

where p{un) is of order vn\a.u„ for small vn. However, for free particles or short-ranged 
interactions the insertion of C-S gauge fields leads to singular contributions, since by 
putting Y = constant one finds p[yn) « | In vn | for small frequencies. This implies that the 
C-S fields lead to a singular quasiparticle d.o.s. 

pqp(e) = p(ie) + p(-ie) (5.2.9) 

entering the expression for the specific heat (see chapter 3). The exact meaning of the C-S 
gauge field procedure is not clear in this case. The results demonstrate the fundamental 
significance of ^"-invariance in the problem, possibly indicating that a new saddlepoint 
should be found for the finite range interaction problem. 

5.3 Chern-Simons mapping on the edge 

5.3.1 T h e sha rp edge 

In chapter 4 we derived the complete iqHe edge theory in a d.o.s. gap in several equivalent 
forms and in terms of different fields. Of these, the chiral edge boson action (4.4.24) is best 
suited for the C-S mapping. Here we write it down again, omitting the replica indices. 

M r 

ScMraifo.A] = ^sgn(m) J2 JAAdA- é(Dx<piD^i - Ex^) (5.3.1) 

-M)' E / d r d ' s d V Uo(x-x') Vx[0(y)D^(x)} V'x [9(y')D^(x')}. 

The § stands for JQ dr fdx and we again use the notation where ƒ denotes integration 
over the half plane y > 0 and / ^ over the whole plane. In writing (5.3.1), we have 
included the possibility of m being negative. The reason for this is that we want to be 
able to perform Jain's composite fermion mapping [34] in such a way that the electron 
and the composite fermion experience magnetic fields of opposite sign (see Fig. 5.1 for 
the example is = 2/3). We use a convention in which v and B are always positive. Since 
particle densities are positive, we then have to allow negative 5eff and m. 
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V=2/3 VMF=-2 

" v V V 

Figure 5.1: Equivalence between filling fraction 2/3 of electrons coupled to a C-S gauge 
field (left) and filling —2 in mean field theory (right). Arrows denote flux quanta. The 
dots represent electrons. 

We implement the composite fermion picture again in the standard way by introducing 
statistical gauge fields a„. The action for the a^ has the form of a C-S action and our 
starting point can be written as 

S = SchiraltViM + a] + A/ a A do (5.3.2) 

We stress the fact that the statistical gauge fields a^ are defined over the entire plane. 
The electronic part 5chira] is restricted to the half plane and this, properly regarded, is 
the result of a confining potential added to the electron gas. The C-S mapping, however, 
applies to the whole system and isn't 'interested' in the fact that the electrons happen to 
sit only at y>0. This observation will prove to be important in two ways. First, taking 
the integral over the whole plane leads to a proper C-S mapping in which unphysical 
boundary terms are avoided. Second, it means that statistical flux also gets attached to 
particles that tunnel into the edge through the 'vacuum'. 

5.3.2 Integrating out the C-S fluctuations 

We note that the action (5.3.2) can be written in such a way that a^(= a0 — ivdax), the 
component in the 'preferred' chiral direction, evidently multiplies a constraint, 

. V x a - axd-a) 
J CO 

H . 

+sgn(m) Y, / ( 2 P - 9 , V x [ % ) ^ . ] - 0{y)V<Pi x d-tip,) 

(5.3.3) 

L ( - ) 2 

' V 2ir ' 

| m | , 

• j = i j c a 
(x - x') V x [*(y)2V.-(*)] V ' x Wtfipitf)]. 

Here T> is defined as a covariant derivative containing both gauge fields, P^y , = c ^ ; — 
A,, — a^. The remarkable thing about (5.3.3) is that the edge bosons are completely con
tained in bulk integrals. Derivatives of the step functions with respect to the y coordinate 
lead to the edge terms in (5.3.2). The constraint multiplied by a_ is given by 

0 = V x 2 p s g n ( m ) % ) ^ P ^ (5.3.4) 
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with general solution 

2p 
2pm0(y) + 1 

sgn(m) 9{y) J2 D<Pi + v f i (5.3.5) 

where Q is an arbitrary function. Substitution of (5.3.5) into what remains of (5.3.3) after 
integration of a_ yields an expression containing c:ily the following linear combinations 

tpi:=(pi-2psgn{m)n. (5.3.6) 

The resulting mapped action has a form similar to (5.3.3), 

S = ^YJ fa s8n(m) - 2P™~\ I (2D-^Vx[%)D^] - 9{y)Ö<piXd-3<pj) 
J oo 

-ï(^r)2E / U0{2-2) Vx[J(y)Dw(il Vx^D^x")}. (5.3.7) 

See appendix 5A for the explicit calculation. In the expression [• • •] we recognise the 
inverse of the coupling matrix ('A'-matrix') that was obtained in C-S theories [24, 25, 26, 
8, 80], 

Sij sgn(m) + 2p. (5.3.8) 

Bringing the action (5.3.7) into the form (5.3.1) we obtain 

S = %fAAdA-£^(K-1)ijf(Dx<piD_<pj-<piEx) 

- | ( 2 ^ ) 2 E / t / o ( ? - ? ) V x [ % ) ^ ( ? ) ] V ' x [ % ' ) % l . (5.3.9) 

Eq. (5.3.9) is the main result of this section. Even though bits and pieces of this action, 
such as the coupling of <p to the gauge field [5], have appeared in the literature before and 
the A'-matrix structure is wholly familiar, our complete theory is new, as many aspects 
of the impurity problem were previously not understood. 

The Hall conductance on the edge can unambiguously be determined from (5.3.9) by 
using the chiral anomaly [5, 52]. The chiral anomaly enables us to use Laughlin's flux 
argument on the edge, since it relates the divergence of the edge current to the electric 
field parallel to the edge. 

dfJedse = -haKE* J. ss 
edge SA^ edge 

(5.3.10) 

In this way we easily confirm that the Hall conductance on the edge <rH is equal to v, as 
it should be. In order to make contact with phenomenological models [77], we mention 
that we can write down a bulk C-S action that is completely equivalent to (5.3.9). The 
electronic degrees of freedom are contained in fields ft, that act as potentials for the 
current, 

5 = 5 L ^ ( A ' - 1 ) 1 J - fh' A dh'' + 2 ƒ h1'A d.4eff +£ï luo{x-Z)B{x)B(ï). (5.3.11) 
y=i 
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The h' satisfy the following gauge fixing constraint at the edge 

M 

i-(y-''twEA^ = 0. (5.3.12) 
edge 

The free part of (5.3.11) is known from the work of Wen [77]. However, lacking a micro
scopic edge theory, the full details of the interactions were unknown. 

Charged and neutral modes 

Diagonalisation of the A'-matrix yields one charged mode and \m\ — 1 neutral modes. The 
charged mode T is given by 

r = àE^ (s- 3 - 1 3 ) 
i 

where the normalisation has been chosen such that T has unit charge. A possible choice 
of basis for the neutral modes ga is 

9a 

9k 

Z22<Pk-<Pa+i a = l , - - - , | m | - l 

M - i 

a—k 

(5.3.14) 

The Jacobian of the transformation from the (pi to the modes (5.3.13, 5.3.14) is unity. In 
diagonalised form the action reads 

M - i f 

^sgn(m) J2 afî ? d*9ad-ga s = % JAAdA-£(DxrD_r-rEx 

- | ( £ ) 2 / U0(x-xl)Vx[e(y)DT(x)}Vx{6(y')Dr(x')}. (5.3.15) 
J oo 

Naturally, the charged mode is the only one that couples to Afl and feels interactions. 

5.3.3 (In)stability of counter-flowing channels 

Here we make an important observation which has been missed in the literature, namely 
that for the noninteracting case or for short-ranged interactions, the C-S mapping is ill-
defined at negative m. In order to see this, we look at the Hamiltonian for the charged 
mode corresponding to (5.3.15) in the absence of Coulomb interactions, 

Hte) = v£i (5.3.16) 

Recall that uj is defined as m/(2npedge) and that i/ > 0. Hence, for negative m the free 
Hamiltonian is unbounded from below! The Coulomb interactions cure this situation by 
adding an extra term to the edge Hamiltonian, 

ffc = f(£)2 <fdxdx' U0(x,x')Dxr(x)Dxr(x') (5.3.11; 
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effectively changing the velocity vj to 

v(kx) = vA + -j=U0(kx) , U0(kx) ex ln(fc.) (5.3.18) 

For low momenta the logarithm in v(kx) is dominant, ensuring that the effective velocity 
v is positive even if vd < 0 and thereby yielding a bounded Hamiltonian. We conclude that 
the long range Coulomb interactions are actually needed in order for the C-S mapping to 
be well defined. We have seen a similar situation occurring in the bulk theory with half 
integer filling fraction (section 5.2.2) where in the absence of long range interactions the 
C-S procedure gives rise to a divergent quasiparticle d.o.s. 

5.4 T u n n e l l i n g d e n s i t y of s t a t e s 

5.4.1 The integer case 

In chapter 4 we obtained the following results for the iqHe. In the c^-field theory, the 
tunnelling d.o.s. at the edge is given by 

e x p - z / d r dof^r, x0)\ , j = l,...,\ (5.4.1) 

where the expectation value is taken with respect to (5.3.1). Any of the fields tpu • • -, <p\m\ 
can be put in the exponent, since they are interchangeable. Explicit computation of 
(5.4.1) leads to the Fermi liquid result 

(r2 - T i l -s 5 = 1. (5.4.2) 

5.4.2 Mapping to the fractional case 
We next wish to extend the C-S mapping procedure to include the result for the electron 
propagator at the edge (5.4.1). This problem is nontrivial since the amount of statistical 
flux that is trapped now depends on whether the path from time TY to r2 is taken just 
outside or just inside the sample. Hence, the obvious translation of (5.4.1) into composite 
fermion language, 

/ e x p - z ƒ d r [dtfpi - a 0 ] (T ,x 0 ) \ , (5.4.3) 

now has an additional geometrical significance. In order to find out what this geometrical 
significance is, we must repeat the steps (5.3.3-5.3.9), but now in the presence of (5.4.3). 
We write a0 = a_ + ivax. The presence of a_ at x0 modifies the constraint equation 
(5.3.4) and we get 

Vx -2p-2w5(x-x0)L (5.4.4) a + 2p sgn(m)9(y) ^ ( a - Dipt) 
i 

where we have defined a quantity L such that 

ß Y, L-nf„(ï)= Par ƒ (r, f ) (5.4.5) 
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for any bosonic function ƒ. The factor of 2TT in (5.4.4) originates from our convention 
h= 1, while a flux quantum is given by h/e, and the minus sign shows that the statistical 
flux indeed points in the negative z direction. From (5.4.4) we see that the amount of 
flux is given by 

2p for j/o < 0 ; 2pv/m for y0 > 0. (5.4.6) 

This is an important result. It shows that for y0 > 0 the C-S mapping has altered the 
charge of the tunnelling particle from 1 into v/m. A physical interpretation is readily 
given in terms of Laughlin's gauge argument. If one flux quantum is sent through a hole 
in the IQH sample, one electron will leave the edge per filled Landau level, resulting in a 
total charge m. The C-S mapping changes the transported charge, which is equal to the 
Hall conductance, to v. Since this charge is contained in m Landau levels, the charge per 
Landau level has to be v/m. 

We will now integrate out the C-S gauge field. The general solution to the constraint 
equation (5.4.4) is 

2psgn(m) 
2pmfl(y) + l % ) J " Dip, + Vft + sgn(m)£Varc tg^ (5.4.7) 

with Vi again an arbitrary gauge. Substituting this solution a into what remains of the 
action, we re-obtain the action (5.3.9), but now with a slightly different definition of the 
(fi fields, 

tpi(x) = ifi{x) - 2p sgn(m)ft(£) - 2pL a r c t g ^ . (5.4.8) 

See appendix 5B for the details of this calculation. The exp in (5.4.3) acquires the 
following form after the C-S mapping 

I J drldoïi-OiyoVpfa^Doïi exp -i / dri d0fr - % o ) 2 t ó > . Do$j } (r, S0). (5.4.9) 

For further considerations we put A,, = 0, since the tunnelling is done without external 
fluctuations. Several remarks need to be made here. First of all, we see that the outcome 
will indeed not depend on the gauge Q. Secondly, the expectation value will be different 
for Xo going to the edge from inside or from outside of the sample. Furthermore, there is 
a difference between the cases m > 0 and m < 0. If we take y0 'I 0, we easily obtain the 
result (see appendix 5C) 

Lxp-iJJdTd0^\ = (T2-n)-s^ ; 5out = 2 p + l + ( i - 1 ^ ) (5.4.10) 

which is the tunnelling exponent found bj' [37]. For positive m we have 5out — Ka =odd, 
which clearly indicates a composite fermion. For negative m the meaning of the exponent 
is not clear; it does not in general represent a fermionic quantity. For yol-0 we can rewrite 
(5.4.9) as 

d r dp y ^ K^ViJT, XQ) (5.4.11) 

Expression (5.4.11) gives us a tunnelled charge equal to sgn(m) V K~^ = v/m in accor
dance with (5.4.6). Note that the charge is not contained in one Landau channel, as was 
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the case in the tunnelling expression for the integer effect, but instead spread out over all 
the channels. In the i 'th channel there is a charge 1 - 2pi//\m\, in all the other channels 
-2pi//\m\. It is readily seen that the tunnelling exponent becomes 

S in = l - 2 ^ + ( ^ - r ^ ) . (5.4.12) 

For positive m this expression takes the form Sin = K» = l—2pu/m. 

5 .4 .3 D u a l i t y 

Notice that the cases y0TO and t/0 4-0 are related by a T-duali ty ' in the sense of [5], with 
K playing the role of compactification radius. If we define -dual' fields & with charge u/m 
as £, = sgn(m) K^tpj, then the action (5.3.9) takes the form 

4 ( ^ ) 2 E / «) (?-?) Vx[*(y)fl&(5)] V'x[«(i/)fl6(?)], (5.4.13) 

with DllÇi = dllÇi — %All. The exponent (5.4.11) is written as 

e x p H f*àT &£.-], (5.4.14) 

i.e. the same form as (5.4.10) but now in terms of £. The action (5.4.13) for the £ fields 
contains the matrix K instead of A - 1 . In [5] it was shown that the energy spectrum for 
a system of 1+1D coupled bosons is invariant under 0 ( m , m , Z ) transformations acting 
on a specific 2m x 2m matrix that expresses the Hamiltonian in terms of the momenta 
and winding numbers of a state. The replacement K -> A"-1 is an example of such an 
0 ( m , m , Z ) transformation. In a certain way it interchanges fluxes and particles. 

In the above considerations the statistics parameter is calculated of a particle with 
charge one; the amount of statistical flux that it acquires is either 2p (outside the sample) 
or 2pulm (inside). If we were, on the other hand, to concentrate on the flux instead of 
the charge, we would consider the case of 2ppfm statistical flux quanta which acquire 
charge, namely 1 inside the sample and u/m outside. In this sense there is charge-flux 
duality. Notice that the roles of inside/outside get reversed in the argument given above. 
We make this more explicit by defining 

p' = - p £ . (5.4.15) 

The duality relation A"—>• A ' - 1 can be written as 

K(p',m) = K"1(p,m). (5.4.16) 

In Fig. 5.2 it is shown that an exchange of p to p' interchanges the opposite sides of the 
edge. We will come back to this point in section 5.5.2. 

In the case of the simple Laughlin fractions v = l/(2p+l) the duality is particularly 
transparent. The fact that there is only one edge channel means that there is no redis
tribution of charge over various channels, which allows for an easy interpretation of the 
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1 j . ™ 1 

2p 2p 

& • - ] 2p L2p' 

Figure 5.2: Inverse number of statistical flux quanta inside and outside the sample. The 
shaded area denotes the inside. The duality p-^p' reverses the role of the opposite sides 
of the edge. 

tunnelling exponent in terms of flux-charge composites. Let us consider the complex con
jugate of (5.4.11); taking the complex conjugate does not change the tunnelling exponent, 
but it changes a particle to a hole. Expression (5.4.11) becomes exp — i J d r ( — v)do^p, de
scribing the tunnelling of a hole of charge —v. The tunnelling exponent is given by S;n = v. 
We can interpret this result as follows. The hole has a statistical flux —2pv attached to 
it. In addition, it has an 'intrinsic' flux of — v coming from the fermionic statistics of the 
electron. The statistical parameter of a charge-flux composite is given by the product of 
charge and flux, in this case {—v) • {—2pv—v) = v for the quasihole. The relation K—t A"-1 

takes the simple form v~x —>v. 

5.5 Long r a n g e d i so rde r 

5.5.1 Separation of edge channels; Edge particles 
In chapter 4 we discussed how long range disorder can cause the edge states of different 
Landau levels to become spatially separated. A potential fluctuation at the edge geneti
cally lifts all states in such a way that new 'edges' are created. If the chemical potential 
lies between the shifted and unshifted energy of a Landau level, the edge states of this 
Landau level will be situated inside the sample, not on the outermost edge. If there are 
several potential jumps of this kind, all the edge channels can become separated. Viewed 
from above, the edge channels will mostly lie closely together at the edge, while at certain 
points one or more of them go venturing into the bulk. 

This picture leads us to the idea of describing the chiral bosons by one field ^p(x) that 
lives on \m\ edges instead of \m\ fields that live on one edge. The action for the integer 
effect (5.3.1) then becomes 

s = f- fnAa A dAa - sgn(m) ^ j(Dx^D^ - Ex(f) 

Igr ƒ U0(x-x')Vx[n{x)D<p(x)]V'x[n(x')D<p(x')] (5.5.1) 
(2 

where n(x) stands for the local filling: outside the sample n(x) is zero; every time you 
cross an edge it changes its value by one, until it reaches its bulk value m. The §a denotes 
integration over the a' th edge. Every edge is given a label a G Z, equal to the maximum 
filling that the edge is bordering on. For positive m we have a € {1, • • • , m } , for negative 
m we have a G {m + 1, • • • , 0} . 
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So we now have regions in which the integer effect occurs at different values, separated 
by edges of the v = 1 type on which the boson field xp lives. The C-S procedure simply 
maps the filling fractions in these regions from n(x) to a local filling fraction v{x), 

v(x) = n(x)/[2pn(x) + l]. (5.5.2) 

The mapped action reads 

S = J-
4K 

fuA A dA - Y J A*1a] <f(Dx$D-$ - Ex$) 

- $ ? I t / o ( f - ? ) V x M f ) M ( f ) ] V ' x M i ' ) M ( ? ) ] . (5.5.3) 
J x,x' 

[A redefinition of the type (5.4.8) has occurred and the new field is denoted as $] . Inte
gration over the a' th edge counting from the vacuum is written as £ . We use the label 
a both for edges and for regions: the region lying 'above' the a' th edge also carries the 
label a. The Az/[a] is defined as ua — i/a-i for positive m and u_a-v_[a_x) for negative m; 
here va stands for the local filling fraction in region number a. In Fig. 5.3 we have made 
an overview (for samples with both signs of m in the same figure) of the parameters a, va 

and ù\va in the simple case p = 1. 
The tunnelling term is simply a generalisation of (5.4.9), 

exp -i f ' d r [1 - 2pu(So)]do*{T, x0)\ , (5.5.4) 

where the expectation value is taken with respect to (5.5.3). The result again depends 
on the direction from which the edge is approached. The tunnelled charge is given by 
<la = va/a if an edge is approached from region number a. Evaluating (5.5.4) is a nontrivial 
exercise, since the Coulomb interaction couples the edges to each other. 

If we imagine the edges to be far apart, only the intra-edge interaction is still present, 
drastically simplifying the calculation. Tunnelling exponents are then given by the simple 
expression S = q2/Ais. Labelling an approach from above by 'H' and from below by 'L', 
we write the tunnelling exponents at the a' th edge (a^O) as follows 

5a
L = 1 + 2p^=f = -2- • ^ 

5a
H = 1 - 2 p ^ = *• • ^ - ; S^S^ = 1. (5.5.5) 
a I a a ua — \ a a \ / 

The edge a = 0 represents the outer boundary of a negative-m sample. Here we get 

50
H = 50

L = 2p - 1. (5.5.6) 

(See Fig. 5.3). Notice that in this approach, with spatially separated edge channels, the 
vacuum exponent for m < 0 is always fermionic. Notice also that the channel labelled 
a = 0, lying between the vacuum and an m < 0 sample, is the only one that needs long-
ranged Coulomb interactions in order to be stable. In Fig. 5.3 it is seen that this channel 
has a chirality opposite to all the others. 
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Figure 5.3: Ü ^ e quasiparticle duality for 2p = 2. A schematic drawing is given of the 
regions with different v{x); systems with m<0 and m > 0 are combined in one diagram. 
Arrows represent the chirality of an edge. Given are the local filling fraction, the charge 
of the tunnelling particle as well as the tunnelling exponent S on both sides of each edge. 

5.5.2 Enlarged duality 

As mentioned in section 5.4.2, the Hamiltonian of the chiral boson model has a duality 
symmetry under K-+K~l. In the case of spatially separated edge channels, this duality 
transformation has an extra geometrical interpretation: The order of the edge channels 
gets reversed. The transformation K-*K~* can be accomplished by transforming p-ïp', 
with 

2p' = —2pv/m. (5.5.7) 

The easiest way to visualise the reversal of channels is to consider how the transformation 
(5.5.7) affects the amount of statistical flux that a tunnelling particle carries (see Fig. 5.4). 
The inverse number of flux quanta is l /2p outside the sample and increases with unit 
steps every time an edge is crossed, until the value m + l / 2 p is reached in the bulk proper. 
Writing (5.5.7) as l 

2p< ^ + m, we see that 

(è> + a) = i + (m-a) 2p (5.5.8) 

The minus sign preserves the chirality of the edge particles. More generally, under a 
transformation 

p->p' = -pvb/b, b e (5.5.9) 

the whole structure of Fig. 5.3, including region labels, edge labels, filling fractions and 
tunnelling exponents, gets mirrored in the line a = amirror, 

6 + 1 
(5.5.10) 
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f + m -f, 
2p 2p 

[£*'] 

2p 

2p L2p' Ü-] 
Figure 5.4: Geometrical interpretation of the duality relation K—¥ K ' as a reversal of 
edge channels. For each region the inverse number of statistical flux quanta is given. 
(m>0) 

This results in the following relations between tunnelling exponents at different edges: 

S„V) = St+i_a(p) ; S^(p') = S»+l_a(p) (5.5.11) 
a^O ; b+l-a^O. 

Unless b=— 1, expression (5.5.11) does not work for the mirrored tunnelling exponent of 
the counter-flowing edge a = 0 and its mirror image a = 6 + 1 . 

S?+1(P) = St+l(p') = l-2p= -So(p) (5-5.12) 

W) = -d + W6) = { - « IZltZ] (5.5.13) 
There are two special cases: 

• b=— 1, where the symmetry axis lies exactly on the counter-flowing channel. Every 
region gets mapped into minus itself, while the flux is left unchanged! (p' = p). 
This shows that at given p, all tunnelling exponents are symmetric under (a-^—a, 
Lf->H). The vacuum gets mapped into the a = — 1 region, which is suggestive of an 
interpretation of this region as a filled v= l/(2p—1) 'vacuum' from which holes can 
be created. 

• 6 = 0, with the symmetry axis at a = 1/2. We have p' = —p, so we are in a situation 
with reversed magnetic field. This transformation relates samples with composite 
fermion filling m to those with — m. 

5.5.3 Relation between dirty and clean edges 

In the previous sections we considered the various edge modes to be far apart. The results 
for the exponents (5.5.5) are valid provided that one probes the system at length scales 
short relative to the distance between the edge modes. In this section, we consider the 
action (5.5.3) in the opposite limit of large distances. The edge modes then strongly 
interact and (5.5.3) now becomes a Luttinger liquid theory of a sharp, 'clean' edge. It 
is not a priori obvious that this theory is physically the same as the theory of the sharp 
'dirty' edge. In the following we show that this is indeed the case. In particular, the two 
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a=2 v2=2/5 q,=l/5 „ 
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2 i Av2=l/15 
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1 5> Av, = l/3 a=0 v0=0 q0=l S^=3 v=0 S,„,=3 

Figure 5.5: Clean and dirty scenario for the v = 2/5 edge. Left: spatially separated 
channels. Right: result of the K-matrix theory. Listed are filling fractions, charges and 
tunnelling exponents. 

theories yield identical results for the two kinds of tunnelling exponent that can be found 
from (5.4.9) in the 'dirty' (^-theory, namely the case where the limit to the edge is taken 
from the vacuum and the case where one approaches the edge from inside the sample. 

If one writes $, for the field $ evaluated on the i ' th edge then it is possible to express 
the fields $,- in terms of a charged mode T and neutral modes 71, • • • ,7 | r a | - i in such a 
way that the action (5.5.3) for the $,• exactly matches the action (5.3.9) for the <£;. (In 
principle, the charged and neutral modes are not locally defined fields, since they contain 
parts from different edges. However, in the long distance limit all the edges are compressed 
together on one contour and the fields are local). The relation between the <£>, and the 
ifii is nontrivial; we show that the fields are dual to each other for m > 0 and explain why 
this leads to identical numbers when one calculates tunnelling exponents according to the 
clean picture (5.5.4) (see Fig. 5.3) or the dirty scenario (5.4.9); we also show that there 
is some extra structure for negative m which is the source of the differing exponents as 
obtained from (5.4.9) versus (5.5.4) at TO < 0. 

Example for positive m: v = 2/5 

First we give a simple example for v = 2/5 (TO = 2, p = 1). In both dp and $-theory the 
tunnelling exponents for this filling are given by Soxxi = 3, Sm = 3/5 (see Fig. 5.5). For 
v = 2/5 the f a c t i o n is given by (5.3.9), with the A'-matrix as defined in (5.3.8). Written 
explicitly we have for A^ = 0 

s,< = -tE ( A ~î) idJPid-(pi - U'-eYE / u°tx -x') d^,(x)dx^}(x'). 
,j V 5 5 / ij J ij Jxx' 

(5.5.14) 
The diagonalised form (5.3.15) of this action is given by 

SK = -hi [ f W - r + \à*gà-g] - \C~ef i u°(x - *') dxv{x)dx,T{x') (5.5.15) 
J Jxx1 

where the charged and neutral mode are defined in (5.3.14) and in this case read 

(5.5.16) f)-av)(s) : (ö-(-\ i)(f 
On the other hand, the action for the <fr-field on the separated edges is given by (5.5.3). 
If we compress all the edges together we get (again for ^ = 0) 

Ssep = -tj [^I$13J,44$23.$2 

file:///C~ef
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L(_LY <f ^ - ^ ( ^ . l e W ^ i + ^ ) ' (5.5.17) 
J xx' 

We define a neutral mode 7 and charged mode T for the $-theory as follows 

1 - 1 
5 1 
6 6 

$ 1 
$ 2 •! 1 

(5.5.18) 

Whereas the (p fields are all equivalent in the dirty edge theory, here the $ , are not, since 
the spatially separated edges have unequal Ai/ values which appear in the definition of I \ 
In terms of T and 7 the $-action (5.5.17) takes the form 

5« £ ƒ [fs,rö_r + £ax7d_7] - è(^)2 j( ü"O(ï - *') w ^ r (5.5.19) 

Comparing the two results (5.5.15) and (5.5.19), we see that there is complete equivalence 
given the relation 

g = h- (5-5-20) 
Having shown that the actions are equivalent, we now want to compare tunnelling oper
ators. In order to do this, we in principle only need to rewrite the ip and $ that appear 
in the various operators in terms of charged and neutral modes, and then use (5.5.15) or 
(5.5.19). However, much insight can be gained by also expressing ip and $ in terms of 
each other. Combining (5.5.16), (5.5.18) and (5.5.20), we find 

1 0 
2 I 
3 3 

1 0 
- 2 3 

(5.5.21) 

In the iqHe (p-theoiy we can choose which one of the fields ipi o r ^2 to put in the tunnelling 
operator. Eq. (5.4.9) then gives four possible operators, which we list in the table below, 
giving only the ' X ' in the expression exp —iX\!?. 

Dirty ip-b&sis Diag. basis 

Vacuum <Pi - > V?i r + §7 Vacuum 

ip2 ->• ip2 r -h 
Bulk vi -> (^~V)i = f^i - |^2 |r + h Bulk 

p2 ->• {K~lp)2 - -\<fl + | ^2 K - h 
There are only two corresponding operators in the $-theory. An approach from the 
vacuum can only involve $ ! because the other field does not live on the outermost edge. 
In the same way, the bulk operator can only contain <J>2- From (5.5.4) we get 

Clean $-basis ip-basis Diag. basis 

Vacuum $ , $1 r + h 
Bulk 1*2 -§¥>! + IP2 o 6 ' 

In all cases the exponents obtained from the operators in these tables are Sout — 3, 5jn = 
3/5. There is no a priori reason why these numbers should be the same as those appearing 
in Fig. 5.5. In the short distance theory the actions for the two edges are uncoupled, while 
we have now used the action (5.5.15) where they are coupled. 
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Generalisation for m > 0 

The analysis for v = 2/5 is easily generalised to all filling fractions resulting from positive 
m. Let us redo all the steps in the same order. The A'-matrix action for the dpi is given 
by (5.3.9). Its diagonal form is given by (5.3.15) with sgn(ra) = + l and T, gx,- • • ,gm-i as 
defined in (5.3.14). For the ^-theory we define the charged and neutral modes as follows 

r = i ^ A ^ $ a Ik i Y, Ai/a$a - $t+1 

^ = r + £ A^n-i 
Ik L7«-i- (5.5.22) 

The diagonalised form of the action reads 

- / 
vdjd-r + Yma&Tkd-ik 

k=l J XX 

U dxYdx,Y (5.5.23) 

The only difference with (5.3.15) is the factor q\ in front of the neutral modes. The actions 
for (p and $ are identical if we define 

gk=qklk- (5.5.24) 

Using (5.3.14), (5.5.22) and (5.5.24) we are now able to relate the $,- to the £,-, 

k 

<lk ** = X^fcxiW«- (5.5.25) 

This is a remarkable result. It shows that the fields are dually related. Notice that the 
A'-matrix appearing in (5.5.25) does not have the full mxm size. In order to find the 
fc'th $-field one has to use the A'-matrix for a truncated system which has only k edges, 
i.e. {Kj~xk)ij = Sij—2pqk. If one wants to write (5.5.25) as a vector equation of the form 
((2$), = Mijifj, the M is not given by A' - 1 but by a stacking together of rows taken from 
matrices Kk~xk of increasing size. 

Given below are those tunnelling operators for the clean and dirty scenario that de
scribe the same tunnelling processes. 

(^-theory ^-theory 

Vacuum r°k ->• <fk * i = V>i 

Bulk ifk ->• {K~x<p)k qm$m = (K~l'-p)m 

From appendix 5C we know that the <pi,---,(pm all give the same result Sou t = 2/H-l. That 
settles it for the vacuum operators. The beautiful thing about (5.5.25) is that it ensures 
that the bulk operator ç m $ m takes the form of the truly dual field (K~1fi)m involving the 
full A'-matrix. From (5.4.12) we know that all the dual fields yield the same exponent 
Si„ = l-2pqm. 

So now we have shown for m > 0 that the long distance limit of the short distance 
^-theory indeed reproduces the physics of the i^-theory. But why does the ^-theory at 
positive m also give the same exponents before the long distance limit is taken? The 
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Figure 5.6: Clean and dirty scenario for the v = 2/3 edge. Left: spatially separated 
counter-flowing channels. Right: K-matrix theory. Listed are filling fractions, charges 
and tunnelling exponents. 

answer is again provided by (5.5.25). Eq. (5.5.5) shows that the exponent on the isolated 
m' th edge is equal to q2

ml t\vm = qm/qm-i- On the other hand, the long distance picture 
leads to operators exp —i{K~x(p)i in terms of fields dual to (pi which have coupling matrix 
K instead of A' - 1 . This leads to an exponent A',7\ which is exactly equal to qm/qm-i. 

Example for negative m: v = 2/3 

For m < 0 the relation between the clean and dirty scenario is more subtle. In order to get 
the flavour, let us first consider the easiest example, u = 2/3. In Fig. 5.6 we have shown 
the relevant piece of Fig. 5.3 as compared to the A'-matrix picture. Our starting point 
for the ^-theory is again (5.3.9). The explicit action for Ali = 0 is given by 

SK = -èY,(~** A) iwö-ti-hl&fYti Vd&djïi (5.5.26) 
ij V 3 3/ijJ ij Jx,x' 

and after diagonalisation it takes the form 

- i ƒ [fdxrô_r - \dxgd-g] - \{2-£?£ _udxrdx,r. (5.5.27) 

The definition of the charged and neutral modes again follows from (5.3.14), 

• M t ) ( £ ) •• ( W - ( V U ' 
(5.5.28) 

The action (5.5.3) for the ^-theory with compressed edges is now given by 

Ssep = - £ ƒ [3,*iô-*i - | 9 A ö - $ 2 ] - ( ^ ƒ f t f & ( * i - | * a ) M * i - | * a ) (5.5.29) 

Charged and neutral modes are defined in a way similar to (5.5.22), taking into account 
the different signs of the AZA 

r)~(i - J U!) ; (*!)"(-! i) (r I -\)\$2) W V - i u ' (5-5'30) 

This leads to the following diagonalised form, 

5sep = - t l [\dxTd-T - \dxld^} - \C-£)2 <f UdxTdx,T (5.5.31) 
J J x.x' 
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We find that (5.5.27) and (5.5.31) are identical after defining <? = 7. Using (5.5.28) and 
(5.5.30) we get 

0 
0 1 

- 1 2 
(5.5.32) 

This relation does not satisfy the duality (5.5.25) for the quantities Q _ I $ I and 9-2*2-
(Negative indices have to be taken because the relevant regions in Fig. 5.6 are a = — 1 and 
a = —2). Instead we have 

9-1*1 

9-2*2 

<P!-2T 

(A-V)2 - fr. (5.5.33) 

Eq. (5.5.25) produces the first term on the r.h.s., an expression that has the right magni
tude of the charge but the wrong sign. The 9_i$i has charge —1, so the extra term — 2T 
is precisely what is needed to flip the sign of the charge. In the same way, the term — | T 
changes the charge from the + 1 / 3 that {K~l<p)i yields to the - 1 / 3 that is the correct 
value for 9-2*2-

An interesting subtlety is that even though (5.5.25) does not hold for the relation 
between $ and (p fields, all tunnelling exponents behave as if it did hold. The reason for 
this is the following. After a tunnelling operator has been expressed in terms of charged 
and neutral modes, it is easy to see that the only effect of the extra term involving T is 
to change the sign of the factor standing in front of I \ This sign change has no effect 
whatsoever on the calculation of the tunnelling exponent. In the table below we explicitly 
write down all the tunnelling operators. 

«^-theory $-theory 

i^-basis Diag. basis $-basis i^-basis Diag. basis 

Vacuum <Pi - > <Pi r + h * i (f>2 r - h Vacuum 

¥2 -+ ^2 r-h 
Bulk <Pi -*• 5<?i - |<?2 - | r + i7 3 ^ 2 \fh -1^2 -ir + b Bulk 

92 -* ~l<Pl + | ^ 2 " 3 1 ~ 2^ 

In both the ^-theory and (^-theory the tunnelling exponents obtained from the above 
expressions are 

So Sin = 2/3. 

The discrepancy with the short distance clean scenario result S0 

by the fact that (5.5.32) does not satisfy the duality (5.5.25). 

(5.5.34) 

: 1, 5in = 1/3 is caused 

Generalisation for arbitrary sign of m 

For completeness, we now present general equations that comprise all the above cases. 
The (^-theory expressions (5.3.15) and (5.3.14) are equally valid for negative and positive 
m. No extra work is needed there. The $-theory expressions (5.5.22) and (5.5.23) do 
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need some modification if we want to incorporate the possibility of m being negative. Eq. 
(5.5.22) for the charged and neutral modes can be generalised as follows, 

M 

r = ;EA1«l$» ; ^ ^ E ^ M ^ - * ^ 1 

| m | - l 

r + E 
k=a 

Ik 1»] 
/ a - 1 (5.5.35) 

Here the notation V[a] (with a > 0) means i/a for samples with positive m and ^_a for m. < 0 
samples. For instance, in case of negative m we would have At-p] = "-2—v-i- Using this 
definition, the generalisation of (5.5.23) becomes 

*> — —— 

| m | - l 

i/ö,r3_r + sgn(m) Y, kTïfadxlkd-lk 
k=i •Jix' 

?7 a^ra^r (5.5.36) 

Comparing this expression to (5.3.15) we can make the identification 

9k = h[k}\ -Ik-

This enables us to relate the fields tpi to the $„. 

<Pk sgn(m) 9W ,]*fc + ^ 2 p A '•1" 
o = l 

it 

+ [1 - sgn(m)] • r 

<l[k]Vk $fc = sgn(m)^ - 2pq[k] ^ <̂ a + [1 - sgn(m)] • q[k]T 

(5.5.37) 

(5.5.38) 

Y^kxklkaVa + [1 - sgn(m)] • q[k]T (5.5.39) 

where Kkxk again denotes the / \ -matr ix for a system containing k edges. It is easily 
checked that for positive m (5.5.25) is reobtained. 

Eq. (5.5.39) shows that what happened at i/ = 2/3 happens at all negative m states: 
The K~l(p part of the tunnelling expression qm$\m\ has the right magnitude of the charge 
qm but the wrong (=positive) sign. The extra term 2qmT flips the sign. The reason why 
we write T in (5.5.39) instead of expressing it in terms of the (pa is that we can now 
directly discern the effect on the tunnelling operators. In the diagonal basis the effect of 
the extra F term is to flip the sign of the coefficient of T in the tunnelling operators. Just 
as in the 2/3 case this leaves the exponent unaffected. 

Also generalised to all m < 0, the discrepancy between the exponents as calculated in 
the short and long distance limits is due to the fact that (5.5.25) does not hold, 

5.5.4 Quasiparticles and the Laughlin argument 

The particles probed in tunnelling experiments are not necessarily the same as those 
featuring in Laughlin's flux argument. In the integer case, putting a flux quantum through 
a hole in the sample results in the transport of one electron through each Landau level 
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below the Fermi energy. In the language of (5.5.1), considering for simplicity m > 0, what 
would happen at the a ' th edge is that a—1 electrons enter that edge from below and that 
a electrons leave it on the upper side. In this way, a total of m electrons gets transported 
into the bulk, which is the correct number. The operator describing this process is given 

b y 

exp -i / dr < a[d0^p - a0](xH) -[a- l][ö0</> - a0](xL) \ (5.5.40) 

where f H lies infmitesimally above the a'th edge and XL lies below it. Both points have the 
same ^-coordinate. Knowing the results of section 5.5.1, it is easy to do the C-S mapping. 
The constraint equation multiplied by a_ contains the sum of two delta functions instead 
of just one. Correspondingly, the redefined field $ contains the sum of two arctg functions. 
The mapped expression is given by 

e x p - i Par |i/«flb*(5H) - I ' . - I * * ( 5 L ) | • (5-5.41) 

As is clearly seen from the constants appearing here, the emitted charge is va and the 
absorbed charge is va-\. Taking all the edges together we have a total transported charge 
of X^r=i ^u" = "n») which i s the correct number for a system of filling fraction vm. Taking 
the limit where x\\ and x^ go to the same point x on the edge, the tunnelling expression 
takes the simple form 

exp -i f \T A ^ < 9 0 $ ( T , x), (5.5.42) 

indicating a charge Ai/a. 

5.5.5 Continuous tunnelling exponent 

Hoeveel engelen kun je op één naald prikken? 
- een Leids theoreticus 

In chapter 4 we discussed how the non-quantised tunnelling exponent [27] 1/v can be 
understood as a consequence of the Coulomb interactions between the edge modes and 
the localised states present in the bulk. For v around integer filling, we explicitly showed 
how the interactions render the neutral modes irrelevant. Here we will generalise this 
result to fractional fillings, in particular to Jain's main hierarchy. 

At almost integer filling ;/ = m + c , a fraction e of the total area is occupied by regions 
with filling m + 1, while the rest of the sample has filling m. After performing the flux 
attachment, a fraction 1—e of the area has filling i/m and a fraction e has i/m+1, leading to 

C-S mapping . , . .„,. 
— r v = um + e(vm+l-vm). (5.5.43) v — m + e 

The action for this situation is given by (5.5.3), but now including the bulk contours 
Ca>m. In chapter 4 we showed that in the long distance limit the bulk degrees of freedom 
can effectively be described by an extra chiral boson on a contour Cb near the edge, plus 
an edge term 

Sn = - Q / dk \k\d±$(-k)dx$(k) (5.5.44) 
Jcb 

(with d± the derivative normal to Cb and a a positive constant), which suppresses the 
neutral modes. The only difference between the integer and fractional case lies in the 
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Avb= e/35 ._, 

A\*j= =1/15 

Avi= =1/3 
—1> 

C2 

c, 
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Figure 5.7: Example of the long distance limit for filling fraction v = 2/5 + c/35. (a) 
The 3/7 islands occupy a fraction e of the total area, (b) Long distance limit. The bulk 
degrees of freedom are effectively represented by an extra chiral boson on the contour Cb 

with charge density ^dx$\cb. The filling fraction is expressed as u = A I / I + A I / 2 + A I / J , . 

edge parameters Ai/i, • • • , Avm which were all equal to 1 in the integer case and Ai/b : = 
£{vm+i - vm) which was equal to e. In terms of fields $ i , . . . , $ m and $m+i := $b which 
live on one edge, the large wavelength limit yields the following action for the fractional 
case 

m + l j . 

5[$] i y SaSb <p U0(x - x') dx$adx.$b ^J2s"f d**°d-*° - i^ Y,SaSb ? Uo{x -x>) d**°d*,( 

a=l a,b=l 
m+l » 

8̂ 2 5 3 f̂><W& f dx$adx$b + Sn. (5.5.45) 

Here we have defined Sa = Aua for a = l , . . . , m and J m + 1 = eAi / m + i . All short range 
effects, originating from the fact that the bulk orbitals sometimes venture near the edge, 
are contained in the matrix V. The definition of a charged mode F and neutral modes 
7i, ••• ,7m is similar to (5.5.22), 

m + l k 

r = ^ W . ; Tk = £ l > * . - V M - i - (5.5.46) 
o=l a = l 

The $'s are expressed in terms of the 7's as follows 

$„ = r 
^ o - l , V - ^ dk+l 

"7. 
V ^ Ufc+1 

o-l + > _, Ik 
L—' 1/1. 1 , 

Vk+1 
(5.5.47) 

Written in the new basis, the action (5.5.45) is given by 

S[T,l] ;dxTd.T + Y 4+1—3*7*007* 
*•—' l/i. . , 

2 t 1 m /" 

-f- i ^0(x, o & r ^ - r - — V 4 ya6 dxladxlb. (5.5.48) 
OT A r ' 87r „TT, J 

The neutral modes do not contribute to a calculation of the tunnelling d.o.s. because of 
(5.5.44) and consequently the parameter v in front of the dxTd-F term determines the 
tunnelling exponent. The result is 5 = l/i/, the same result that we obtained for the 
integer theory. 
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5.5.6 Plateau transitions 

We have discussed integer plateau transitions in chapter 4. Recapitulating the results 
obtained there, we can sketch a transition from u = m to u = rn + l (with m positive) as 
follows. One has m copies of the u = l type Q-edge theory on the edge of the sample and 
one copy percolating through the bulk. Upon taking the continuum limit, the percolating 
'edge' gives rise to a nonlinear sigma model with a^=^ and <7xy = | . Combining the edge 
and bulk contributions, one gets a plateau transition at <T3K = i , <7xy = m + | . 

We now generalise this picture to the fractional case, in particular to the transition 
vn —> ^n+i • At the boundary of the sample we have n edge channels with total contribution 
{v\— u0) + (u2 — ^i)H V(vn—vn-i) = v„ to the Hall conductance. One edge channel with 
parameter Au = un+l — un (see Fig. 5.7a) percolates through the bulk. In order to find 
out what kind of sigma-model arises from this percolating 'edge', we first we go from 
(5.5.3) back to the Q-field formalism. We write down the the action SAV[Q,A] for one 
edge channel with parameter Au, 

S*V[Q,A] = Stop[Q] + t Y, f K-4eflT A d(Aeff)a - Au lax A\Af 

+5^F[Q] -f3J2 kkx ^ Itr P„Q - £ y/ÂÏ(Af rS 
na J 

+ f ( ^ ) 2 fd2xd2x' u(x)B(x)U0(x - x')u(x')B(x') (5.5.49) 

where in the definition of Ajf (4.3.41) the m now has to be replaced by u(x), and in 
the definition of ù (5.3.18) one should read Au instead of u. We have neglected here the 
Coulomb interaction with other channels. Notice that in (5.5.49) the charge of the Q-field 
is no longer 1 but sj Au. A gauge transformation takes the form 

Ap-tAp + drX ; Q -*• e ' V ^ Q e - V S ^ * . (5.5.50) 

Following chapter 4 we use (5.5.49) and obtain the a model action for the percolating 
network. Putting Afi = 0, the result for the kinetic terms is equal to 

Scont[Q] = " l ^ x x T r (VQf + | à x y £ , J T r Qd,Qd}Q ( 5 . 5 . 5 1 ) 

where 
crM = 1/2 ; àxy = 1/2 (5.5.52) 

now represent the mean field conductances of the composite fermions. The actual mean 
field values obtained from linear response in the external fields are different by a factor 
of Au, i.e. 

a'^ = \Au ; <7x
b
y
ulk = \Av (5.5.53) 

Adding the edge contribution to this result, we finally get for the mean field conductances 
at the plateau transition 

ft' - ' ' • rr' - U u 4-u \ _ (2pn+p+l ) ( n +l /2 ) -p /2 (K r. rd\ 
CTxx - 2 (2pn+p+l) 2 -p 2 ' °xy — 2 ̂ » + Vn+1) ~ (2pn+p+l) 2 -p 2 " [O-O.O'lj 

This result differs from what one would expect from acting with SL(2,Z) on an integer 
plateau transition. In general, the SL(2,Z) mapping of the conductances takes the form 

a ->• a' = a/(2pa + l), (5.5.55) 
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where the complex number a is denned as a = a1Cy + iaxx. In terms of <xxy and a^ (5.5.55) 
reads 

Inserting the composite fermion values ax = | , <rxy = n +1 we now obtain 

/ /CT \ 1 1 • „' fCT Ï — (2p"+P+l)(" + l/2)+p/2 /c r, C7\ 
<^ (aL) - 2 • (2pn+p+l)Hp2 ' °xyl3LJ - ( 2 p n + p + 1 )2 + p 2 • 10.0.O^j 

The different results (5.5.54) and (5.5.57) indicate that the C-S mapping is not uniquely 
described by SL(2,Z) but depends on the details of disorder. 

5A Integrating out the Chern-Simons field 

The remnant of the noninteracting part of the action (5.3.3) after a_ has been integrated 
out is given by 

-4^-5r
f^nant = smYlIUD-*Pi^y.{ßDH>i)-8DViy.d.Dv^ 

j J CO 

- i / (2pm6+ 1)3 x d-a-2m / 6a x Ê (5A.1) 
J oo J CO 

where 6 is shorthand for 9(y) and sm stands for sgn(m). We now have to substitute (5.3.5) 
for a, 

« = ^ m [ « E , % + V ( ! ] . (5A.2) 

Let us first concentrate on all the terms that do not depend on the arbitrary gauge fi. 
From the axdS in (5A.1) we obtain a term quadratic in D^tp, and the last term in (5A.1) 
produces a product of A^ and Dip. Together this is 

-2^E I 5 & i % x d.ÖVi - ip\m\ ƒ ^ E . i V . x E. (5A.3) 

The expression involving step functions can be simplified to Ou/m, since dy\9
2/(2pm6+l)} = 

dy[8iy/m}. Adding (5A.3) to the first line of (5A.1), we obtain 

-4ni • S£ieo = v f A A <L4 - ^ f o s ™ " 2P^1 / ( D « ^ f l - W - ¥>;£*)• (5A.4) 

Now we concentrate on the f!. From a x 3_a we get a quadratic term in 0 , 

- 2 P / OT™ x Ö.VJi. (5A.5) 
* /oo 

Integrating by parts and using the relation dy[l/(2pmß + 1)] = — 2pv8{y) this can be 
rewritten as 

-{2pfv <fdxüd-ü. (5A.6) 

Both terms in the second line of (5A.1) give rise to linear terms in Q; written together 
this is 

-4P s™ Jj^VÇl X V^D-^ = 4PR j d * n T,,D-^ (5A.7) 
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where we have integrated by parts and used dy[9/(2pm9 + l)] =6(y)i//m. The free action 
after the C-S mapping is given by (5A.4)+(5A.6)+(5A.7). It is easily seen that the terms 
involving Q can be completely absorbed into a redefinition of the <p fields according to 

ifi = ipi - 2p smQ. (5A.8) 

The mapping of the interaction term is simple. We write the Coulomb contribution in 
the form 

£ f Uo(x - x')V x [0ZA>m V'x [$•£p^]{x') 
Joo 

(5A.9) 

and note that in this expression 9^2,[Df, — a], after substituting (5A.2), is equivalent to 
^m Eil-^Vi' — 2p smfl] = 9— ^ D(pi. With this last ingredient, the mapping is complete 
and yields the result (5.3.9). 

5B C-S mapping in the presence of a tunnelling t e rm 

Integration over the C-S gauge fields in the presence of a tunnelling term proceeds along 
the same lines as in Appendix A. The remnant of the free action is now given by 

-Ani • 5 f r e e 

^ " * ' - ' . - . o m remnant 
Joo 

2D-<piVx(9D:fi) - ODtpi x d-Dtpi (5B.1) 

— 2" / (2pm9 + l)a x cLa — 2m / 8a x È — 4n / dr (d0^i — ivAax)(T, x0) 
J OD J OO J T\ 

and we have to substitute 

2p Sm 
2pm6(y)+l 9(y) V Ötpi + Vft + 5 m I V a r c t g ^ (5B.2) 

with Ln as defined in (5.4.5). Eq. (5B.2) would suggest that one can obtain an action 
of precisely the same form as in Appendix A from (5B.1) (minus the tunnelling term at 
.To) by redefining f! according to fi' = fi + SmZ-arctg^^20"- However, whereas ft satisfies 
V x V J Î = 0, we have V x Varc tg £ 5 £ a = — 2nS(x—x0). This means that apart from the free 
part of (5.3.9) (containing fl' instead of fi) we get extra contributions at XQ. The axd-a 
part of (5B.1) gives rise to the following 

J OO 

. I V a r c t g ^ + 20Y, V^> + 2Vft (5B.3) 

Integrating by parts and discarding all derivatives of step functions (which yield ƒ terms 
that we have already accounted for), we move all the derivatives in [• • •] to the left so that 
they can operate on the arctg. This gives 

4717? \%9j2d-<Pi + 2am( l - 2 ^ ) c L { Z a r c t g ^ } + 2(1 - 2pv0)d-Sl (So)-

(5B.4) 
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Notice the factor of 2 that has popped up in front of the arctg term. Its origin lies in the 
fact that dx and dy do not commute when acting on arctg. We have 

ô„ôy = V x V + fy0, (5B.5) 

and the V x V produces an extra delta function. From the ax E part of (5B.1) we get 

2m f 0A_V xa —> -8TT pv9 f d r .4_(f0) . (5B.6) 

The Jar part of (5B.1) gives 

7T / d r < d0<pi 4n d r < d0<p, — iv&Lp s„ ̂O^Dxtfj + il - 2pi/0)dx{Cl + s m I a r c tg X-XQ ' 

y-yo ' 

(5B.7) 

Adding (5B.4), (5B.6) and (5B.7) we find 

S'::i = -i I ' d r I do^(xo) - 2 p ^ % 0 ) £ D0(p,{x0) \ (5B.8) 

where we have defined 

<Pi(x) = <pi{x) - 2psmü(x) - 2pL<xctgffo. (5B.9) 

Now we deal with the interaction term, in the same way as in Appendix A. Again we can 
write 

0 £ ) ( £ „ , . - 3 ) — • f l i C ä f c . . (5B.10) 

Only one subtlety is left: because of the presence of the arctg in <p, the relation V x D ( f , = 
— B gets altered. We have 

VxD<pi = -B' ; B\x) = VxÂ(x)-2p8(x-x0) (5B.11) 

which reflects the fact that there is extra flux at x0-

5C Tunnelling d.o.s. resulting from neutral modes 

The result Sout (5.4.10) is obtained from the expectation value (exp — i<Pk\TTX) as follows. 
The field (pk decomposes into charged and neutral modes according to (5.3.14). From the 
action (5.3.15) we find the correlations for the diagonal modes, 

(r(r2)r(r1)) = Mn(r2-r1) ; (Tfcfo^fa)} = fc^M^ - n) (5C.1) 

and (7fcT) = 0. Evaluation of (exp — i(pk\T
r]) for arbitrary k then yields the tunnelling 

exponent 

| m | - l , , , | m | - l 

•Jout — T 
1 fc-1 V l -1 1 V (1 l 

2-*> a(a + 1) ~ u k ^-! \a a + l v k -̂—' a(a-\-1) v k ^—f \a a + 
a=k a—k 

2p+l + - - - ^ - . (5C.2) 
m \m\ 
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Summary 

A conclusion is the place where you got tired thinking. 
- M. H. Fischer 

The contents of this booklet can be summarised as follows. We have found a new 
symmetry in the replica formalism for disorder and interactions. This ^-invariance has 
enabled us to set up a unifying theory for the quantum Hall effect. Combined with an 
unusual new frequency truncation procedure it dictates the form of effective actions and 
allows for the inclusion of U(l) gauge fields in the theory. The proposed theory connects 
edge and bulk physics and combines the Finkelstein action with the topological concepts 
of an instanton vacuum and statistical gauge fields. 

The existence of ^-invariance has made it possible to do a perturbative RG analysis 
of the Finkelstein theory to two loop order. We have shown that the infrared behaviour 
of the theory can only be extracted from a limited class of (.T7-in variant) correlation 
functions. We have identified the 'order parameter' of the metal-insulator transition in 
2+2e dimensions and the 'Coulomb gap', ^-invariance also has fundamental consequences 
for the insulating phase, where ordinary perturbation theory is no longer valid. To this 
end, we exploited the analogy of the Finkelstein theory with the classical Heisenberg 
ferromagnet. We have shown that the transport problem in this case must be dominated 
by the Sy part of the action which is usually discarded on the basis of naive scaling 
dimensions. 

Fluctuations about integer quantisation of the topological charge q[Q] give rise to 
massless excitations on the edge. These are equivalent to a model of disordered chiral 
fermions subject to inter-channel scattering. This equivalence leads to a better under
standing of the Q-field theory in 1 + 1 dimensions, since the disorder can be gauged away 
in the chiral fermion theory, resulting in an exactly solvable model. In particular, several 
operators bilinear in Q turn out to be redundant. We have also shown that a topological 
principle for the quantisation of o~xy can still be formulated, because spherical boundary 
conditions are dynamically generated. 

We have derived a complete theory of the edge, including interactions and gauge 
fields, in the limit of vanishing bulk density of states. Chiral edge bosons arise through 
a beautiful interplay between the topological term and T- and gauge invariance. The 
chiral anomaly at the edge provides a natural description of Laughlin's gauge argument, 
connecting axy as a bulk quantity to <rxy as an edge quantity. 

Our approach to edge physics can be used to address several problems of smooth dis
order and interaction effects. We model electrons in a sample with smooth disorder as a 
collection of spatially separated but interacting 'edge modes' that live on the equipoten-
tial contours. We have pointed out that fundamental differences exist between tunnelling 
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at the edge and electron transport. Transport experiments inject electrons directly into 
edge states; these electrons do not get enough time to equilibrate with the rest of the 
sample and are therefore effectively decoupled from the bulk. A tunnelling measurement, 
however, probes eigenstates of the whole system, which involve not only edge electrons 
but also localised bulk orbitals. Since tunnelling processes do not probe the incompress-
ibility of the electron gas, they are generally treated incorrectly by the theory of isolated 
edges. By taking into account the effect of Coulomb interactions between the edge and 
the localised bulk states, we have derived an effective edge theory in which the neutral 
modes get suppressed, while the charged mode acquires a non-quantised Luttinger liquid 
parameter. A tunnelling exponent 1/u is obtained, in accordance with experiments. The 
Hall conductance in this theory is still quantised, as can be understood by applying the 
Laughlin gauge argument to all edge channels separately. 

For the plateau transitions we have constructed a percolation model of interacting 
edges. Inelastic scattering at the 'nearly saddlepoints' sets the temperature scale at which 
the transport coefficients cross over from mean field behaviour to critical scaling. This 
crossover can involve arbitrarily low temperatures and it explains the 'lack of scaling' in the 
transport data taken from samples with long range disorder at finite temperatures. Our 
mean field expression for the conductances agrees with recent empirical fits to transport 
data at plateau transitions. 

We have applied the Chern-Simons flux attachment procedure to the bulk theory, 
the edge theory and the percolating edge state description of plateau transitions. We 
studied the bulk theory at weak magnetic fields, where the C-S mapping results in states 
at v « 1/2. The conductances are mapped according to SL(2,Z). For free particles or 
short range interactions the quasiparticle density of states becomes divergent, indicating 
that the C-S procedure requires long range interactions in order to be well defined. 

The C-S mapping applied to the iqHe theory of chiral edge bosons leads to an action 
that has the well known A'-matrix structure but also some new properties. It offers several 
new insights, in particular for the z/ = 2/3 state. In the absence of long range interactions, 
the Chern-Simons procedure is ill-defined for systems with counter-flowing edge modes. 
The Hamiltonian of the charged mode is unbounded from below and the theory can only 
be made stable by the Coulomb interaction. Our description for these systems is not 
plagued by non-universal behaviour of tunnelling exponents and the Hall conductance. 
The chiral anomaly provides an elegant way of using Laughlin's gauge argument. 

Our direct way of mapping tunnelling operators has shown that the C-S procedure 
affects the charge and statistics of tunnelling particles. An electron operator outside the 
sample retains its unit charge after the mapping, but inside the charge is mapped to 
vjm. The operators inside and outside are related by a T-duality transformation that 
inverts the compactification radius (A'-matrix); thus we have found a new geometrical 
interpretation for this duality. 

Our analysis of spatially separated edge modes has revealed an even richer duality 
structure in the spectrum of quasiparticles, where the reversal inside/outside is generalised 
to a reversal of the order of edge channels. Samples with positive m and negative m are 
jointly described in this picture. We have shown that in the limit of large length scales, 
the theory of 'clean', spatially separated edges describes identical physics as the 'dirty' 
A'-matrix theory. In the case of counter-flowing modes this happens in a quite nontrivial 
way. 

We have made a short analysis of transitions between fqH plateaus, mapping the Q-
field theory for percolating integer edges. The results indicate that the critical aspects of 
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the plateau transitions are generally the same for both the integral and fractional regime. 
It turns out that the Chern-Simons mapping is not described by SL(2,Z). 

To summarise the summary, ^"-invariance has quite an impact on our understanding 
of disorder in the qHe and on our ability to handle calculations. It is amusing to see how 
much of the physics occurs in the form of edge terms, not only in real space but in the 
'corners' of frequency space as well. 

The end of a summary is traditionally the place where one looks forward and tries 
to predict the future. I think it is quite safe to say that the uses we have found for 
JF-invariance do not exhaust the full range of its possible applications. In the description 
of spin degrees of freedom of electrons in quantum Hall samples, for instance, neither 
disorder nor interactions can be neglected. It would be very interesting to see how disorder 
affects the formation of skyrmions. Spin indices will of course have to be included in the 
Q-matrix formalism for such an exercise. Another spin-related phenomenon is the i/ = 5/2 
effect. Perhaps an edge theory in terms of Q-fields can be found that is equivalent to 
one of the proposed wave functions for the i/ = 5/2 state. Such a Q-field theory may also 
be used to study the corresponding quasiparticles, which are beleived to have nonabelian 
statistics. 
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Samenvatting 

Verantwoording aan de Nederlandse belast ingbetaler. 

De titel van dit proefschrift luidt in het Nederlands "^-invariantie en de toepassing ervan 
op het quantum Hall effect". Wat is nu dit quantum Hall effect, waarom zijn zoveel 
mensen erin geïnteresseerd en wat is de strekking van al die formules in dit boekje? Ik 
zal proberen enige uitleg te geven in voor leken begrijpelijke taal. 

Het is mogelijk om electronen op te sluiten in twee dimensies door speciaal gefabri
ceerde isolator/halfgeleider samples af te koelen tot onder 1 Keivin. Bij een dergelijk 
lage temperatuur worden er electronen ingevangen in het grensvlak tussen de isolator en 
de halfgeleider. Men spreekt van een 'tweedimensionaal electrongas'. In 1980 deed Von 
Klitzing een verrassende ontdekking toen hij de geleidingseigenschappen van zulke twee
dimensionale electrongassen in een magnetisch veld bestudeerde. De Hall weerstand (de 
verhouding tussen het voltage loodrecht op de stroom en de stroom zelf) bleek plateaux 
te vertonen als functie van de sterkte van het magneetveld loodrecht op het electrongas 
(zie figuur 1.1 op blz. 9). Bij het optreden van een plateau werd de gewone weerstand 
nul. De waarde van de Hall geleiding op een plateau bleek gequantiseerd te zijn in gehele 
veelvouden van e2 /h, waar e staat voor de lading van het electron en h voor de constante 
van Planck. Het optreden van zulke plateaux wordt het integer quantum Hall effect (iqHe) 
genoemd. In 1982 deden Tsui, Stornier en Gossard de verbluffende ontdekking dat er in 
zeer schone samples ook plateaux kunnen optreden bij fractionele veelvouden van e2/h, 
waarvan de meest prominente 1/3, 1/5, 2/3 en 2/5. Dit wordt het fractionele quantum 
Hall effect (fqHe) genoemd. 

Voor beide ontdekkingen zijn Nobelprijzen uitgereikt; voor het iqHe omdat het op 
opvallende wijze aantoonde dat de toenmalige theorieën over geleiding onvolledig waren; 
voor het fqHe omdat het liet zien dat zelfs de theorieën die het iqHe konden verklaren 
niet afdoende waren en omdat het bovendien leidt tot merkwaardige verschijnselen zoals 
deeltjes met fractionele lading en statistiek. Het woord statistiek slaat hier op het effect 
van een omwisseling van twee identieke deeltjes op de golffunctie. Bekend zijn twee soorten 
deeltjes, de bosonen, waarbij de golffunctie onveranderd blijft bij een omwisseling, en de 
fermionen, waarbij een omwisseling aanleiding geeft tot een minteken voor de golffunctie. 
'Fractionele' deeltjes zijn een generalisatie hiervan, die in twee dimensies kan bestaan. In 
plaats van een factor ± 1 krijgt de golffunctie een fasefactor e'e. 

Binnen de natuurkunde van de vaste stof neemt het qHe een bijzondere plaats in om
dat het een topologisch fenomeen is. Topologisch wil zeggen dat het slechts afhangt van 
een globale geometrische eigenschap. Dit is terug te voeren op het feit dat de meetop
stelling equivalent is aan een torus: de meting van de Hall spanning vormt de ene lus, 
de stroomkring de andere. Een continue vervorming van het sample of een herverdeling 
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van de verontreinigingen erin kunnen deze geometrie niet veranderen. Het bestaan van 
'fractionele' deeltjes is in zekere zin een gevolg hiervan. 

Het fqHe is een van de weinige verschijnselen waar het electron als gevolg van een 
collectief veeldeeltjeseffect uiteen lijkt te vallen, en het enige fysische systeem waar de 
fractionele lading min of meer direct is waargenomen. Het qHe is tevens bijzonder omdat 
het lijkt alsof het electrongas en zijn rand een gescheiden leven leiden. Deze unieke status 
heeft ertoe geleid dat het fqHe door theoretici wordt gebruikt als een soort testvlakte voor 
het uitproberen van nieuwe ideeën over fractionele deeltjes en 1 + 1 dimensionale fysica. 
Enige voorzichtigheid hierbij is geboden (maar wordt niet altijd betracht). Het is namelijk 
niet à priori duidelijk hoe de rand van het electrongas en de fractionele deeltjes worden 
beïnvloed door de verontreinigingen in het sample en de 'wanorde-potentiaal' waar de 
electronen zich daardoor in bevinden. 

De reden voor deze onduidelijkheid is dat het heel moeilijk is om een enkele beschrijving 
voor het qHe te vinden die onder alle omstandigheden werkt, d.w.z. zowel op de Hall 
plateaux als ertussen, zowel middenin het sample (de 'bulk') als op de rand en zowel voor 
het iqHe als voor het fqHe. Voor een volledige beschrijving van het qHe is het noodzakelijk 
om een goed begrip te hebben van geladen deeltjes die door een grillig potentiaallandschap 
bewegen. Dit is geen eenvoudige zaak, want de onderlinge afstoting tussen de deeltjes 
zorgt ervoor dat de vaak gebruikte opsplitsing in ééndeeltjes-subbeschrijvingen niet werkt, 
terwijl de verontreinigingen de translatiesymmetrie breken die goed van pas had kunnen 
komen om het probleem te kraken. De aanwezigheid van een sterk magneetveld maakt 
het allemaal nog ingewikkelder. 

Het belang van symmetrieën in de natuurkunde (ook wel invarianties genoemd) is niet 
te overschatten. Fundamentele natuurwetten zoals behoud van energie, impuls en lading 
zijn direct gerelateerd aan symmetrieën. Het feit dat de eigenschappen van de ruimte 
om ons heen (de lichtsnelheid, constante van Planck, w etc.) vandaag dezelfde zijn als 
gisteren leidt tot de wet van behoud van energie; het feit dat deze eigenschappen bij de 
bakker om de hoek precies eender zijn als hier heeft het behouden zijn van impuls tot 
gevolg. Behoud van lading is iets subtieler. Hier gaat het om een zgn. ijksymmetrie, een 
speciaal geval van een symmetrie in een andere ruimte dan de 3+1 dimensionale waar we 
ons door bewegen. De eenvoudigste illustratie van deze ijksymmetrie gaat als volgt. Een 
electrische spanning rekenen we uit als het verschil tussen twee potentialen. Als we nu 
overal in de ruimte de electrische potentiaal met een constante hoeveelheid verschuiven, 
dan zal de spanning onveranderd blijven. Meer in het algemeen wordt een ijksymmetrie 
gedefinieerd als een transformatie (zoals het verschuiven van de potentiaal) die geen enkele 
observabele grootheid verandert. 

Behalve dat ze iets vertellen over behoudswetten, helpen symmetrieën ons op een 
tweede manier: ze brengen vaak zoveel structuur aan dat berekeningen ongelooflijk vereen
voudigd kunnen worden. Als men bijvoorbeeld een probleem gepresenteerd krijgt waar 
rotatiesymmetrie in zit, dan weet men vantevoren dat de oplossing gezocht moet worden 
in termen van rotatie-invariante formules. Sommige problemen in de natuurkunde zijn zo 
moeilijk dat ze zonder het gebruik van symmetrieën praktisch onoplosbaar zijn. 

De jF-invariantie die centraal staat in dit proefschrift is een ijksymmetrie gerelateerd 
aan het behoud van lading. Het zou te ver voeren om de exacte definitie ervan hier 
te geven. Laat het volstaan om te zeggen dat deze invariantie aanwezig is in de zgn. 
Finkelstein-theorie die geladen deeltjes in een wanorde-potentiaal beschrijft. Deze the
orie is in 1983 opgesteld door Finkelstein, maar het heeft tot 1995 geduurd voordat de 
^-invariantie werd opgemerkt door Pruisken en Baranov. Het merkwaardige is dat de 
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langedrachts Coulomb-interacties noodzakelijk zijn voor het bestaan van deze ijkinvari-
antie. In plaats van een complicerende factor te zijn maken de interacties de theorie 
hanteerbaar door er een symmetriestructuur in aan te brengen. 

Mijn promotieonderzoek, dat in 1995 begon, heeft voor een deel bestaan uit het maxi
maal uitbuiten van de pas ontdekte structuur. Ten eerste werd duidelijk dat deze'gebruikt 
kan worden om verschillende aspecten van het qHe onder één noemer te brengen. 'Uni
ficatie' is een geliefd woord onder fysici. In tegenstelling tot wat vaak beweerd wordt is 
luiheid, mits strategisch toegepast, een positieve eigenschap in wetenschappers. Hoe min
der denkwijzen, ingrediënten, formules en postulaten een theoretische beschrijving immers 
nodig heeft hoe beter. Met behulp van J^-invariantie lukte het om een gecombineerde the
orie op te zetten van de rand en de bulk. Op de rand werken topologie en ijksymmetrie 
op wonderbaarlijk schone wijze samen. Hiernaast bleek het ook mogelijk om binnen het 
kader van de Finkelstein-theorie het fqHe en het iqHe op gelijke voet te behandelen. Dit 
is zeer bevredigend, want experimenteel zien de twee effecten er precies hetzelfde uit. Om 
tot een gelijke beschrijving te komen wordt standaard gebruik gemaakt van een mathe
matische truc die bekend staat onder de naam 'Chern-Simons flux afbeelding'. Hierbij 
wordt het fqHe beschouwd als het optreden van het iqHe, maar dan in termen van andere 
deeltjes, samengestelde fermionen, die bestaan uit een electron met daaraan vastgeplakt 
twee magnetische fluxquanta. Voor het toepassen van deze truc is het noodzakelijk dat 
de theoretische beschrijving van het iqHe voorziet in een koppeling van de electronen aan 
het electromagnetische veld. Het is precies de ^"-invariante structuur van de Finkelstein-
theorie die de koppeling mogelijk maakt. Als opvallend resultaat kwam naar voren dat de 
Chern-Simons afbeelding slechts mogelijk is in aanwezigheid van langedrachts interacties 
in het sample, m.a.w. wanneer er jF-invariantie is. 

Behalve voor bovenstaande unificatie hebben we de ^"-invariantie gebruikt om een 
zgn. 'twee lus renormalisatie' berekening te doen. Renormalisatie is een veelgebruikte 
methode in de hoge-energiefysica en vaste-stoffysica, waarmee bepaald kan worden hoe 
de eigenschappen van een systeem veranderen als het systeem groter wordt gemaakt. Dit 
is een zeer nuttige procedure, omdat eenvoudige berekeningen in de vaste stof vaak alleen 
kunnen worden gedaan op lengteschalen veel kleiner dan de afmetingen van een sample. 
Renormalisatie vormt de schakel tussen die berekeningen en daadwerkelijke experimenten. 
De handelingen die moeten worden verricht in de renormalisatieprocedure worden grafisch 
weergegeven met behulp van zgn. Feynmandiagrammen. In deze diagrammen komen 
lussen voor (zie figuur 3.3 op blz. 52) die tot aanzienlijke mathematische complicaties 
kunnen leiden. De nauwkeurigheid van de renormalisatie wordt echter groter naarmate 
er meer lussen in de procedure worden betrokken. Middels ^"-invariantie is het gelukt om 
in de Finkelstein-theorie alle diagrammen met twee lussen uit te rekenen, iets wat eerder 
niet mogelijk was. 

Een ander deel van mijn onderzoek bestond uit het onder de loep nemen van de 
randen van quantum Hall systemen, o.a. wat daar gebeurt wanneer de Chern-Simons 
afbeelding wordt toegepast. Enkele van de door ons gevonden resultaten zijn van di
rect belang voor het begrijpen van recente experimenten. Het mooiste voorbeeld is een 
tunneling-expeiiment waarbij een stroompje wordt gemeten dat loopt tussen een 'naald' 
van gewoon metaal en de rand van een fqH sample. Volgens de klassieke natuurkunde 
kan er geen stroom lopen door het isolerende materiaal ertussenin, maar vanwege het 
quantummechanische karakter van het systeem kunnen er toch wat electronen doorheen 
lekken. De sterkte van deze tunnelingstroom is niet zoals bij een gebruikelijke stroom 
rechtevenredig met de aangelegde spanning, omdat de rand van een quantum Hall sam-
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pie zich niet als een gewoon metaal gedraagt. Het verband tussen stroom en spanning 
wordt gegeven door / ~ Va. Het getal a heet tunneling exponent. Experimenten hebben 
aangetoond dat de tunneling exponent, tegen alle verwachtingen in, lineair van het mag
neetveld afhangt en geen plateaux vertoont zoals de Hall geleiding. Uit onze berekeningen 
is de volgende verklaring naar voren gekomen. De rand en de bulk zijn niet ontkoppeld. 
Coulomb interacties tussen electronen op de rand en in de bulk zorgen ervoor dat een 
tunneling experiment niet alleen de rand aftast, maar ook een deel van de bulk. Het 
aantal electronen in de bulk dat 'gevoeld' wordt hangt af van het magneetveld, hetgeen 
precies leidt tot het waargenomen lineaire gedrag van a. 

Bij het toepassen van de Chern-Simons flux truc gebeuren er interessante dingen aan 
de rand. Doorgaans wordt het fqHe aan de rand bestudeerd door eerst in een buiktheorie 
de Chern-Simons afbeelding toe te passen en vervolgens een randtheorie af te leiden uit 
de buiktheorie. Hierbij heeft men echter de vrijheid om een groot aantal constanten in te 
voeren (met de betekenis van snelheden van deeltjes op de rand) waar men naar believen 
waarden aan kan toekennen. Door deze vrijheid worden, zo hebben we aangetoond, 
belangrijke subtiliteiten over het hoofd gezien. We zijn uitgegaan van een beschrijving 
van het iqHe op de rand en hebben de Chern-Simons truc direct hierop toegepast om 
zonder omwegen een randtheorie voor het fqHe te verkrijgen. Op deze wijze bestaat er 
geen enkele keuzevrijheid. Dit werpt met name nieuw licht op het fqHe bij de fractie 
2/3, waar deeltjes op de rand in tegengestelde richtingen bewegen. Wat bijvoorbeeld 
nooit eerder iemand was opgevallen is een stabiliteitsprobleem dat zich uit in de vorm van 
ongerijmdheden zoals een negatieve energie. Dit probleem kan slechts worden opgeheven 
door de Coulomb-interacties, hetgeen wederom aantoont dat de Chern-Simons afbeelding 
alleen toegepast kan worden op een jF-invariante theorie. 

Ondanks het feit dat ik in deze samenvatting veel details heb weggelaten en enkele 
onderzoeksrichtingen niet heb vermeld, hoop ik een duidelijk beeld te hebben geschetst 
van de bijdrage die dit onderzoek heeft geleverd aan de vaste-stoffysica. Vele vragen zijn 
uiteraard nog onbeantwoord. Noch de qHe bulk noch de rand zijn nu volledig begrepen. 
Er valt ook nog veel te verbeteren aan ons begrip van spin-effecten en van de overgangen 
tussen de Hall plateaux, belangrijke aspecten waar ik het in deze samenvatting niet eens 
over gehad heb. Het qHe blijft voor theoretici een lastig fenomeen, maar .^-invariantie 
zal ook in de toekomst zeker een steentje bijdragen aan de vereenvoudiging ervan. 
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